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Real Heritage Pubs Online Guide

Using this guide
The descriptions in this guide make clear the significance of each interior. The
pubs fall into two distinct categories:
On the National Inventory of Historic Pub Interiors for pubs that remain
wholly or largely intact since before World War Two, or are exceptional
examples of intact post-war schemes completed before 1970, or which retain
particular rooms or other internal features of exceptional historic importance.
On the Regional Inventory of Historic Pub Interiors for the Britain . Inclusion
criteria are lower than for the National listings but the same principles apply,
with the emphasis on the internal fabric and what is authentically old. In the
section More to Try are pubs that are considered to be of 'some regional
importance', meaning that the criteria for a full Regional Inventory entry is not
satisfied in terms of the overall layout and fittings, but that specific features are
of sufficient quality for the pub to be considered noteworthy.
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Introduction
Going to the pub is still one of the most popular recreational activities in the United Kingdom. Although their numbers are reducing, there are still some 52,000
of them – very roughly one for every 960 of the adult population. They are, of course, a very varied lot, mostly good, sometimes great, occasionally grim.
This guide covers only a small proportion of them but these pubs form an especially important group. The idea of the ‘traditional’ pub (whatever that may
mean!) is a mighty appealing one which is bound up with a sense of Britishness. Stepping into one is somehow connecting us with a bit of history. Yet when we
make that step it is rare to find a pub interior that has much historic significance. This is all down to an unprecedented amount of change since the 1960s. Like
any business, pubs change with time, but frenzied levels of gutting, stripping and refit after refit have meant that incredibly few pubs look anything like they did
half a century ago. This book is here to celebrate them.
CAMRA’s awareness of the threats to our stock of historic pub interiors gathered force in the 1980s. A national Pub Preservation Group (a forerunner of
today’s Pub Heritage Group [PHG]) was set up and pioneered initiatives to identify the most important surviving examples. This laid the groundwork for the
National Inventory of Historic Pub Interiors (NI), which is widely recognised by heritage professionals, architectural historians and amenity societies as the
most definitive list on the subject. The 260 main entries in this guide are all drawn from that list. In addition, CAMRA has drawn up Regional Inventories
covering pubs of lesser intactness or quality, but which still possess special historic significance (see the next page). A selection of the best is included here in
light grey, slightly smaller type.

PHG’s work involves achieving better recognition of and protection for these priceless, yet at times vulnerable, buildings. Above all, though, this guide aims to
convey the pleasure that can be derived from visiting our real heritage pubs – a pleasure which, in most cases, can be amplified with a pint of delicious real ale!
We hope this book will encourage you to seek out these pubs, some ornate, some plain, many old but a few more recent, several famous, others little known –
but all to be cherished and enjoyed.

CAMRA’s National and Regional Inventories of Historic Pub Interiors
When CAMRA began to draw together its National Inventory of Historic Pub Interiors in the 1990s the overwhelming focus was on interiors that remained
intact or very largely so since before the Second World War. They did not have to be architecturally splendid because even an unaltered plain pub is now a very
rare part of our heritage. The vast majority have multiple rooms, as was usual until the 1960s. As the Inventory evolved, it was decided to include pubs with
specific features or rooms of national significance – maybe an intact, tiny Victorian snug in an otherwise altered pub, a pub where there is no bar counter at all,
or a particularly fine single feature such as superb pictorial tiling or a flamboyant bar-back. As the Inventory evolved, it became apparent that early post-war
pubs, built on traditional lines and still intact, were very rare beasts indeed and it was decided to admit examples provided they had a very high degree of
intactness.
CAMRA’s work has also involved identifying pubs which, although falling short of the national list, still have interiors or features of special historic interest.
These are included on our various Regional Inventories and a selection is included throughout this guide, identifiable by light grey, slightly smaller type.
Together, the National and Regional Inventories comprise what CAMRA refers to as the UK’s ‘Real Heritage Pubs’. Printed guides to them have been
produced for Greater London, East Anglia, the North East, the Midlands, Scotland, Wales and Yorkshire. The latter four are still in print (see pp. 315–16). A
further category is pub interiors of Some Regional Interest. Although very much altered, they still have some historic features which may be of interest to
visitors.
Details of all the pubs in the three categories can also be found on our website www.pubheritage.camra.org.uk where clicking on the ‘Find a pub’ menu option
at the top will take you to easy-to-use drop-down menus.

Campaigning for preservation: CAMRA and the UK’s heritage agencies
CAMRA was not alone in its concerns over the tidal wave of change that was overwhelming our historic pubs. Its work on the National Inventory in the early
1990s attracted close interest from English Heritage (now Historic England), the Government agency for the historic environment in England. EH was working
on new listing guidelines for the more ‘ordinary’ types of industrial-age buildings, such as mills, chapels and public houses, and which had hitherto been largely
overlooked for listing. CAMRA was invited in as a specialist working partner to develop guidelines for pubs and undertook a number of pilot studies in various
areas – Birmingham, Harrogate, Leeds, Manchester, Walsall and York. They revealed how few interiors were unaltered over the past half century and built the
case for greater recognition of pub interiors and stronger representation of them in the statutory lists.
The result of this collaboration was English Heritage’s ground-breaking booklet, Pubs: Understanding Listing which was launched at CAMRA’s 1994 AGM in

Scarborough where EH’s then Chief Executive, Jennie Page, provided the keynote address. She affirmed that EH was determined to support more statutory
protection for pubs with important historic interiors. Several significant listings followed, including a number of quite modest pubs whose interiors were still
substantially intact.
In 1998 the EH/CAMRA collaboration was cemented by the jointly-funded, two-year appointment of a part-time caseworker (the present author) to review pubs
on the National Inventory with a view to getting them listed, if that was appropriate, reassessing gradings and improving list descriptions. This led to over a
dozen completely new listings, including one straight from unlisted to Grade II*, the Art Deco Test Match Hotel, West Bridgford, Nottinghamshire.
Subsequently, CAMRA has maintained a dialogue with EH/HE’s designation teams and this produced further listings as greater knowledge of the country’s pub
stock developed. After the discovery of the superb, but unlisted, inter-war Eastbrook in Dagenham, Greater London, listing was applied for and Grade II* status
was granted in 2009 (pictured on p.11, 91 and 92). In 2014–15 CAMRA was able to offer considerable input into EH/HE’s study of inter-war urban public
houses, which produced a number of new listings, including the lovely 1930s Queens Head, Cranford. At the time of writing HE are studying post-war pubs
and, again, CAMRA has been able to provide input.
The two bodies have continued to work together in other ways. HE is represented among the judges for CAMRA’s annual Pub Design Awards, in which the
conservation category is made as a joint award. Furthermore, EH commissioned Licensed to Sell: the History and Heritage of the Public House, co-written by
Geoff Brandwood and EH’s Andrew Davison with photographs by Michael Slaughter (all long- serving members of CAMRA’s Pub Heritage Group), and
published in 2004. It went into a new edition in 2011 and remains an ideal introduction for anyone interested in the great history of our pubs.
CAMRA’s in-depth knowledge of pub interiors is regularly drawn upon by the Victorian Society, Twentieth Century Society, and Ancient Monuments Society,
all of which are statutory consultees for applications to demolish or significantly alter listed buildings.

Beyond England
CAMRA’s work also identified public houses in Wales and Northern Ireland which seemed worthy of protection, and successful applications for listing have
been made to Cadw and the Department of the Environment respectively. Much success in gaining recognition for National Inventory pubs has also been
achieved north of the Border in collaboration with Historic Scotland (now Historic Environment Scotland). In Northern Ireland CAMRA’s applications to list
Carragher’s Bar, Camlough, and the Fort Bar, Belfast were accepted by the Department of the Environment with Grade B listings in both cases.

Statutory listing: a short guide
All parts of the UK have systems for protecting buildings of special architectural or historic interest, so that they may be passed on to future generations to
appreciate and, hopefully, cherish. Contrary to what one often hears – ‘it’s listed so we can’t do anything to it’ – the process is not devised to prevent change
but rather to manage it constructively, working with the grain of the building and not, in a cavalier fashion, against it. Were that not the case then the exemplary
additions and/or refurbishments at various pubs in this guide could not have taken place. This in turn would have jeopardised their future as businesses and they
might well not be with us today: cases in point are the Sun Inn, Leintwardine, Herefordshire, Crystal Fountain, Cannock, Staffordshire, and King’s Arms,

Heath, West Yorkshire. Work that would change the character of a listed building requires permission from the relevant local authority and, in the case of
highly graded buildings, will probably involve input from the appropriate national heritage agency. 224 (86%) of the 260 National Inventory pubs in the main
gazetteer are listed, along with all thirteen in the Closed Pubs section.

England
English listings are made by the Secretary of State for Culture, Media & Sport on the advice of Historic England
Grade I highest of gradings covers just 2.5% of all listed buildings: these are ones that have ‘exceptional’, perhaps even international, interest.
Grade II* (spoken of as ‘Two Star’). Covers a further 5.5% of listing buildings. They have ‘outstanding’ interest.
Grade II all English buildings are listed at Grade II. They have what is described as ‘special’ architectural or historic interest.
Most listed pubs are designated at Grade II. Higher grades apply to some of those in this guide, for example, ones with particularly magnificent Victorian or
Edwardian work, such as the II* Bartons Arms, Birmingham (160), or the Garden Gate, Leeds (207). Inter-war II* pubs in this guide are the Eastbrook,
Dagenham, Greater London (74), the Test Match Hotel, West Bridgford, Nottinghamshire (129), and Margaret Catchpole, Ipswich (148): in all these cases the
star was achieved after recommendations from CAMRA. The George, Southwark (70), is the only Grade I pub in this guide, the grading arising not so much
from its interior but from the fact that it is, with the New Inn, Gloucester (not in this guide), one of only two galleried inns to survive from the great days of
coaching.

Wales
Listing in Wales has the same grades as in England and is undertaken by Cadw on behalf of the Welsh Assembly. The percentage of buildings in each grading
is very similar to the figures for England. No Welsh pubs in this guide are listed at II* or I.

Scotland
Listing is the responsibility of Historic Environment Scotland on behalf of the Scottish Assembly. There are three categories but the proportions of buildings in
each is somewhat different from the rest of the UK:
Category A. tegory, taking in some 8% of Scotland’s listed buildings, covers those of national or international architectural or historical importance, or fine
little-altered examples of some particular period, style or building type.
Category B. ximately 50% of the total. Buildings of regional, or more than local importance, or major examples of some particular period, style or building
type which may have been altered.
Category C. ximately 42% of the total. Buildings of local importance, lesser examples of any period, style, or building type, as originally constructed or

moderately altered.
Six pubs in this guide are listed at Grade A: the Café Royal (225), Kenilworth (226), and Central Bar (229), all in Edinburgh; Horse Shoe Bar, Glasgow (233);
Bull Inn, Paisley (239); and Feuars Arms, Kirkcaldy (243). A further thirteen are listed at Grade B.

Northern Ireland
Listing is the responsibility of the Department of the Environment which categorises buildings into the following three grades, the proportions of which are very
similar to those in England and Wales:
Grade A ximately 2.5% of the total. Buildings of greatest importance, including both outstanding architectural set-pieces and the least altered examples of each
representative style, period and grouping.
Grade B1 ximately 6.5% of the total. Buildings which might have merited grade A status but for detracting features such as an incomplete design, lower quality
additions, or alterations. Also included are buildings that have exceptional features, interiors or environmental qualities.
Grade B tely 91% of the total. Buildings of local importance and good examples of a particular period or style. A degree of alteration or imperfection of design
may be acceptable.
Belfast’s magnificent Crown Bar is listed at Grade A, and the Boyd Arms, Ballycastle, Co. Antrim, at B1.

Saving heritage pubs
The UK pub is going through tough times and, at the time of writing, it is widely thought that about 27 a week are closing. In 1969 we had some 75,000 pubs
and the number fell to 69,000 by 1980. This steadily reduced to 58,200 in 2006 and the total stands at around 52,000 today. That number is likely to fall further
but the story is not all one of unrelieved gloom. Borrowing a phrase from a century ago, we will have ‘fewer but better’, as the best succeed, new specialist bars
selling ‘craft’ beer (to use a contentious term) spring up in towns and cities, and the march of the micro-pub continues. And, as far as traditional heritage pubs
are concerned, there are things that can be done to help save them.

Encouraging new ownership
CAMRA’s Pub Heritage Group takes active steps to help find new owners for heritage pubs which are on the market, mainly by contacting local breweries and
others known to be sympathetic to the cause. Several communities have fended off the threat to their local by buying it themselves. The CAMRA website
www.camra.org.uk/community-right-to-buy provides detailed advice on how to do this.

Additional uses
Diversification can help improve the viability of pubs, especially rural ones. Many pubs now incorporate small shops, post office counters, meeting rooms, even

betting shops and art galleries. The Pub is the Hub organisation (www.pubisthehub.org.uk) offers practical advice and, in some cases, financial assistance with
such projects. A number have been saved by the new generation of micro-breweries and are now successful businesses.

Assets of Community Value (ACVs)
ACVs were introduced under the Localism Act 2011 to give local people a priority right to bid for any registered community asset, such as a pub, which was
being put up for sale in their area. Applications to register a property as an asset can be made by parish councils, groups of 21 or more local people, and certain
organisations with a local connection, such as CAMRA branches. Since 2015, pubs nominated as ACVs have also enjoyed added protection from proposals to
change their use or demolish them. So far, 11 National Inventory pubs have been listed, with several more nominations in the pipeline.

Statutory listing
A statutorily listed pub enjoys an enhanced degree of protection (for more see p. 11–13). Demolishing a listed building or significantly altering its interior,
requires planning permission and listed building consent, whereas unlisted buildings can be bulldozed or trashed largely with impunity. At the time of writing,
out of the 260 National Inventory pubs that form the core of this guide, 224 were statutorily listed, quite a number of them following successful applications by
CAMRA. We can point to cases where this has unquestionably prevented destructive change.

Use it or lose it
Probably the most effective way to save pubs is for them to be well used. CAMRA campaigns strongly to promote pubs and pub-going, through initiatives such
as Community Pubs Month. A key aim of this present guide is to stimulate interest in the pubs it covers and so encourage more people to visit them more often.

Aberdeen & Grampian
Aberdeen

Grill

213 Union Street, Aberdeen, AB11 6BA
Tel: (01224) 583563
Email: info@thegrillaberdeen.co.uk
Website: http://www.thegrillaberdeen.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Aberdeen) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: B

A beautifully appointed pub lies behind an austere exterior in
an early 1830s grey granite terrace. It was a restaurant from the
1870s but was turned into a pub in the early 20th century.
Having been acquired by a Mr John Innes in 1925, it was
refitted the following year under architects Jenkins & Marr.
This mainly stand-up bar retains its very fine fittings from that
time including a wonderful long mahogany gantry with three
glazed cabinets, made, like all the woodwork, by a Mr G.
Fordyce of Archibalds. The counter carries the letter ‘G’ along
its various sections and has a continuous brass match-striker
from the good(!) old days of smoke-filled pubs. The walls are
covered in mahogany veneer and the tables, with cast-iron
bases, are inscribed with the name of the pub. The plasterwork
ceilings are striking with a huge oval at the front and a circular
feature at the rear, the craftsmen responsible being named as
Messrs R.Watt and G. McGilvery. This was a gents-only bar
until the Sex Discrimination Act came into force on 1 January
1976 and ladies’ did not get their toilet until as late as 1998
when the gents’ underwent a sex-change.

Interior

Craigellachie

Fiddichside Inn

, Craigellachie, AB38 9RR
Tel: 07841 357637
Email: info@thefiddichside.com
Website: https://www.thefiddichside.com
Listed Status: C

UPDATE 2020.
A refurbishment has recently been carried out which
requires a re-assessment.
Please note - the photos are therefore out of date and the
description is one written before the recent changes.
A marvellous rural survival; a tiny bar at the end of a cottagein
a beautiful spot by a bridge over the River Fiddich. The pubhas
been in the owner's family for 88 years. The public bar
measures about 10 ft. x 15 ft. with a panelled original counter
running down the length of the room and leaving only half of
the space for customers. There is not enough room for any
tables, only bar stools and a couple of benches. The back
gantry is a simple three-bay affair and there is half-height
wooden panelling on the walls. Opposite the counter is a coal
fire and there are antique William Younger's and Robert
Younger's IPA mirrors. That's it - no carpets, no food, no fruit
machines, no piped music, no TV, no children - absolute
heaven for lovers of unspoilt pubs.
Update 2017: The pub is closed following the death of
landlord, Joe Brandie, at the grand old age of 88. Future
unknown.

Public Bar

Argyll & The Isles
Kilmelford

Cuilfail

, Kilmelford, PA34 4XA
Tel: (01852) 200274
Email: mail@cuilfail.com
Website: http://www.cuilfail.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

The main part of the hotel dates from the 1870s and was added
on to an old drovers’ inn, the rather extraordinary interior of
which is of interest here. It was refashioned in 1957 (date on
the fireplace) and is a now-rare example of the kind of theming
that was then so popular. In this case the theme is rugged
stonework. But beware! The only real stones are around the
fireplace. The rest is fake, created by applied concrete, painted
to look convincingly rustic. The ‘stone’-faced counter also
incorporates segments of imitation brass-strapped whisky
casks and the gantry also features similar work. There’s a
quadrant-shaped screen at the entrance with a Perspex centre
amid the ‘stones’. The flooring is of terrazzo and the Critall
windows have coloured glass panes. In the rear alcove a door
leads to the former games room, now a kitchen. On the hotel
side there is a short passage with dado panelling (again of
1957? and repeated in the hotel reception area) and an arch
leading to a small tiny snug. Its hatch to the servery is now
blocked. There are plans to restart on-site brewing (it ceased in
2010). ‘Cuilfail’ (pronounced ‘cool-fail’) means ‘sheltered
corner’ in Gaelic.

Bar

Bedfordshire
Broom

Cock

23 High Street, Broom, SG18 9NA
Tel: (01767) 314411
Email: nicksmith959@yahoo.co.uk
Website: http://thecockatbroom.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Listed Status: II

This splendid village local is one of only seven pubs in
England retaining their historic total lack of a bar counter
or hatch. It is also characteristic of the way thousands of
village pubs may have begun, with just one small room in a
private house, then expanding over the years.
The original drinking area was to the left of the front entrance
and is now a games room, Drinks were fetched as, amazingly,
they still are, from the top of the cellar steps in the room
beyond. The right-hand front room opposite was once a shop,
hence the cupboards either side of the fireplace. It has lots of
panelling, full-height on the rear wall and two-thirds-height
elsewhere. The entrance corridor also sports a highly
decorative display of woodwork, whilst the rooms at the back
have been developed over stages since 1977, but do not impact
adversely on the historic area at the front. However, traditional
as it may look, most of the panelling is the work of a local
carpenter, Richard Beasley, as recently as about 1980.

Cellar

Luton

Painters Arms

79 High Town Road, Luton, LU2 0BW
Tel: (01582) 732815
Email: info@paintersarms.co.uk
Website: https://www.paintersarms.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Luton)
Listed Status: II

Rebuilt in 1913 with an interesting green-glazed brickfrontage,
the Painters retains much of its originalcompartmentalised plan
and superb internal tiling. On entering,there is a small snug
with ‘Jug Bar’ etched in the door glassindicating its original
function as an off-sales: sadly the seatsrunning down each side,
no doubt used by customers having aswift one before leaving
with their take-aways, has been rippedout in recent years. The
front and right-hand rooms have theiroriginal bar-backs and
counters.
To the left, two small rooms were combined many years ago
but you can still see ‘Saloon’ and ‘Private Bar’ etched in the
door window glass. Lovely tiling is to be found in both the
entrance lobby floors and the dados of some internal walls.
Three original fireplaces also survive. In the bar to left of the
Jug Bar, the counter has a pot shelf which is a relatively
modern addition, but carefully created to include Art Nouveaustyle glazing harmonising with that in the original partitions. A
wall at the back was removed in 2000 and a door widened, so
now it is possible to circumnavigate the interior.

Main Bar

Berkshire
Aldworth

Bell Inn

Bell Lane, Aldworth, RG8 9SE
Directions: 250 yards off B4009
Tel: (01635) 578272
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Listed Status: II

This wonderful village pub has been in the hands of the
Hunt/McQuhae family since the eighteenth century. It has two
rooms of markedly different character. Left of the central
corridor is the venerable tap room with its vast inglenook
fireplace, panelling, wall seating round three sides, scrubbed
tables and benches, quarry-tiled floor and one-handed clock.
The screen at the rear was installed about 1880 and was glazed
at the top so the licensee could keep an eye on proceedings
when descending the stairs. The Victorian furnishings were
made at the village blacksmith’s/carpentry shop (run by the
same family as the pub). At the heart of the Bell is a glazed-in
servery with sliding windows, one of only a handful of such in
the country. It is said to date from the 1930s. The ebony handpumps bear the date 1902. The second room wraps round the
servery in an L-shape and took this form in 1974 with the
removal of a partition between its two parts: evidence for their
former separate nature is the brass figure 3 on a beam
(numbers 1, 2 and 4 can be seen elsewhere). As for the gents’
loo, this is outside and known for obvious reasons after a few
beers on a dark evening as the 'Planetarium'! It was added in
1933 when mains water was installed. The Bell has won many
CAMRA awards including, most recently, Pub of the Year
2019.

Tap Room Inglenook

Buckinghamshire
West Wycombe

Swan

High Street, West Wycombe, HP14 3AE
Tel: (01494) 527031
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The Swan dates back to the eighteenth-century and has been
run by the same family since 1910 under the ownership of the
National Trust. What counts here is that it was totally refitted
and extended in 1932 by Wheeler's Wycombe brewery and
little has changed since. There are two well-preserved pub
rooms – the saloon (at the front) and a rather spartan public bar
– set at right-angles to one another and with an L-shaped
servery: note the curtains for providing some privacy between
the two bars. Each part of the servery has a mirrored bar-back
fitting. In the saloon there is an inglenook fireplace at the far
end, plus a brick one which probably dates from the 1932 refit:
there is a similar fireplace in the public bar. Both rooms have
herringbone parquet flooring. The crisp, white-tiled gents’ is a
splendid affair, untouched since the 1930s, and sited on the
corner of the building with access from both bars (via an
‘anteroom’ space on each side). Down the left-hand side is a
door marked ‘Reception’ (the former jug and bottle) and
another door to the dining room. As at a number of pubs in the
Chilterns, the casks are stillaged at the back of the servery.

Public Bar

Cambridgeshire
Peterborough

Hand & Heart

12 Highbury Street, Peterborough, PE1 3BE
Tel: (01733) 564653
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Peterborough) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

An incredibly rare survivor situated in a small terrace, the
Hand & Heart is a small, purpose-rebuilt pub dating from
1938 and is essentially intact and unaltered.
The front door on the left leads to a small lobby then, beyond
an internal door in a full-height glazed screen, is a modest
drinking lobby facing the original off-sales with a bell-push
and glazed screen to the servery. At the front on the right is the
basic public bar, which retains the original bar counter (with
distinctive Moderne-style frontage), bar-back and fixed
seating. Note the Second World War memorial on the wall by
the door, one of just 60 such memorials in pubs. At the back of
the pub is a smoke room with original seating and a hatch to
the servery. The fireplace is a Victorian-style replacement,
sadly inappropriate for a 1930s pub.

Public Bar

Cheshire
Alpraham

Travellers Rest

Chester Road, Alpraham, CW6 9JA
Directions: A51, on northern outskirts of village.
Tel: (01829) 260523
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

A four-room wayside pub on the main road through the
village. It once comprised just the T-plan building of around
1850 with its Tudor-style windows. This was extended, mainly
at the back, in 1937, which is also the date of most of the (quite
plain) fittings. Further changes took place around 1970 when
the Wicker Room or Dart Room came into use. Back in the old
part, the tap room (at the front) has a Victorian fireplace and
1930s mirror; a doorway leads to the tiny bar which is mostly
the result of the 1937 refit. The lounge bar or ‘New Room’ was
added at that time and retains its original fittings (but is
normally only used when the bowling club meets). There is
none of that new-fangled electronic gadgetry here – the till is a
drawer in the bar counter and the likes of TVs, piped music
and fruit machines are nowhere to be found. This pub has been
in the hands of the same family since 1900. The bowling green
at the rear is still much used.

Public Bar

Barthomley

White Lion

Audley Road, Barthomley, CW2 5PG
Directions: In village centre, a mile from M6 jct 16. At Radway
Green Road/Audley Road jct. Opp. Saint Bertoline's Church.
Tel: (01270) 882242
Email: info@whitelion-barthomley.co.uk
Website: https://whitelionbarthomley.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Listed Status: II*

This fine half-timbered building, facing the medieval parish
church, dates back to the early 17th century. The oldest part in
terms of pub use is the delightful beamed tap room in thecentre
of the building. This never had a bar counter and drinkswere
brought from the parlour behind (now the kitchen). The
furniture and fittings are from the 1930s, including a highbacked settle which appears to be constructed from reused old
wall panelling. Note the glass-covered section of exposed
wattle-and-daub on the left-hand side showing the method of
filling in the walls between the timber framing. The fire
surround is an unfortunate Modernist replacement of an interwar brick one. The large room to the left (where the servery
now is) has seen use as a courtroom and a schoolroom before
becoming part of the pub in 1953, which is the date of most of
the fittings. The tiny room at the back was converted from
private quarters in 1994.

Gawsworth

Harrington Arms

Church Lane, Gawsworth, SK11 9RJ
Directions: Off A536
Tel: (01260) 223325
Website: http://www.robinsonsbrewery.com/pubs-inns-andhotels/find-a-pub/f-j/harringtonarmsgawsworth
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

It is claimed there has been a pub here since 1710. Until 2007
it was attached to a working farm and thus was an example of
a once-common way of combining pub-keeping with another
livelihood. They are now separate businesses. The timeless tap
room to the left of the entrance is the oldest part and has a red
and black quarry-tiled floor, venerable settles, an old fireplace
and sundry other vintage furniture. The servery in its present
form only dates from 1980. To the right, the snug has a hatch
for service, a 1950s fireplace and a settle; the small lounge at
the back has a similar period feel. The former kitchen on the
rear left became part of the pub in 2007 (the former cooking
facilities seem on a truly industrial scale, perhaps reflecting the
need to provide food for farm workers). All the rooms have
numbers on their doors .

Tap Room

Tap Room

Haslington

Hawk

137 Crewe Road, Haslington, CW1 5RG
Directions: On Crewe Road [B5099], next to Co-operative shop
Tel: (01270) 582181
Website: http://www.thehawkinn.robinsonsbrewery.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The Hawk is a fine pub with a sequence of different rooms.
These include the dining room on the left with an inter-war
fireplace and old panelling. The Games Room (right) has a
most interesting feature, an odd seat that projects out over the
steps leading down to the cellar, and also a glazed section
exposing the wattle and daub of its walling. But the star
attraction is at the back of the pub. This is the Oak Room, lined
with a rich display of old panelling, probably of early 17thcentury origin and likely to have come from a gentry house,
rather than an Armada galleon as the hoary old legend would
have it. All this was there when Robinsons of Stockport bought
the pub in 1929 from Kay’s Atlas Brewery of Manchester. The
room also has a Tudor-style stone fire-surround, 1920s fixed
seating, bell-pushes and leaded windows. Over the fireplace
are three decorative arches in relief, either side of which are
paired columns.

Oak Room

Macclesfield

Castle

25-27 Church Street, Macclesfield, SK11 6LB
Directions: walk up cobbled street from Waters Green car park,
pub is to the left as road bends right.
Tel: (01625) 462646
Email: rebecca@thecastlemacc.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Macclesfield) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

Although the building it occupies is 18th-century, the pub was
probably created in Victorian times. To the right of the
entrance, the charming little tap room has fixed seating and
tongue-and-grooved wall benches. Also to the right of the
corridor, glazed screenwork incorporates an off-sales/serving
hatch, display case and entrance to the servery. First left from
the corridor is a delightful smoke room with early 20th-century
fittings (but Victorian fireplace), bell-pushes and a notable
ceiling with delicate plaster details. The ceiling was superbly
restored back to its original condition prior to the pub
reopening in 2021. The room behind the servery has a glazed
partition to the corridor and a 1971 bar counter, but older
seating. The fourth room at the back is a recent conversion to
pub use and was extended in 2021.
Passage

Scholar Green

Bleeding Wolf

121 Congleton Road North, Scholar Green, ST7 3BQ
Directions: On Congleton Road, A34, between Moss Lane and
Little Moss Lane.
Tel: (01782) 782272
Website: https://bleedingwolf.pub
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Listed Status: II

Architecturally impressive and remarkably intact, this pub was
built in of 1936 for Robinsons Brewery of Stockport under
architect J. H. Walters. He employed what we might call a
Roadhouse Vernacular Revival style which aimed for
respectability and a nostalgic sense of history in the new motor
age, an idea reinforced by the enormous thatched roof as an
emblem of rustic tradition (see also the Legs of Man, Arclid,
and Church House, Buglawton, both above). The spreading
plan of five rooms remains, along with most of the original
fittings and finishes, notably the adzed tooling on the
woodwork to suggest, once again, homely rusticity and hand
craftsmanship. Facing the left-hand entrance is an off-sales
hatch with the public bar on the left. To the right is a lounge
which features the servery, an impressive inglenook fireplace
and a lovely semi-circular bay at the front; note and the
depiction in stained glass of the bleeding wolf (whose legend is
told in a panel on the wall). Further to the right is the dining
room and to the rear left the fully panelled Oak Room – a
splendid period piece. The area at the rear, which contained
nothing of historic interest, was altered in 2021 and now
presents a much tidier appearance. There is much original
detailing throughout, for example, the delightful stained glass
beer bottles either side of the entrance and original tiling in the
loos. Listed in 2011 following a successful application by
CAMRA.

Public Bar

Cornwall
Falmouth

Seven Stars

The Moor, Falmouth, TR11 3QA
Tel: (01326) 312111
Email: amysevenstars@hotmail.co.uk
Website: http://www.thesevenstarsfalmouth.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Falmouth Town) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A small town centre pub, the Seven Stars has been in the hands
of the same family for seven generations since 1868. For 50 of
these years, until his death in 2012, the licensee was
Barrington Bennetts who was also an ordained Anglican
clergyman. At the front, the public bar has various late
Victorian fittings, plus metal stillages introduced in the late
1940s. There was formerly a partitioned-off oyster bar here
and its rare, white marble counter-top is still in place. The
walls and ceiling are covered with matchboard panelling. The
gas lights at either end of the bar are still in working order
(though not now used). A passage, with an off-sales hatch,
leads to the rear smoke room which has a hatch/doorway to the
back of the bar. In the ceiling is a ‘coffin hatch’ for raising and
lowering bulky items to the upper floor. The Victorian building
was extended to the right in 1912 with an off-sales shop (now
defunct).

Public Bar

Penzance

Admiral Benbow

46 Chapel Street, Penzance, TR18 4AF
Tel: (01736) 363448
Website: http://thebenbow.com/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Penzance) and BusStop
Listed Status: II

18th-century pub with an extraordinary interior, the creation of
which was begun in the late1950s by former owner and diver
Roland Morris. The Great Cabin is a spectacular themed room
utilising fittings from wrecked ships to re-create the aft cabinof
a privateer, though it now contains some later 'standard'items
like bench tables and seating. Please note, though, thatthis
room is laid out as a restaurant and used as such in thesummer
season; in winter it is only open for occasionalfunctions, but
the staff will generally be happy to let you view.Upstairs is the
Wreck Room, again only used in the summer,and otherwise
acting as a store room. Artefacts and trinkets arenot set out in
any order or theme. The public bar, front right,has a sloping
bar counter and a copper top; the bar-back is amix of old and
new shelves. Also in this room are small seating bays on stone
bases, round tables with copper tops and a panelled ceiling. To
the left are more seating areas, a brick fireplace with carved
mantelpiece (another shipwreck item) and nautical artefacts in
abundance.

Great Cabin

County Durham
Durham

Victoria Inn

86 Hallgarth Street, Durham, DH1 3AS
Tel: (0191) 386 5269
Email: mwebstervictoria@gmail.com
Website: http://victoriainn-durhamcity.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Durham) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The best historic multi-room pub interior in the North East
(also great for real ale and atmosphere). The pub was built in
1898-9 to the designs of successful Newcastle architects,
Joseph Oswald & Son. Perhaps its most interesting feature is
the Family Department. This tiny space is accessed from the
side entrance and has cut-glass panels and a small hatch to the
servery. Perched on top now are five old ceramic casks for
sherry, Stingo (a dark, strong, rich beer), Irish and Scotch
whisky. The public bar has a wooden floor, fixed seating, castiron fireplace (but recent tiled surround and heat deflector) and
part of the original bar back. The latter was much renewed and
the counter re-fronted in the late 1950s or 1960s. Access to the
snug is either from the side passage to the rear or the righthand entrance. It also has original bench seating with baffles,
bell-pushes, a cast-iron and marble fireplace and a sliding
hatch for service. The sitting room has a bare wooden floor,
small counter and trcaes of bell-pushes. Most windows have
etched glass and removable screens. The licensee, Michael
Webster, who took over in 1974, saved it from desecration by
Scottish & Newcastle Breweries by purchasing it in 1995.
Food consists of toasties.

Public Bar

Cumbria
Bassenthwaite Lake

Pheasant Inn

, Bassenthwaite Lake, CA13 9YE
Directions: S off A66 at W end of lake
Tel: (017687) 76234
Email: reception@the-pheasant.co.uk
Website: http://inncollectiongroup.com/pheasant-inn
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Listed Status: II

Update 1st October 2021 - the 'old' public bar is currently
closed "until further notice" so only the brand new bar can
be visited at present.
The atmospheric public bar of this fine old Georgian coaching
inn has not changed in many years. It is divided into two parts
by a wide, shallow arch. The layout comprises a relatively
small area in front of the counter and, behind the arch, a
somewhat larger space for drinkers and diners. Positioned
within the north side of the arch is a wondrously old gas fire.
There is much panelling and the whole place would have been
recognisable to Lakeland tourists of past generations.
Elsewhere, a lounge bar (residents only) has some 1930s
features and, in the side passage, there is a two-part glazed
hatch inscribed ‘Waiters Only’, plus two old glazed panels.

Public Bar

Broughton Mills

Blacksmiths Arms

Broughton Mills, Broughton Mills, LA20 6AX
Tel: (01229) 716824
Email: info@theblacksmithsarms.com
Website: https://theblacksmithsarms.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Listed Status: II

Floored throughout with stone flags, the Blacksmiths, albeit in
a gentrified state with a strong emphasis on dining, offers an
impression of how an old Lakeland country inn might have
been. The original bar was on the right and had no bar counter
until 1996. The room to the left is of much more interest and is
divided from the passageway by a solid wooden screen with
benches attached. It contains a cast-iron range (hence its name
of the ‘Range Room’) and a fitted cupboard of the former
kitchen, showing how the public house developed out of a
private one. In more recent times the pub has expanded into the
former shop (rear right) and living accommodation (far left).

Left Hand Room

Derbyshire
Derby

Malt Shovel

Potter Street, Spondon, Derby, DE21 7LH
Tel: (01332) 674203
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Spondon) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This largely 18th-century red-brick building houses an
impressive, traditional multi-room pub with off-sales, drinking
passageway and three other public rooms. The snug is
especially interesting, being formed by a full-height, partglazed curved partition wall with seating attached - one of very
few such spaces to survive (the Holly Bush Inn, Makeney,
above being another). Like the corridor, it has a red and black
quarry-tiled floor. The small room further down the corridor
has old movable benches. On the right, the lounge is unusual in
being accessed across a corner of the servery but otherwise
contains little of heritage interest. The large Tudor or Long
Room at the front was in use by 1939, though the Tudorisation
was mostly done after 1960. The various rooms are identified
by letters on the doors, rather than the customary numbers. The
kitchen occupies the former brewhouse which ceased activity
in 1918.

Snug

Derby

Olde Dolphin Inne

5a Queen Street, Derby, DE1 3DL
Directions: close to Cathedral
Tel: (01332) 267711
Website: http://www.yeoldedolphin.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The Olde Dolphin is claimed as Derby's oldest pub and
occupies a late16th-century building, but what we see inside
today dates mostly from an inter-war restoration. The four bars
are all to the left of a corridor passing right through thebuilding
and cluster round a central servery. The splendidsmall snug has
a part-glazed partition wall to the servery andfull-height
fielded wood panelling with a painted grain effect;service is
from a hatch to the bar. The lounge has similarpanelling plus
an inglenook fireplace and bar counter. Thefront right-hand bar
and the ‘Offiler’s Lounge’ – so namedafter the eponymous
Derby brewery that ceased production in1966 – are less
memorable but still have plentiful periodfeatures. Upstairs, the
‘1530AD Steak Bar’ (whose nameinaccurately commemorates
the date of the building) is only open Thu-Sat from 6.30;
massive 16th-century timbers are visible and there is a very old
brick fireplace with a brass hood.

Offiliers Lounge

Elton

Duke of York

Main St, Elton, DE4 2BW
Tel: (01629) 650367
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This 200-year-old pub retains its Victorian interior with just a
few minor changes made in 1985. A central tiled corridor leads
to the main bar at the rear which is entered through a timber
partition wall. It has a quarry-tiled floor, fixed bench seating,
wood-panelled ceiling, a stone fireplace and unusual fullheight draught screens each side of the door. The bar counter
was extended to the window in 1985, albeit using existing
panels and which formerly returned at a right angle. Left offthe
corridor is a plain pool room with a Victorian tiledfireplace
and modern hatch to the servery. On the right is afurther
simply appointed room still with its old fixed benchseating.
Upstairs is a large club room. The loos are outside(with old pig
sties beyond). Unspoilt village pubs of suchsimplicity, catering
only for the ‘wet’ trade, are very hard tofind nowadays. Only
open Tuesdays to Sundays from 8.30pmto 10.30pm.

Glossop

Crown Inn

142 Victoria Street, Glossop, SK13 8JF
Directions: on Hayfield Road out of town centre
Tel: (01457) 862824
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Glossop) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

An end-of-terrace traditional local with a little-altered fourroom interior, the Crown was built in the 1840s and refitted
both in later Victorian and inter-war times. Beyond the porch
lies a lobby bar with an unusually ornamented bar counter and
two sets of bar-back shelves, both of which could be Victorian
but perhaps later (the mirror in the bar back blocking an
outside window suggests a change at some time). Three rooms
lead off the lobby, starting with the front snug, still with its
inter-war fixed seating and tiled fireplace. The rear snug was a
living room until the 1960s but is fitted out in suitably
traditional style. The long, spacious games room to the left has
fixed seating curving round it but has suffered removal of its
fireplace. The three bracket-shaped features round the walls
are air vents (with cast-iron grilles outside).

Public Bar

Servery

Makeney

Holly Bush

Holly Bush Lane, Makeney, DE56 0RX
Tel: (01332) 841729
Email: Landlord@hollybushinnmakeney.co.uk
Website: http://hollybushinnmakeney.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Duffield) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A marvellous village pub which, like many others, has grown
from a small original core. Here this was the superb central
snug, formed by a quadrant-shaped partition wall with glazing
above and a double-hinged door in the middle. Benches are
attached inside, focusing on the fireplace which houses a castiron range, albeit dating only from the 1990s. This wonderful
space, fully enclosed when the door is shut, has a quarry-tiled
floor that extends into the corridor. Here, a diagonal line in a
corner near the snug supposedly marks the site of a counter
where beer was served from jugs brought from the cellar prior
to the present servery being created in the right-hand room
(though Pedigree is still served from a jug kept on the bar
back). This room has not changed significantly in the last 50
years, but the windows facing the lean-to extension are modern
- the scars of the replaced single window are still visible. The
left-hand room took its present form in 1981 when Holly Bush
Cottage, beyond the central post, was incorporated into the
pub. The inn sign is painted on the frontage - a once common,
but now rare, sight.

Snug

Wardlow Mires

Three Stags' Heads

Mires Lane (A623), Wardlow Mires, SK17 8RW
Directions: jct A623/B6465
Tel: (01298) 872268
Email: thethree.stags@btconnect.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This remote country pub on the A623 used to be part of a farm
but is now linked to a pottery business. The entrance leads to
the basic main bar with a stone-flagged floor and huge stone
fire surround. The counter was installed in the 1940s (the front
is 1980s) along with the brown painted shelves which serve asa
back-fitting. To the right is the 'Music Room', only recently
brought into pub use but kitted out in a style which fully
matches the rustic spirit of the main bar. The door on the left of
the lobby, with a figure 3 on it, is to the original second public
room and is pressed into service when the pub is busy. The
Abbeydale beers include the ferocious Lurcher (8%), brewed
only for the pub and celebrating its dog-friendliness. Open 711 Fri, 12-11 Sat, Sun and bank holidays.

Public Bar

Devon
Barnstaple

Corner House

108 Boutport Street, Barnstaple, Devon, Barnstaple, EX31 1SY
Tel: (01271) 343528
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Barnstaple) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

Re-built in 1935 with an Art Deco curved frontage and little
altered since - a remarkable survivor, particularly given its
town-centre location. The main bar was originally two small
rooms which accounts for its current L-shape. The walls sport
fielded panelling to three-quarter height plus a curved bar
counter with black Formica top, a two-sided bar-back fitting
and a 1930s inglenook-style fireplace. The original off-sales is
now used for storage. On the right, the snug (now called
‘Garlands’) has more fielded panelling - the bar counter
appears to be a replacement from around 1960. The gents are
unaltered. A skittle alley occupies a single-storey extension; it
has the original ball-run topped by benching on the right side
with further seating on the left.

Public Bar

Topsham

Bridge Inn

Bridge Hill, Topsham, EX3 0QQ
Tel: (01392) 873862
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Topsham) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Run by the same family since 1897, this glorious pub is one of
the most unspoilt in the country and, in 1998, was even
accorded the only official visit to a pub by H.M.The Queen.
The entrance, on the side, leads to a panelled corridor, on the
left of which is the tap room, quite plainly appointed and with
some fixed seating. A little further on, you will see a bulge to
the right. This is the back of an old settle, glazed at the top, in
what is called the snug (by customers) or the lounge (by the
owners). It features a large stone fireplace, some fixed bench
seating and a grandfather clock dating from 1726. On the right
is a hatch to a parlour through which drinks are fetched from
the ground-floor cellar. Known as the ‘Inner Sanctum’, this
parlour area is a private space in which customers may be
invited to sit – only two other pubs in the country have similar
rooms where customers can sit in a space behind what is a
working serving area (the Arden Arms, Stockport and Ye
Horns, Goosnargh, Lancashire). At the rear, the malt-house
room is only used for functions or as an overflow when the pub
is busy. The bar counter here was installed in the mid-1960s
but the brick fireplace is inter-war and one of the old hop
shoots survives. Between the cellar and the malt-house is a
brick-built furnace that provided hot air for hop-drying and
malting operations. At quiet times, the bar staff will happily
open it up for you to take a peek.

Snug

Dorset
Pamphill

Vine Inn

Vine Hill, Pamphill, BH21 4EE
Directions: off B3082
Tel: (01202) 882259
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Listed Status: Not listed

This delightful little country hostelry became a pub about 1900
when the present landlady’s grandfather fitted it out as such.
Until the 1950s it sold only beer and cider under a six-day
(Mon-Sat) licence. The falling site means it is on two levels.
On the lower is the little-altered public bar which, at eight feet
square in front of the counter, is one of the country’s smallest.
Nine steps lead up to the rather larger tap room, lined with fullheight panelling. On the other side of the public bar, a separate
entrance leads into the lounge, once the grandfather’s sitting
room and probably brought into pub use in the 1950s or 1960s.
The gents’ is outside at the front of the building; the ladies’ is
also outside but seems to be a relatively late addition. The front
garden, overlooked by a prolific vine, is a great place to relax
on a warm, sunny day. Food confined to snacks.

Public Bar

Worth Matravers

Square & Compass

, Worth Matravers, BH19 3LF
Directions: Off B3069
Tel: (01929) 439229
Email: kevin@squareandcompasspub.co.uk
Website: https://www.squareandcompasspub.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Listed Status: II

This renowned pub, established in the late eighteenth century,
has been run by the Newman family since 1907. Picturesquely
situated on the world-famous Jurassic Coast, it has stunning
views out to sea and is also one of only five pubs to have
appeared in every edition of the Good Beer Guide since it was
first published in 1974. A flagstone passage leads to a
servery/cellar at the back where service is via a hatch/doorway
(this is a rare example of a no-counter pub.) To the left is a
further hatch then wooden partition walls mark out the
venerable tap room, entered by a (once) sliding door. This too
has a flagstone floor plus solid benches and a large fireplace
(opened up in 1990 and a wood-burning stove installed.) Tothe
right is the ‘Big Room’ which was a small parlour before1935
when it was extended into the stable block, hence thedifferent
ceiling heights. It is fitted with a continuous wood-block floor,
fielded panelling and, on the left, a hatch for service (the big
opening behind the curtains is from 1978). The pub still has
outside toilets and sells as much real cider as beer. A museum
of local fossils is housed in a room to the left. Food confined to
pies and pasties

Tap Room

East Sussex
Brighton

King & Queen

13-17 Marlborough Place, Brighton, BN1 1UB
Tel: (01273) 607207
Email: info@thekingandqueen.co.uk
Website: http://www.thekingandqueen.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Brighton) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Near the Royal Pavilion, this is a truly stunning pub,
nostalgically evoking the good old days of the Tudors. It was
rebuilt in 1931 under local architects Clayton & Black for
Edlins, a firm of drink retailers whose name is carved over the
entrance. The building tender was a hefty £25,428. The slightly
asymmetrical façade bristles with halftimbering and has
figures of Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn. The gatehouse block
on the right was added in 1935–6. Inside you will find a
mighty Tudor hall which until about 1967 had a screen
dividing it into two halves. The counter is partly original but
the back-fittings are probably from the 1960s and above the
servery is the unsightly addition of the ‘Royal Box’. Despite
these changes, the character is still very much as Edlins
intended for the delight and astonishment of their customers.
On the first floor at the front is a minstrels’ gallery, open to the
hall, and also an enclosed bar with glazed windows to the main
space. Overlooking the courtyard is the ‘Tudor Room’ with a
barrel-vaulted ceiling. Rear left there is a small panelled pool
room with a red tiled floor, originally a reading room. The
interior is full of joyous detail, too rich and extensive to
describe in detail here – stained glass, carved foliage and
beasts, painted emblems on chimney breasts, grand fireplaces
and much more. In the attractive courtyard is a collection of
Dutch tiles (also in the former reading room) plus a large tiled
painting by an artist from Delft showing a steam launch
passing Windsor Castle. TVs showing sport are something of a
distraction.

Interior 1

Hadlow Down

New Inn

Main Road, Hadlow Down, TN22 4HJ
Directions: On the 272
Tel: None
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A roadside hotel-cum-pub rebuilt in 1885 by Southdown &
East Grinstead Breweries Ltd to designs probably by Samuel
Denman of Brighton. The hotel function is firmly proclaimed
in the etched glass of the central doors. The pub part is on the
right and has a long room with simple fittings. These are much
as they were in Victorian times with a wood-block floor, wall
seating, panelled counter and bar-back fitting (with cash
drawers including two slots for notes – discreetly placed at the
rear inside) and a series of ceramic spirit casks. Note the hatch
on the left of the servery for hotel customers and waiters who
would have served the restaurant on the left (now a function
room). The small room at the rear has a split door, served via a
hatch from the servery. Outside toilets.

Public Bar

Hastings

Havelock

27 Havelock Road, Hastings, TN34 1BP
Tel: (01424) 719048
Website: https://havelock-hastings.craftunionpubs.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hastings) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This pub is included here for one reason – the most resplendent
pictorial pub tiling in England, rivalled in the UK only at the
Café Royal, Edinburgh. An existing pub was renamed after
Henry Havelock, a hero in the Indian Mutiny of 1857, who sits
proudly astride his horse by the Havelock Street entrance. This
is, like the rest of the tiling, from a refit in 1889–90 and an
inscription tells us it came from A.T.S. Carter of Brockley,
south-east London. The son of Jesse Carter of tile-makers
Carters of Poole, Arthur set up as a builders’ merchant fromthe
mid-1870s. He soon became a tile merchant, but althoughhis
firm produced mosaic, it seems he bought in tiles fromlarger
firms – Doulton in this case. Lining a former corridorare
scenes depicting Hastings Castle, a mightily energeticBattle of
Hastings, and a sea engagement in which stout-hearted English
fishermen, lay into a French pirate ship, theappropriately
named Cormoran Affamé (hungry cormorant).Since the
English vessel is labelled ‘Conqueror, Hastings’, thecorrect
outcome can be in no doubt! Below is a relief tile dadowhile
the floor has black-and-white geometrical designs and bears
the name of the pub.

Interior

East Yorkshire
Beverley

White Horse

22 Hengate, Beverley, HU17 8BN
Tel: (01482) 861973
Website: https://www.nellies.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Beverley) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

Something of a Yorkshire institution, ‘Nellie’s’ is one of the
‘must-see’ highlights of an old county town that itself abounds
with historic interest. A vernacular gem, it has evolved into a
warren of varied and distinctive rooms, still with gas lighting
and warmed in winter by blazing fires in the old hearths. It
takes its popular nickname from Nellie Collinson, who ruled as
its redoubtable landlady from 1952 to 1975 (and whose
family's tenure of the pub went back to 1892).
Current owners, Samuel Smith’s brewery, took over in 1976
and they have treated their precious acquisition with some
respect. Their work of upgrading the pub however, particularly
their introduction of a bar-servery (where Nellie had made do
with a simple table and pulled beer from two handpumps
against a wall!) changed the character of the 'Men's Bar' which
had been its time-warp heart. Also a new - some would say,
over-wide – opening was created through to the front parlour,
and a sizeable modern extension built. Among many positives,
though, the old semi-private kitchen was brought into regular
pub use and the gloriously old-fashioned front snug, second
parlour and entrance corridors from Hengate have been left
largely untouched.

Sliding Door Room

Hull

Olde Black Boy

150 High Street, Hull, HU1 1PS
Tel: (01482) 215040
Email: yeoldblackboy1729@gmail.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hull) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A rare survivor of the many pubs that lined what was once old
Hull’s principal thoroughfare. The key interest for this guide
lies in its transition from Victorian wine merchant to public
house, whilst retaining much of the layout of the former. The
refitting was done in 1926 for local company T. Linsley & Co.
– the former wine merchant’s office became the front smoke
room, the warehouse became the rear bar, and the cosy upstairs
rooms continued their function for meetings. Original fittings
from 1926 include the downstairs panelling (that upstairs is
more recent), bar counters and front fire surround.

Hull

Olde White Harte

25 Silver Street, Hull, HU1 1JG
Directions: In alley between Silver St and Bowlalley Lane
Tel: (01482) 326363
Email: yeoldewhiteharte@gmail.com
Website: https://www.yeoldewhiteharte.com/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hull) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

The impressive Olde White Harte has been a licensed premises
since the 18th century and has parts dating back to the 17th.
However, its main interest from a pub heritage perspective
derives from a major refurbishment in 1881 by local architects
Smith & Brodrick. Their designs for the downstairs rooms
(smoke room on the left, and public bar) used various elements
of the original domestic interior, but incorporated them into an
idealised re-creation of a 17th-century ‘Olde Englishe’ inn,
complete with massive brick fireplaces – a striking example of
a ‘theme pub’ by the Victorians! Only one of the downstairs
serveries is now in regular use: both have copper counter tops,
possibly from the 1960s. The old panelled upstairs rooms, now
reserved mainly for dining and functions, were left largely
untouched by the 1881 scheme. One is dubbed the ‘Plotting
Room’, a Civil War reference to be taken with a large pinch of
salt, since the building post-dates that conflict!

Rear Bar

Right Hand Bar

Hull

Polar Bear

229 Spring Bank, Hull, HU3 1LR
Tel: 07947 129014
Email: info@polarbearmusicclub.co.uk
Website: https://www.polarbearmusicclub.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hull) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

UPDATE 2022
This pub now operates as a music venue. Most nights there
is an entry charge but there is generally free entry on
Tuesday and Saturday nights. For details see their
Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/polarbearmusicclub
Ceiling Dome

The stand-out feature at the Polar Bear is its magnificent
ceramic-fronted counter, one of only fourteen surviving in the
whole UK and the largest of any with a curved front. Its
manufacturer was probably Burmantoft of Leeds, and Hull can
proudly boast of another example - at the White Hart (see
opposite). The pub itself, whose name reflects its siting near
Hull’s one-time zoological gardens, was built in 1895 by
prolific local architects Freeman, Son & Gaskell and later
extended and refitted by them in 1922 (for the Hull Brewery
Co.). This revamp added elements like the ‘orchestra’ area
with its splendid domed skylight, the fitted bench seating and
the striking stone signage outside. Modern alterations in the
early 1980s retained the separate back smoke room (now a
games room) but swept away a small partitioned-off saloon
from within the large front bar. Statutorily listed in 2005
following a successful application by CAMRA.

Hull

White Hart

109 Alfred Gelder Street, Hull, HU1 1EP
Tel: 07538 470546
Email: hello@whiteharthullpub.co.uk
Website: https://www.whiteharthullpub.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hull) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Rebuilt in 1904 for the Hull Brewery Company by architects
Freeman, Son & Gaskell, the White Hart was given a classy
frontage to Alfred Gelder Street (itself newly opened in 1901)
and fitted out in the manner of a smaller Edwardian drinking
‘palace’. Its beautifully-preserved front lounge boasts a fine
mahogany back-fitting with glazed-towered cupboards whichis
possibly unique. It also boasts a spectacular curved ceramicfronted counter, one of only fourteen such examples now left
in the whole UK and probably a product of the Burmantofts
company of Leeds; another, by the same architects for the
same brewery client, can also be found in Hull at the Polar
Bear (see facing page). This same room also retains all its
wood panelling and seating while the entrance lobby is
complete with its original doors and floor tiling. Until the
1980s the pub's rear parts had separate rooms, including a back
public bar with yet another curved tiled counter – all now lost
to modern alteration and opening-up.

Ceramic Counter

Edinburgh & The Lothians
Edinburgh

Abbotsford Bar & Restaurant

3-5 Rose St., Edinburgh, EH2 2PR
Directions: city centre
Tel: (0131) 225 5276
Email: enquiries@theabbotsford.com
Website: http://theabbotsford.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Edinburgh Waverley)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: B

The Abbotsford was built in 1902 to designs by one of
Edinburgh’s most prolific pub architects, Peter Lyle
Henderson, for Charles Jenner of Edinburgh’s famous
department store and features one of the finest examples of the
typically Scottish island-style servery. Unusually there is no
gantry in the middle, which no doubt explains the mahogany
superstructure on top of the counter. Although such features,
normally designed to hold pot-shelves, are now very common
in pubs, they are usually no older than the 1960s and this
example is a very early and ornate precursor of the type. The
panelled walls have inlaid mirrors and there is a richly
decorated high plaster ceiling. In the far left corner is the
original snack counter, with a fine balustraded and mirrored
gantry and various drawers. On the back wall opposite Rose
Street is an annunciator box, which indicates that at one time
(in addition to the main bar) there were a dining room, a
private room and a smoking room. Alterations took place in
the 1970s when the first floor was acquired for pub use and a
staircase inserted. The Abbotsford is one of a handful of pubs
in Edinburgh still using the traditional Scottish method of
dispense – the tall fount (the ‘u’ is silent) – to dispense its
range of real ales.

Island Bar Interior

Edinburgh

Barony Bar

81-85 Broughton Street, Edinburgh, EH1 3RJ
Directions: E edge of New Town
Tel: (0131) 629 9204
Email: info@thebarony.co.uk
Website: https://www.baronybar.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Edinburgh Waverley)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: B

A relatively small L-shaped, single-bar pub with a luscious
interior. Located in an 1804 four-storey tenement, it wraps
around a florist’s shop on the street corner and has an attractive
teak frontage. The interior is notable for its 1899 decorative
scheme by John Forrester. The multi-coloured tiled dado
includes small pictorial panels of rural Scottish scenes (sadly,
mostly hidden by seating – why were they placed so low? –this
must always have been a problem). The counter, ornate gantry
and two tiled fireplaces (with mirrored overmantels) are all
from the late Victorian scheme. As with so many historic
Scottish pubs, there are advertising mirrors, in this case a
massive pair proclaiming McLaughlan Bros’ wares and also,
around the corner, one promoting William Younger’s India
Pale Ale. Originally, the right-hand front door led to a jug and
bottle, and there were a couple of snugs at the rear.

Interior 1

Edinburgh

Bennets Bar

8 Leven Street, Edinburgh, EH3 9LG
Directions: 0.8m SW of centre
Tel: (0131) 229 5143
Email: info@bennetsbaredinburgh.co.uk
Website: https://kilderkingroup.co.uk/bennets
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: B

Edinburgh’s finest historic pub interior after the Café Royal.
The pub was designed in 1891 by architect George Lyle and
refitted in 1906. The main bar stretches back from the street
and down the left-hand side is the servery, with a flamboyant
five-bay gantry housing four spirit casks, the last to survive in
an Edinburgh pub: the counter top has two still-functioning
water dispensers while at the base is a marble spittoon trough.
On the right, above the seating, is a four-bay mirrored and
arcaded feature with tilework populated by cherubs and figures
in classical dress (painted by W.B. Simpson & Sons of
London). A particular delight, to the left as you enter, is a tiny
snug with a hatch and a door into the servery. The glasswork is
varied and interesting, such as the swirly Art Nouveauwindows
to the street, and door panel advertisements offeringthe
blandishments of Jenkinson’s beers and aerated waters, notto
mention Jeffrey’s lager. At the end of the bar, an enormous
mirror advertises Bernard’s IPA. There have been changes at
the rear, such as the loss of a small office at the end of the
counter in 2002. At the rear right is the Green Room, added in
1906 (but modern fittings apart from, probably, the counter)
and accessed from Valleyfield Street.

Interior

Edinburgh

Cafe Royal

19 West Register Street, Edinburgh, EH2 2AA
Directions: off E end of Princes St.
Tel: (0131) 556 1884
Email: info@caferoyaledinburgh.com
Website: https://www.caferoyaledinburgh.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Edinburgh Waverley)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: A

This famous Edinburgh pub has a truly stunning interior. The
building, by architect Robert Paterson, dates from 1861 and
opened as a showroom for gas and sanitary fittings, but by1863
had became the Café Royal Hotel. From the 1890s major
alterations took place and much of what we see dates from
1900–1. The main space has six wonderful tiled paintingsmade
by Doultons, designed by John Eyre and painted byKatherine
Sturgeon and W. J. W. Nunn: they show six famousinventors;
Benjamin Franklin, Michael Faraday, Robert Peel(calico
printing), William Caxton, George Stephenson andJames Watt
(with Matthew Boulton). The counter was replaced in 1979
and a new tall gantry was installed in 2002. The fixed seating
takes the form of a series of semi-circular areas against the
outside walls. Beyond an ornate screen lies the up-market
restaurant with more tiled murals plus eight stained-glass
windows of British sportsmen, made by Ballantine & Gardiner
of Edinburgh. It has a counter with small tiled panels and a
mottled red marble counter: note also a revolving door from
the 1920s.

Interior

Edinburgh

Central Bar

Leith Walk, Edinburgh, EH6 8LN
Tel: (0131) 555 2006
Listed Status: A

A down-to-earth drinkers’ pub at the foot of Leith Walk which
has one of Scotland’s most stunning interiors. It was built in
1899 to designs by one of Scotland’s leading pub architects,
Peter Lyle Henderson. This tall, nearly square space started life
as the bar for Leith’s long-gone Central Station (closed 1972:
see The Station Buffet, Stalybridge and The Station Buffet,
Bridlington for historic English station buffets). Either side are
entrance porches (with mosaic flooring and stained glass
windows), leading into a room in which the walls are
completely covered with Minton Hollins tiles. The side walls
are notable for four tiled panels of sporting scenes – yacht
racing, hare-coursing, golf and shooting – with tall, narrow
mirrors between. The U-shaped counter backs on to a stunning
oak gantry which has glazed cupboards for cigars etc, and
sprouts the figures of four griffins. In the middle of the servery
there is the base of a small island gantry. On the left are four Ushaped seating areas. The ceiling is papier-maché with
Jacobean detailing. Window screens with coloured glass bear
the name of John Doig who was the first proprietor. At the
back there were originally two sitting rooms but they are now
converted to storage areas. Listing upgraded to A in 2008 as a
result of survey work by CAMRA.

Island Bar Interior

Edinburgh

H. P. Mather [Mathers West End]

1 Queensferry Street, Edinburgh, EH2 4PA
Directions: Off west end of Princes St.
Tel: (0131) 225 3549
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Haymarket) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: B

This high-ceilinged, single-room pub is little changed in over
100 years. It is on the ground floor of a five-storey building,
designed in 1900 by Sydney Mitchell & Wilson for the
National Commercial Bank of Scotland and the Caledonian
United Services Club. The wine merchant Hugh Mather took
over and established the licensed premises in 1902. In theporch
there is floor-to-ceiling tiling and, within the pub itself,the
counter is original (but new top) as are the half-height
panelling, ceiling and rich frieze. The great feature is the
towering gantry: its central parts are original although the side
portions have been added later, but it is not easy to spot the
joins! This was perhaps in 1956 when plans were drawn up to
remove a small snug in the rear left-hand corner. The walls are
adorned by a number of old brewery mirrors. A change in the
1960s relocated the ladies’ toilet from the rear right corner to
downstairs. An old water engine which dispensed beer by air
pressure is still in existence and may be viewed on request.

Bar Counter and Gantry

Edinburgh

John Leslie

45-47 Ratcliffe Terrace, Edinburgh, EH9 1SU
Directions: 1.5m S of centre.
Tel: (0131) 667 7205
Email: info@johnlesliesbar.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: B

A magnificent pub of 1899 set in a tenement and the work of
architect P. L. Henderson. Immediately on the left on entering
is a small snug, separated from the lounge by a low panelled
screen with semi-circular stained glass panels. However, the
unique feature at Leslie’s is the gantry-like structure on the lefthand side of the servery, with its series of small ticket boothstyle windows for service into the lounge. This arrangement is
akin to snob screens in Victorian pubs in English cities which
allowed customers a sense of privacy. At the far end of the
counter is an elegant mahogany gantry with display cabinets.
Other original features include an ornate plaster cornice and
decorative ceiling. The dado panelling is said to have come
from a neighbouring house during a restoration in 1958. At the
rear of the lounge is another snug, also of 1958.
Right-hand side of the Island Bar

Edinburgh

Kenilworth

152 Rose Street, Edinburgh, EH2 3JD
Directions: city centre
Tel: (0131) 226 1773
Website:
http://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/thekenilworthrosestreetedinbur
gh
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: A

The building originated about 1780 while the interior, by
architect Thomas Purves Marwick, dates from 1899 for Peter
Fisher, whose family were wine and spirit merchants. It was
given a careful restoration for Alloa Brewery in 1966 by
architects Covell Matthews. It is one of four impressive pubsin
Edinburgh with an island bar (cf. Abbotsford nearby). The
island gantry is a fine piece of pub furnishing. The walls are
covered in blue and white Minton tiles, topped off with rows of
brown and cream tiles, finishing some two-thirds up thedoubleheight public bar, which has a patterned plasterworkceiling in
turquoise and cream. There is a massive mirroradvertising
Dryborough’s ales of Edinburgh, made by Forrest& Son of
Glasgow who were major suppliers of such mirrors.The potshelf and short partitioning attached to the bar are1966
additions, which is also the date of the Scott Room, asmall
room added down a new passage to the rear. Note theArt
Nouveau-style stained glass windows on the front and side in
the first-floor area. Listing upgraded to A in 2008 as a result of
survey work by CAMRA.

Island bar interior

Edinburgh

Oxford Bar

8 Young St., Edinburgh, EH2 4JB
Directions: New Town, off Charlotte Sq.
Tel: (0131) 539 7119
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: B

The building became a pub in 1811, then a confectioners by
1843, returning to pub use in 1893. It is a small, no-frills affair
which has become something of an Edinburgh institution. At
the front left is a tiny stand-up bar with just two window
benches seating about four people, and a few stools. There isan
old fireplace on the far left, partly covered up by the counter
and thus predating the existing servery arrangements. The
simple mirrored gantry may date from the late 19th-centuryand
has been added to with some basic shelving. Up three stepsand
through the doorway on the right is a sitting room withshutters.
It also has a (possibly) 1950s brick fireplace and anold mirror
promoting Murray’s Pale Ale. One of the historicphotos on the
wall shows former landlord William Ross, who refused to
serve women and Englishmen, and anyone ordering a lager
would be instantly barred! It became renowned as one of the
favourite pubs of fictional detective Inspector Rebus and his
creator, author Ian Rankin.

Public Bar

Edinburgh

Voodoo Rooms

19a West Register Street, Edinburgh, EH2 2AA
Tel: (0131) 556 7060
Email: info@thevoodoorooms.com
Website: http://www.thevoodoorooms.com/
Listed Status: A

The first floor part of the Café Royal is a separate Bar,
Restaurant, Live Music Venue and Cabaret Club. The barlooks
very different from the photo on the front of Scotland’sTrue
Heritage Pubs as the ceiling is now painted black andpicked
out in gold; the floor is of standard wood panels; newtiles near
the bar counter; the original bar has a new front andnew top;
and there are seating areas down the window side ofthe room.
In the second bar all the partitions and the 1920s barfittings
have been retained; floor in American Bar has had thesame
treatment as the main bar; seating areas have been addedto the
restaurant section. The Ballroom can have an admissioncharge
– it retains its wood block floor; the ceiling is nowpainted
black and picked out in gold; and a sound booth hasbeen
added. Open from 12 noon to 12 midnight. No real ale.
Interior

Prestonpans

Prestoungrange Gothenburg

227 High St., Prestonpans, EH32 9BE
Directions: W edge of town
Tel: (01875) 898200
Email: michellemclellan@hotmail.co.uk
Website: http://www.prestoungrange.org/gothenburg
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: B

This superb pub was built in 1908 for the East of Scotland
Public Houses Trust, in Arts and Crafts style. It was sold to the
London-based Trust Houses Ltd in 1919 and, after a chequered
late 20th-century history, reopened following meticulous
restoration in 2003 which won that year’s CAMRA national
conservation award. The public bar is a magnificent room with
superbly designed features – low segmental arches at the sides,
wall panelling and rich green Art Nouveau tiling. It has a
servery in the centre which would form an island but for the
tiny jug bar which joins it to the front entrance. To the left isan
elegantly panelled lounge/café where the emphasis is ondining
rather than drinking. A tiled spiral staircase leads to theupper
floor where the historic features are limited to two fine
fireplaces. The building has been extended at the rear toinclude
a small brewery (opened 2004). The name comes fromthe
Gothenburg System – still operating here – whichoriginated in
the Swedish city in 1865 to encourage temperance. Managers
gained no benefit from alcohol sales but did so from food and
non-alcoholic drinks. Profits above a certain percentage
(usually 5%, as here) were devoted to projects for the benefit
of the community. Here they go to the Prestoungrange Arts
Festival which has funded the wall and ceiling paintings at the
pub and other art works in the community. (PUB
CURRENTLY CLOSED)

Public Bar

West Calder

Railway Inn

43 Main St., West Calder, EH55 8DL
Tel: (01506) 799967
Email: railwayinn43@hotmail.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Calder) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: C

Built around 1895, this corner-site pub has a U-shaped servery
with a bar on either side. In the centre of the servery is the star
attraction, an unusual openwork gantry, delicately detailed,
with a two-storey superstructure and slender turned balusters.It
has a wide opening in the middle to allow staff easy access
from one side to the other. Originally the servery linked up to
the back wall, but a customer walkway has been created in
recent times. Another significant survival, opposite the
entrance, is the now-disused tiny jug bar (or if you prefer the
version of some regulars, specially built as the ‘priests’ hole’
where clergy could sneak in undetected for a tipple – so are
pub myths born!). A corridor leads to a large, fairly plain
lounge. This, like the rest of the Railway, has wooden dado
panelling. On the way there, the gents’ offers a rather splendid
and unusual marble urinal, plus old wall- and floor-tiling.
Listed in 2008 as a result of survey work by CAMRA.

Interior

Essex
Aveley

Old Ship Inn

58 High Street, Aveley, RM15 4AD
Directions: Near B1335 & A1306
Tel: 07976 264053
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

The unassuming rendered exterior conceals a four-room pub,
the arrangements of which date from the early twentieth
century: The stained glass windows are particularly attractive.
The left-hand saloon bar incorporates a former off-sales
compartment (hence the disused external door) and is
separated from the street-corner private bar by a full-height
screen. In the saloon the Victorian-style fireplace is a possible
later addition but, on the bar counter, are remains of the
shutters, now converted to a pot shelf. The private bar has an
old bench, still with its maker’s label. In the public bar the
counter, with its porthole decoration, looks as though it was
given something of a nautical makeover in the 1960s when
such themed fitting out was popular. The fourth (pool) room
has a timber screen to the corridor with glazing at the top to
provide borrowed light: it has a fairly impressive inter-war
style brick fireplace of around 1930.

Saloon Bar

Mill Green

Viper

Mill Green Road, Mill Green, CM4 0PT
Tel: (01277) 352010
Email: info@thevipermillgreen.co.uk
Website: https://www.thevipermillgreen.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Ingatestone) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

A delightful secluded pub set amidst extensive woodland. Two
doors face you. That on the left leads to the tap room which is
really the star attraction. It is a small space with seating round
three sides near the window, a hatch to the servery, and, what
appear to be refitting from around 1930, a parquet floor and
brick fireplace. Set in the bench seating is a hole andassociated
drawer for the now-rare game of pitch penny. Leftof this space
is a much more recent public bar with a moderncounter. The
second outside door leads into what is called aprivate bar,
although this is a rather big space and becamelinked in postwar times to an area on the far right. A panelledbar counter
serves both spaces. The front window on the farright replaced
a door which was closed following subsidenceafter a hot, dry
1970s summer.

Tap Room

Fife
Kincardine

Railway Tavern

16 Forth Street, Kincardine, FK10 4LX
Tel: (01324) 552398
Listed Status: C

At the end of a row of cottages, this small, friendly pub is an
amazing survivor. 200 years ago it is thought to have served
drovers bringing their livestock south to market. Until the
coming of the railway in 1893, it was called the Ferry, which
related to a crossing on the Forth about 100 yards away, taking
people across to Higgins Neuk. The lettering above the door –
‘J Dobie Licensee’ – is the only outward sign that this is a pub.
It refers to Janet Dobie, the mother of Ronnie Dobie, the
present, fourth-generation owner. Three rooms are in public
use (a fourth is now a store), all very simply appointed. Two of
them have working bell-pushes connected to an annunciator
box in the corridor. Here also are the remnants, in the ceiling,
of what are said to be hooks from which drovers slung their
hammocks. On the left is the public bar, one of the smallest in
Scotland: the seating consists of metal framed seats originally
constructed by Alexanders, bus builders of Falkirk. Listed in
2008 as a result of survey work by CAMRA.

Public Bar

Kirkcaldy

Feuars Arms

28 Bogies Wynd, Kirkcaldy, KY1 2PH
Tel: (01592) 205577
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: A

This fine interior dates from an Edwardian refit of 1902, under
local architect William Williamson, and is especially notable
for its display of ceramics. The pub now mainly consists of a
large bar with a 59ft-long three-sided counter. Originally this
space was divided into two by a jug bar entered from Bogies
Wynd, the footprint of which can be traced in the mosaic
flooring which covers the whole of the present main bar: the
jug bar door has been transplanted to the entrance of the gents’.
At the back of the extensive servery is a semi-octagonal office
with a glazed-in top (such publican’s offices are very
uncommon outside London): in front of it stands a long-case
clock. As for the amazing ceramics, brown tiles cover the walls
and the tall counter front, but pride of place goes to two
Doulton pictorial panels, each consisting of a single tile. They
show Touchstone and his beloved Audrey from As You Like
It. The cartoon for the jester was also used (but with red
apparel) in a series of Shakespearean panels at the St James
Tavern near Piccadilly Circus in London. There are stained
glass windows with the arms of Scotland, England and Ireland
(what happened to Wales?). The gents’ are worth a visit for the
extraordinary glass-sided Doulton cistern, a pair of marbleframed urinals, tiled walls and mosaic floor. The room at the
rear left was brought into use in modern times. Listing
upgraded to A in 2008 following survey work by CAMRA.

Public Bar

Glamorgan
Cardiff

Golden Cross

282 Hayes Bridge Road, Cardiff, CF10 1GH
Tel: (029) 2034 3129
Email: adamjames82@hotmail.co.uk
Website: http://www.sabrain.com/golden-cross
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Central) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Built in 1903 for Brains’ brewery, this city-centre pub, four
minutes walk from Central Station, is the most spectacularly
decorated of any in Wales and is famous for its ceramics by
Craven Dunnill of Jackfield, Shropshire. The façade proclaims
the Brains name and gives a foretaste of the riches within. Here
the L-shaped counter on the left is one of fourteen remaining
ceramic bar counters in the UK and the design, featuring
grotesques, is one of three made by Craven Dunnill: the others
are at the Mountain Daisy, Sunderland, and the Gunmakers
Arms Birmingham. The frieze is almost identical to that at the
White Swan, Birmingham. There are also two original pictorial
tiled panels, that in the public bar showing Cardiff Castle, and
the one in the left-hand room depicting the Old Town Hall as it
was in 1863. In the side entrance lobby is a rather crude,
modern tiled painting of the Brains’ Brewery in about 1890.
The impressive bar-backs remain in the public bar and in the
lounge (to the right), but the counter in the latter is modern. In
1978 the pub was threatened by road widening but a vociferous
campaign saved it and it reopened in 1986: the modern lobby
panel of Brains’ brewery dates from that time. Popular as a gay
pub in the evenings.

Interior

Gloucestershire & Bristol
Bristol

Kings Head

60 Victoria Street, Bristol, BS1 6DE
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bristol Temple Meads)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The long, narrow building plot plot no doubt reflects a
medieval site but the present building dates back to the mid
17th-century. Inside is a bar stretching right back to another
entrance which faces the late-medieval Temple Church
bombed out in the Second World War. Along the right hand
wall is a magnificent mid-Victorian bar-back with a series of
arches and high-level lettering advertising various drinks. It
has a marble shelf. The panelled counter no doubt dates from
the same scheme (although the top is from 1998). Most of the
rear part of the pub contains the delightful ‘Tramcar Bar’ – a
snug supposedly shaped like an old tramcar! Its insertion,
presumably in the late 19th or early 20th century, led to the
cutting back of the counter, hence the ‘stranded’ bar-back in
this area. Prior to this, apart from the small seated area at the
front, this was presumably a largely stand-up drinking
establishment. Don’t miss the glazed panel advertising ‘Burton
Ales and Dublin Stout’ and, beside this, an old pressure gauge
from the days of gas lighting. Two gas fittings survive in the
Tramcar Bar and four (converted to electricity) in the servery.
There are two tiny WCs formed by part-glazed partitions
adjacent to the rear wall: note the ‘Ladies Only’ on the glass
door panel.

Tramcar Bar

Greater Glasgow & Clyde Valley
Glasgow

Brechin's

803 Govan Road, Glasgow, G51 3DJ
Tel: (0141) 445 1349
Listed Status: B

This fine building dates from 1894 when it opened as the
Cardell Hall, named after John Cardell who used it as the local
headquarters for the Rechabites, a charitable organisation
which espoused the virtues of Temperance. Ironically, now a
pub, it has a very interesting, intact spacious interior of about
1960 which features a late example of the Scottish islandservery. This is mostly surrounded by the roomy public bar
with ply-panelled walls and fixed bench seating in the alcoves
but at the back there is also a screened-off lounge area with a
hatch to the servery and red leatherette-covered bench seating.
Upstairs is a former lounge, now used as a function room with
panelled walls and a hooped stall for waiters. High up on the
south side outside is a carving of the legendary Govan Cat,
famed for its stupendous rat-exterminating abilities

Island Bar

Glasgow

Horse Shoe

17 - 19 Drury Street, Glasgow, G2 5AE
Tel: (0141) 248 6368
Email: enquiry@thehorseshoebarglasgow.co.uk
Website: https://www.thehorseshoebarglasgow.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Glasgow Central) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: A

Something of a Glasgow institution, the Horse Shoe is one of
the finest examples of Scotland’s Victorian island-bar pubs. It
was built in 1870 and remodelled in 1885–7 by publican John
Scouller, then again in 1901, when the partitions between
sitting rooms and the bar were removed. The horseshoe motifis
said to derive from the fact that Scouller was a keenequestrian.
At just over 104 ft round the outer circumference,the counter is
the second longest in the UK after the Falcon atClapham
Junction, London, which weighs in at a mighty 125ft.The
initials ‘JYW’ in glazed screens on the counter andelsewhere
refer to John Young Whyte, who succeeded Scoullerin 1923.
The main island gantry includes eight spirit casksends on their
sides (used until the 1930s) with, unusually, twotaps in each.
There is a second, small circular gantry with amarble shelf but
its top seems modern. On the side walls thereare two
horseshoe-shaped fireplaces: the similar features on the rear
wall seem to have always been just ornamental. At the front is
a clock with the twelve letters of ‘The Horse Shoe’ instead of
numbers. The panelled walls have large bell-pushes towards
the rear, mostly set in decorative panels. The skylight at the
rear right was added in 1985. Listing upgraded to A in 2008 as
a result of survey work by CAMRA.

Island Bar Interior

Glasgow

Laurieston Bar

58 Bridge Street, Glasgow, G5 9HU
Tel: (0141) 429 4528
Email: lauriestonbar@gmail.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Glasgow Central) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: C

This small, friendly pub has one of the most remarkable
interiors in the UK. It is the most intact example of pubbuilding (in fact remodelling) from about 1960 and is, thus, as
important as a great Victorian pub – only very much rarer.
Behind what is, frankly, an unprepossessing exterior with its
black and white mosaic and distinctive lettering, traces of the
Victorian building survive in three iron columns, the floortiling
in the gents and the lower parts of the central gantry. Butback
to modernity – facing the Bridge Street entrance is asmall
intact off-sales, either side of which are the lounge (right) and
public bar (left). The latter has fixed seating, a series of
narrow, two-tiered fixed Formica tables and contemporary low
chairs. The boarded bar counter (with Formica top) is a fairly
simple affair, not unlike work of the 1930s, but the suspended
structure over it and the ceiling panelling are quintessential
1960s work. There’s even an original heated glass food display
unit on the counter. The lounge is a touch smarter, with more
fixed seating, carpeting, panelling and a number of bell-pushes
for service. To complete the picture, Formica covers the walls
in the loos. Listed in 2010 following a successful application
by CAMRA.

Lounge

Glasgow

Old Toll Bar

1-3 Paisley Road West, Glasgow, G51 1LF
Tel: (0141) 258 4830
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Anderston) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: B

Glasgow's finest pub interior, situated in the ground floor of a
three-storey tenement built in 1860 and remodelled in 1892-3.
One hundred years ago, there were many ornate pubs like this
throughout the city, as publicans went to great lengths to
outshine their competitors at a time when skilled labour was
cheap. This is one of the last remaining Victorian 'palace pubs'
in Glasgow; sadly, similar interiors have been ripped out in
recent times only to be replaced by poorer quality modern
fittings. The large bar has a magnificent dark wooden back
gantry incorporating two sets of four whisky casks either side
of a mirrored centrepiece, a pediment and central clock. There
was a tier of smaller barrels in the recess below the large
barrels but they were removed some time ago. The original
long bar counter with some part glazed short partitions has a
new polished stone top.

Mirrors

Glasgow

Portland Arms

1169 Shettleston Road, Glasgow, G32 7NB
Tel: (0141) 778 6657
Listed Status: B

The most intact Art Deco pub interior in Britain and also a
good example of Scotland’s island bar pubs. Rebuilt in 1938, it
is a single storey structure designed by architects Thomas
Sandilands & Macleod for a family that held it until 2006. In
front of the entrance is a three sided lobby with a disused
‘Family Dept’ (off-sales) where service was via a small
opening in a glazed panel. To the left of the entrance is a small
office (now a store). The centrepiece at the Portland, however,
is the main bar with its central servery, with banded veneer
counter, whose oval shape is matched by the canopy above, all
with smooth detail that is so typical of the 1930s. It has a
central gantry with the top part supported on chrome-plated
tubing. The original fixed seating has wooden dividers and
match strikers on them (match strikers also appear on the bar
counter). Each corner of the pub has a small snug: that at the
front right is particularly interesting as being named as ‘Ladies
Room’ in the door glass and has a ladies’ toilet leading off it.
The only major changes since 1938 are the replacement of the
floor covering and modernisation of the toilets. This is a
popular drinkers’ pub which gets packed when Celtic are
playing at home, and is regularly used by film companies for
period dramas.

Island Bar Interior

Glasgow

Railway Tavern

1410-1416 Shettleston Road, Glasgow, G32 9AL
Tel: (0141) 778 2368
Listed Status: C

The exterior may not look much but this is a welcoming cornersite local. It has a substantially intact Edwardian interior with a
typically Glasgow island-bar arrangement, probably laid out
after the pub was taken over by the Neilson family in 1903.The
right-hand door leads into a self-contained ‘familydepartment’.
The main entrance is on the left and has a smallvestibule
inside. There is a narrow bar fronting the road and tothe right
of this is an L-shaped drinking area running round theservery.
On the far left are a couple of sitting rooms andbetween them
an annunciator box with three discs, which suggest there was
originally an extra sitting room, now taken by the ladies’ toilet.
In the middle of the servery is a low island gantry with a
couple of drawers for takings, predating the advent of the
electronic till. There appears to have been a refit in the postwar period, whence the mosaic floor and the loss of doors.
Interior

Glasgow

Steps Bar

62 Glassford Street, Glasgow, G1 1UP
Tel: (0141) 552 2283
Email: liamstepsbar@yahoo.com
Listed Status: B

This, with the Portland Arms, is one of Glasgow’s two wellpreserved Art Deco pubs, refitted by new owners, the Taylor
family, in 1949. The frontage is clad in Vitrolite panelling and
has frosted glass windows (one replaced in 2006). The interior
is gloriously complete with veneer-panelled walls, and original
gantry and counter. There is a small sitting room on the left
with more panelling, fixed seating and bell-pushes. Here a
stained glass panel window depicts the Cunard liner RMS
Queen Mary, launched on the Clyde in 1936: a Spitfire flies
above, no doubt the choice of Thomas Taylor who had flown
with Coastal Command and Transport Command in the war. It
is said that much of the woodwork was a mock-up of part ofthe
Queen Mary displayed at the huge 1938 Empire Exhibitionin
Glasgow and was stored during the war by a firm of builders
known to the Taylors, although the official programme for the
exhibition makes no mention of, or advertisement for such an
exhibit. The only changes have been the replacement of floor
coverings, the new gents’ at the rear and the addition of a
1950s ladies’ for the first time (hence the Formica-panelled
walls, as also found at the Laurieston Bar).

Public Bar

Paisley

Bull Inn

7 New Street, Paisley, PA1 1XU
Tel: (0141) 849 0472
Email: bullinn.paisley@stonegatepubs.com
Website: http://www.greatukpubs.co.uk/bullinnpaisley
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Paisley Gilmour Street)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: A

Although not as well known as the best historic pubs of
Edinburgh or Glasgow, the Bull has one of Scotland’s finest
and most interesting pub interiors. It was rebuilt in 1901 to
designs by a local architect, W.D. McLennan (1872–1940)who
takes up the modern, inventive architecture we associatewith
his great contemporary, Charles Rennie Mackintosh. The
(disused) narrow, right-hand door at the entrance leads to a
tiny, intact former off-sales compartment. The front window
has stained glass with attractive flowing designs and theinterior
has a decidedly Art Nouveau flavour.. The panelledpublic bar
has an impressive gantry down the right-hand sidehousing a
series of spirit casks. It also retains four sets of quadruple spirit
cocks, a rare survival of draught spirit dispense. Over the
counter is the unusual device of six arched service areas.
Moving back, there is a glazed partition behind which are three
delightful glazed snugs, one still with its door: the glazing to
these spaces appears to be a modern replacement (it is quite
different and less substantial from that elsewhere in the pub).
New toilets have replaced two snugs which used to lead off the
top-lit area at the rear and which is characterised by highly
individual, attenuated detailing.

Public Bar

Greater London Central
Blackfriars

Black Friar

174 Queen Victoria Street, Blackfriars, EC4V 4EG
Tel: (020) 7236 5474
Email: blackfriar@nicholsonspubs.com
Website:
https://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/restaurants/london/theblackfri
arblackfriarslondon
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Blackfriars) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

The Black Friar is astonishing and quite unlike anything else.
The wedge-shaped building itself dates from about 1873 but
was given a lavish make-over from about 1905 when it was
taken over by landlord William Petit. His architect was H.
Fuller Clark who brought in the noted artist Henry Poole to
carry out the decoration. It's an early example of theming, the
theme being the friars of the Dominican friary established here
in 1276 (called ‘black friars’ from the colour of their habits).
They – or rather jolly, reinvented versions of them – appear
everywhere in sculptures, mosaics and metal reliefs, and
engage in the serious business of eating, drinking and generally
having a good time – for example, in singing carols in the
copper relief over the magnificent inglenook fireplace, or in a
scene showing eels and fish being collected for (meatless)
Friday. The most remarkable part is the barrel-vaulted area at
the back of the pub, under the adjacent railway, and added in
1917–21 with more reliefs. Aesop’s fables and traditional
nursery rhymes, such as Three Blind Mice and Humpty
Dumpty can be picked out. The richness of the interior is
enhanced by much alabaster and marble. The exterior is worth
a good look too: a couple of friars helpfully point towards the
former ‘saloon’. Clearly the main bar was originally divided
into at least two parts.

Main Bar

Hatton Garden

Olde Mitre

1 Ely Court, Ely Place, Hatton Garden, EC1N 6SJ
Directions: Look for the passage from Hatton Garden
Tel: (020) 7405 4751
Email: yeoldemitre@fullers.co.uk
Website: https://www.yeoldemitreholborn.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Farringdon) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

A fine and remarkable pub, tucked away up an alley. The
building dates from the late 18th century but what we see
inside is a complete scheme from the inter-war period. Either
side of the central servery are two bars, each with extensive
Tudor-style panelling. Leading off the rear room is a cosy little
snug, known as ‘Ye Closet’. The front bar has three outside
doors, suggesting it was once divided into three tiny
compartments (but a single space certainly since the 1930s).
The gents’ can only be accessed from outside – a very rare
thing for a London pub. The upstairs room was fitted out about
1990 and is known as the Bishop’s Room which, like the name
of the pub and its address, is a reminder that the bishops of Ely
had their London residence here until 1772. Indeed, officially
the area was treated as a part of Cambridgeshire!

Front Bar

London

Argyll Arms

18 Argyll Street, London, W1F 7TP
Tel: (020) 7734 6117
Email: argyllarms@nicholsonspubs.com
Website:
https://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/restaurants/london/theargyllar
msoxfordcircuslondon
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

An astonishing survival within yards of bustling Oxford Street.
The building dates from 1868 but what makes it so remarkable
is the survival of the glazed screenwork. This was installed in
1895 under architect R. Sawyer and divides the pub up into a
series of those small areas that so appealed to late Victorian
London drinkers. At the front there are two entrances, the righthand one leading to a screened drinking area, while that on the
left leads to a corridor to the rear of the building, and from
which other spaces are accessed. Along the corridor mirrors
enhance the sumptuous atmosphere with reflections of the
glazed screens opposite. At the back the ‘saloon and dining
room’ has another glittering display of mirrors. Other features
to relish are the highly decorated ceiling, an immensely deep,
decorated cornice and an ornamented column in the rear parts,
plus a delightful little publican’s glazed-in office incorporated
in the ornate bar-back. At the rear a magnificent swirly iron
stair-rail sweeps up to a restaurant: all modern apart from the
ornate breccia fireplace and its overmantel.

Front Snug

London

Barley Mow

8 Dorset Street, London, W1U 6QW
Tel: (020) 7487 4773
Email: thebarleymoww1@gmail.com
Website: https://www.barleymowlondon.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Marylebone) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

This tall four-storey building of 1791 houses a Victorian
interior of great interest thanks to the unique survival of a pair
of small drinking boxes attached to the counter on the left-hand
side. This is a perfect example of how, in times gone by,
Londoners liked to drink in intimate, cosy surroundings. Four
or five people in each and they are full. A very doubtful claim
that they were intended for pawnbroking transactions is
probably a late 20th-century explanation for features which
have become inexplicable with changed drinking traditions
(that is not to say, of course, that a few dodgy deals may not
have taken place therein over the years). Screwed to thecounter
tops are two much-worn brass plates displaying theprices of
liquor such as rum at 15 shillings (75p) a gallon. Theexistence
of three entrances in the frontage is clearly suggestive of other
internal subdivisions now long gone.

Servery and Drinking Boxes

London

Cittie Of Yorke

22 High Holborn, London, WC1V 6BN
Tel: (020) 7242 7670
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Farringdon) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

This is one of the great inter-war pubs and draws nostalgically
on the traditions of Tudor Merrie England. It was rebuilt in
1923–4 (designer possibly Ernest R. Barrow) to replace a shop
owned by Henekey & Co., a famous London wine merchant.
The tall, narrow façade, no doubt fossilising the plan of an
ancient plot, has elegant Tudor detail. The right-hand corridor
leads past the fairly conventional front bar to the key area, a
great long, open-roofed baronial hall at the rear. On the right
this has a series of drinking booths, which are unique in an
English pub of this date (but found in Northern Ireland and, in
modern times, imitated at pubs in the Wetherspoon chain).
Behind the servery are great vats, said to have been in use until
the Second World War for holding spirits and fortified wines.
The iron columns supporting the gallery are no doubtVictorian.
The triangular stove is believed to have come fromGray’s Inn
and to date from about 1815: its flue goes downbefore going
up to exit the building. The brick cellars (open Tue–Fri
evenings) are a survival from the previous building. Other fine
examples of the Tudor/baronial theme can be found at the
Black Horse, Birmingham), and the mighty King & Queen,
Brighton.

Rear Bar

London

Coach & Horses

29 Greek Street, London, W1D 5DH
Tel: (020) 7437 5920
Email: CoachAndHorses@fullers.co.uk
Website: https://www.coachandhorsessoho.pub/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Famously known as 'Norman's', the pub occupies a striking
four-storey building dated around 1840. The interior was
completely remodelled in 1937 and this work survives largely
intact. Originally, there were three separate bars (public bar,
private bar and saloon), each with its own entrance; that layout
remains, though the dividing double-doors were removed
around 1960 and the middle entrance has gone. The wall
panelling, tapering counters and bar-back are all in light oak
and two areas still have a spitoon trough at the base of the
counter; in the saloon bar the trough has unusual removable
panels with ring-pulls for ease of cleaning. The top section of
the right-hand part of the bar-back was added around 1962,
hence the adverts for drinks of that time. 'Norman' was longserving landlord Norman Balon, who retired in 2006 having
earned the (self-proclaimed) title of 'London's rudest landlord'.

Interior 1

London

Dog & Duck

18 Bateman Street, London, W1D 3AJ
Tel: (020) 7494 0697
Email: dogandduck@nicholsonspubs.com
Website:
https://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/restaurants/london/thedogand
ducksoholondon
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A lovely small (and usually busy) pub, built as a hotel in 1897
to designs by architect Francis Chambers. The exterior has
glazed brick upper floors and a carving of the eponymousfauna
which appear again in a delightful but sadly mauledmosaic at
the Frith Street entrance as well as in the wall tiling.Tiles are
an important element in the decoration, lining theback wall of
the left-hand part of the pub, and forming thedado and framing
two fine advertising mirrors on the rightside: interestingly
neither promotes alcohol, rather cigarettesand cigars, seltzer
and mineral waters (the craftsman, S.Trenner, signed his
creations). Originally the pub would surelyhave had a division
between the two very different halves andquite possibly
divisions within the right-hand side. It is hard toenvisage
where the servery would have been: the present one,probably
introduced in the postwar period, straddles one of twoblocked
external doorways: the superstructure on the counter isclearly
reused work.

Main Bar

London

Flying Horse

6 Oxford Street, London, W1D 1AN
Tel: (020) 7636 8324
Email: tottenham@nicholsonspubs.com
Website:
https://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/restaurants/london/theflyingho
rseoxfordstreetlondon
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

Built in 1892/93 in a florid Flemish Renaissance style,
architects Saville & Martin, for Baker Bros. Now a long, single
space, as a result of the amalgamation of the original two
rooms. Note there are two distinct parts to the ceiling - thefront
one has a modest frieze; the rear part a tiled frieze andskylight.
Originally there would have been entrance on the leftthat led to
the rear room, the passage running where the presentbar back
and bar counter are situated.
Head for the rear section to admire some of the most
exceptional and rare Victorian pub fittings seen anywhere. The
walls on three sides have carved mahogany pilasteredpanelling
and within it is an impressive display of paintingswhich feature
women representing three of the four seasons(number four has
been lost at some stage). Also, three back-painted mirrors by
Jones and Firmin. There are tiled panels between the paintings
and mirrors, four of which depict flowering urns byMillington,
Wisdom and Co.
There is a large ornate mahogany-surround fireplace with
overmantle featuring three plain mirrors and other large plain
mirrors. Above all of these rare features is a colourful tiled
frieze with swirling foliage; and an impressive large octagonal
skylight with a tiled cornice; however modern coloured glass
has been inserted. Also on the ceiling are two painted roundels
depicting mythological scenes by de Jong (and another four in
the front room part).
The much altered front room part has a modern bar counter.
The bar back might be old but moved back from its original
position. The pilastered panelling also runs along the righthand
side wall and includes one of the rare paintings.Downstairs is a
room now St Giles Bar, which has a modernbar counter and
bar back.

Front Bar

London

Olde Cheshire Cheese

145 Fleet Street, London, EC4A 2BU
Tel: (020) 7353 6170
Email: info@yeoldecheshirecheese.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (City Thameslink)
Listed Status: II

Rebuilt after the Great Fire of 1666, this pub is tucked away up
an alley. Fly-screens (as they are known) in the windows bear
the letters ‘OCC’. What really counts at this famous London
pub is the pair of rooms either side of the entrance corridor. On
the right is a small bar with what appears to be very old
panelling, simple bench seating, a huge fireplace and a
possibly Victorian counter. Over the entrance is a notice from
less egalitarian days, ‘Gentlemen only served in this bar’.
Under the adjacent hatch it says ‘Waiter service’. No doubt the
waiters in question would have been serving the Chop Room
across the corridor, a panelled eating area which is perhaps the
nearest thing we have to the atmosphere of an eating area in an
old tavern. Next to the hatch is a tiny pewter-lined sink with a
still-working tap (to rinse glasses or provide drinking water for
diners, or both?) The upper floors are in restaurant use and
have panelling of various dates, much of it 20th-century. The
pub was much extended to the east and a new part added in
about 1991 by architects Waterhouse & Ripley for owners Sam
Smiths.

Gents Only Room

London

Princess Louise

208 High Holborn, London, WC1V 7EP
Tel: (020) 7405 8816
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Charing Cross) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II*

A visit here is an amazing experience and shows how late
Victorian London drinkers and publicans liked their pubs when
there was money to spend. The 1870s building seems to have
been remodelled in the 1890s, whence the sumptuous displayof
tiling (by W.B. Simpson & Sons) and mirrors, which givethe
building a sense of fantasy and gaiety. The layout workedwith
a bar at the front and corridors down each side givingaccess to
a series of drinking spaces, separated by glass andtimber
screens. These wrapped around a peninsula-styleservery from
which staff could reach customers in all parts.The screenwork
had gone by the late 1960s (and perhaps longbefore that). Then
in 2008 a remarkable thing happened.Owners, Samuel Smiths
of Tadcaster, Yorkshire, put them back. Some surviving etched
glass panels provided a model for authentic replacements and
the discovery of a plan in the Crown Estate archives confirmed
the Victorian layout. The lovely mosaic floors are of 2008
showing, along with the screenwork, that skilled craftsmanship
is still alive and well. Your tour must also include the gents’
downstairs with three spectacular urinals which are second
only to those at the Philharmonic in Liverpool: ladies are
welcome to view if they aren’t in use! Three other classic
London pubs with small drinking spaces are the Prince Alfred,
Maida Vale, Barley Mow, Marylebone and the Argyll Arms,
Soho.

Partitioned Room

London

Salisbury

90 St. Martin's Lane, London, WC2N 4AP
Tel: (020) 7836 5863
Email: 7246@greeneking.co.uk
Website: https://www.greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/greaterlondon/salisbury/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

In the heart of Theatreland, the Salisbury has an impressively
lavish interior. It opened in 1898 and takes its name from Lord
Salisbury, three times Prime Minister between 1885 and 1902,
and whose family still own the freehold. The ‘SS’ in the lavish
window glass stands for the original name, ‘Salisbury Stores’ –
‘stores’ being a not uncommon tag in pub names at the time (it
was dropped from the title in 1960). There is a good sense of
how pubs around 1900 were divided up as each outside door
would have led to its own drinking space. The change in bar
counter tops on the St Martin’s Lane side is a clear clue to such
a division. There is a small snug along St Martin’s Court
(named as a saloon on the brass door plate) formed by glazed
screenwork and typical of the intimate spaces that late
Victorian London drinkers liked. In the main bar, presiding
over the plush curved seating are original metal statuette lamps
with nymphs out a-hunting. Here the counter has a white
marble top. In contrast to the glorious Victorian glass, the
modern etched glass is sadly feeble.

London

Seven Stars

51-54 Carey Street, London, WC2A 2JB
Tel: (020) 7242 8521
Email: roxy@roxybeaujolais.com
Website: http://www.thesevenstars1602.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (City Thameslink) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A small, famous and much-loved pub in legal London. Its core
has doors with etched and gilded glass, declaring ‘private
counter‘ left) and ‘general counter’ (right). These names are
probably unique, and correspond to the more commonly used
‘private bar’ and ‘public bar’. They were divided, no doubt, by
a timber screen. The counter and bar-back are Victorian and
the coloured advertising panels in the head of the latter are
typical of 1870–90. The pub expanded into a right-hand area
and recently a cosy drinking area called the ‘Wig Box’ has
been added on the left. There are three fine old advertising
mirrors.

Small Bar

Bar Counter

London

Viaduct Tavern

126 Newgate Street, London, EC1A 7AA
Tel: (020) 7600 1863
Email: viaduct@fullers.co.uk
Website: https://www.viaducttavern.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (City Thameslink) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Built in 1874-5 and named after nearby Holborn Viaduct
which had been constructed in 1863-9. The pub was refitted
under architect Arthur Dixon in 1898-1900 with a varied and
excellent collection of fittings. The bar is now a single space
but would have been divided into a series of partitions as one
can read from the sets of double doors. At the rear of the
peninsula-style servery is a small, glazed-in office with fine
etched glass and delicate woodwork. Delicate too is the small
stillion in the middle of the servery with its arched woodwork
and ornamental glass. The ceiling too (probably from 1874),
with its swirling relief panels, is a fine sight. On the right-hand
wall are three large paintings in marble surrounds depicting
allegorical ladies, said to represent Agriculture, Commerce,
Science and Fine Art who also stand on Holborn Viaduct.
clear. The one on the left holds a wheatsheaf and presumably
symbolises agriculture. The two central figures are set against
London landmarks, including Tower Bridge which was
completed in 1894. The panels are signed by one ‘Hal’. At the
end of the stairs on the left is some rich red tiling and a very
ornate mirror advertising Bass. At the rear of the pub is a
sliding door leading to the private quarters above. You can
usually visit the old cellars but don’t get taken in by the hoary
old tale that this were prison cells!

Interior

Smithfield

Hand & Shears

1 Middle Street, Smithfield, EC1A 7JA
Tel: (020) 7600 0257
Email: info@thehandandshears.com
Website: https://thehandandshears.com/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Farringdon) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

A modest corner-site building whose delightful interior, with
simple woodwork of fairly indeterminate date, is unlike
anything else in central London. The island servery is still
surrounded by a series of mostly panelled drinking spaces,
including a cosy little private bar (so named, along with a
saloon, in the door glass which looks like work of the 1950s or
early 1960s). A sensitive refurbishment about 1990 expanded
the gents’ slightly into the rear bar area, installed the diagonal
shelving over the servery and replaced the iron columns but,
thankfully, the overall traditional character was kept. The pub
name comes from the cutting of the first cloth by the lord
mayor at Bartholomew Fair, England’s greatest cloth fair from
1133 until it was suppressed in 1855 amid fears of public
disorder.

Left & Front Bars

Greater London East
Dagenham

Admiral Vernon

141 Broad Street / Morland Road, Dagenham, RM10 9HP
Directions: Near A1240
Tel: (020) 8592 0431
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Dagenham Dock)
Listed Status: II

A 1930s estate pub which has kept a good deal of its original
plan, fittings and character. It is in the popular ‘brewers’
Tudor’ style with imitation half-timbering above and buff
faïence cladding below. On the far left is a former off-sales
shop, now disused of course. Then comes the public bar which,
like the rest of the pub, has three-quarter-height wall panelling.
The vine decoration in the cornices is also repeated throughout.
Beyond the main public bar is a smaller extension and the
remnants of a sliding screen that would have separated the two
(the rear part has a sash window to the servery). The screen on
the right of the public bar has a low service doorway to what
was a snug. This has now been amalgamated with the saloon.
Further right still is a still extant sliding screen to the large rear
room. The counter and back fittings are original as is the high,
pink terrazzo spittoon trough which still stands in front of the
counter.

Middle Room

Dagenham

Eastbrook

Dagenham Road / Rainham Road South, Dagenham, RM107UP
Directions: By A1112
Tel: (020) 8592 1873
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

This remarkable survivor is one of the best and most complete
inter-war interiors in the country. It is an estate pub, built in
1937 in a free Neo-Classical style for G. A. Smith & Sons,
wine merchants and off-licence proprietors (their name canstill
be seen on adjacent premises, now, sadly, a scrap metal
dealers). There are two separate and very different bars – the
Oak Room (right) and Walnut Room (centre) plus a large
Music Room on the left can be divided off by a folding screen.
The Oak Room forms the public bar and is a fine exercise in
‘Brewers’ Tudor with imitation beams and exposed joists,
Tudor arches and oak veneer wall-panelling. The WalnutRoom
is more opulent and the abundant use of the eponymouswood
gives it an unusual character: it has prominent flutedcolumns
supporting a joist across the front. Columns also frame the
stage in the Music Room which has a backdrop of delightful
stained glass. The Eastbrook was unlisted until 2009 but when
its importance was recognised by CAMRA, its application to
English Heritage promptly resulted in a Grade II* grading. For
an authentic taste of the East London, try the seafood stall on
the pub forecourt (Fri-Sun) or the pie and mash shop just to the
east (till 4pm).

Walnut Bar

East Ham

Boleyn Tavern

1 Barking Road, East Ham, E6 1PW
Tel: (020) 8472 2182
Email: boleyntavern@remarkablepubs.co.uk
Website: https://boleyntavern.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Built by Cannon Brewery in 1899, architects Shoebridge and
Rising, it is a thoroughly exuberant piece of French-style
Renaissance architecture. Reopened in June 2021 after a
spectacular £1.5 million restoration by Remarkable Pubs with
the aim of making the interior look like it was when it first
opened. New hand-crafted wooden screens have been created,
complete with acid-etched and Brilliant cut glass, replicating
one of the original wood and glass panels in the old saloon bar.
This means the original seven bar layout has been restored.The
highlight is the truly spectacular glazed skylight that spanswhat
once would have been a billiards room, but is now an open
kitchen, servery and dining area. Other quality fittings include
the Victorian bar counters & bar backs; a tiled lobby; attractive
skylight over the former saloon on the east side; cast-iron
columns and a good deal of etched glass.

Public Bar

Poplar

Festival Inn

71 Grundy Street, Poplar, E14 6AD
Tel: (020) 7987 1555
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Limehouse)
Listed Status: II

This is an extremely rare example of an intact post-war pub. It
dates from 1950-1, that is before new pub-building really got
going again after the Second World War. It takes its namefrom
the Festival of Britain held in 1951 as a British pick-me-up in
an austerity-ridden country. It still has its separate publicand
saloon bars and even the off-sales remains intact (butdisused).
It is situated at the rear entrance to the Chrisp StreetMarket, the
first purpose-built UK pedestrian shopping areawhich features
a prominent clock tower, shops, small retailoutlets, cafes, 80
market stalls and apartments. It was designedby Frederick
Gibberd, architect of the RC cathedral inLiverpool and Harlow
New Town. The interiors were fitted outby architect. R.W.
Stoddart. The main internal change has beenthe removal of the
chimneystack in the saloon bar (now thereis a large square
pillar).
The development forms part of the Lansbury Estate which in
1948 was chosen as the site of the ‘Live Architecture’
Exhibition of the 1951 Festival of Britain. In 1997 Chrisp
Street Market was made a Conservation Area – see
http://moderngov.towerhamlets.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.aspx?I
D=7768 which, sadly, does not mention the Festival Inn.

Saloon Bar

Greater London North
Hornsey

Queens

26 Broadway Parade, Hornsey, N8 9DE
Tel: (020) 3978 2154
Email: queens@brunningandprice.co.uk
Website: https://www.brunningandprice.co.uk/queens/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hornsey) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

This is a most sumptuous pub, built in 1899–1902, and
originally called the Queen’s Hotel. It is the sister of the
Salisbury on Green Lanes. Both were built and designed (it is
said) by John Cathles Hill, a Dundee man who came to London
aged 21 and made his fortune as a successful developer. Both
pubs share a roughly similar layout. There is a large servery in
the centre encircled by a series of surrounding screened-off
spaces. The ceilings and deep friezes throughout are all very
lavishly decorated and with much use of Lincrusta embossed
paper. There is so much to admire, notably the wonderful Art
Nouveau-style window glass. The bar counter is original
although the central fitting has much modern work in it and the
unfortunately dominating pot-shelf is, as usual, modern. The
circular entrance in the corner is particularly attractive and has
a mosaic floor with a monogram for the Queens’s Hotel.
Doorway To Front Bar

London

Salisbury

1 Grand Parade, Green Lanes, London, N4 1JX
Tel: (020) 8800 9617
Email: salisburyhotel@yahoo.co.uk
Website: https://thesalisburyhotelpub.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Harringay) and BusStop
Listed Status: II*

This glorious landmark pub was built in 1898–9 by John
Cathles Hill, who laid out much of the surrounding area and
designed this pub and the nearby Queens. Both have very
similar plans. Rich ironwork, tiling and mosaics in thegenerous
porches give a foretaste of what to expect inside. Themost
lavish room is the richly appointed saloon (left) with its
attractive alcoves. Behind is the former billiard room (now a
restaurant) with its lovely skylight with vine decoration. The
rest of the pub is taken up with two bars surrounding an island
servery of epic proportions. Originally there would have been
more drinking areas within the large L-shaped bar on the
corner. The servery has a large, original back fitting with
delicate Art Nouveau details. A spittoon trough is to be found
in all but one of the former bars. In 2003 the black and white
marble floor was added as part of an excellent refurbishment
and the magnificent etched and gilded mirror by the right-hand
entrance (by Cakebread, Robey & Co), which had been stolen,
was replaced with a modern copy.

Right Bar

London

Scottish Stores

2-4 Caledonian Road, London, N1 9DU
Tel: 07920 196603
Email: info@thescottishstores.co.uk
Website: https://www.thescottishstores.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (King's Cross) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

The Scottish Stores retains an incredibly intact partitioned
interior of 1901 consisting of three separate bars and as
such is one of the rarest of the few surviving partitioned
interiors in London.
A wonderful little pub opened in 1901, designed by architects
Wylson and Long. The three external doors give clues to the
original compartmentalisation. On the right is a room running
at right angles to the road, on the left there are a front and rear
bar, all of which cluster round the central servery. An opening
has been created between the front and right-hand bars by the
removal of a panel which has been resited in the original
doorway to the toilets; the opening from the right-hand bar to
the rear one seems original allowing very necessary access for
‘right-hand’ drinkers to the loos. Over the severy on the righthand side is a carved cartouche helpfully giving the name of
the pub and its date, 1901. The whole interior is an informal
mixing of Jacobean, Gothic and Classical detailing. The back
bar has a hatch with a nice glazed superstructute to the servery
(the original bar top is covered by a more modern one).
Another particular feature is the series of hunting scene
lithographs in the right-hand and front bars of 1900 by one
Cecil Aldin. A link was formed to the adjacent left-hand
premises in 2016.

Front Bar

London

Winchester

206 Archway Road, London, N6 5BA
Tel: (020) 8374 1690
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

Built in 1881 (architect William B. Brown of Covent Garden)
as part of a very distinctive parade of shops with housing
above, it was then the Winchester Tavern and later became the
Winchester Hall Hotel. The name comes from WinchesterHall,
a late 17th-century mansion nearby. This and its estatewere
sold as the relentless tide of bricks and mortar engulfedthe area
following on from the arrival of the railway in 1867.Inside, the
great feature is a massive, glazed-in office (termed 'bar
parlour' on the original plans, surrounded on three sides by the
servery. It is formed by floor to ceiling glazed partition with
curved glass on the front corners and its windows have
remarkably lovely, delicate etched glass with trails of foliage
and depictions of flowers and birds. Decorative etched original
glass remains on the doors on the left (which has 'Private' on it)
and right. Note the lower bar back shelves around the office
held up by slender pillars. There are more pillars all the way up
to the top section of the office.

Interior

Greater London North West
Belsize Park

Washington

50 Englands Lane, Belsize Park, NW3 4UE
Tel: (020) 7722 8842
Email: enquiry@thewashingtonhampstead.co.uk
Website: https://www.thewashingtonhampstead.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Kentish Town) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

The Washington effortlessly combines a relaxed modern
atmosphere for eating and drinking with historic surroundings
and has varied real ales. It is a prominent corner-site pub built
in about 1865 for a developer, Daniel Tidey. The dominant
feature outside is the bold first-floor windows with their
alternating segmented and triangular heads. The interior,
although much pulled around in modern times, still retains a
great deal of interesting Victorian work.

Harrow

Castle

30 West Street, Harrow, HA1 3EF
Tel: (020) 8422 3155
Email: castle.harrow@fullers.co.uk
Website: https://www.castle-harrow.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Harrow-on-the-Hill) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The Castle was rebuilt by Fuller, Smith & Turner in 1901 but
may have originated in the early 18th century. It consists of
four rooms, the most interesting of which is the main space
because this still has a timber screen (with low service door)
dividing it into two. There must have been another such screen
further back, since there is a blocked doorway down the side of
the pub which would have accessed a snug or off-sales. On the
right are a pair of smaller rooms, the front one of which has a
tiny hatch to the servery: the rear one has a large glazed hatch.
At the back is the final room, used as a restaurant, with woodblock flooring and imitation panelling. Parts of the fireplaces
are modern insertions. Outside there is highly attractive
ironwork over the main entrance and a mosaic floor panel with
the pub’s name.

Interior

Public Bar

London

Black Lion

274 Kilburn High Road, London, NW6 2BY
Tel: (020) 3876 8204
Website: https://blacklionkilburn.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Hampstead) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

An imposing corner-site pub of 1898 to designs by architect
R.A. Lewcock. It has a light, spacious interior enriched with
some spectacular decoration. Pride of place goes to the series
of four copper relief panels, set in rich wooden and mirrored
surrounds by designer F. A. Callcott showing 18th-century folk
at leisure at the supposed predecessor of the present pub. First
up we have ‘Taking the waters at Kilburn Wells’ (upside down
caption, left rear). Relief from such sobriety seems at hand
with painting the sign for the (newly arrived?) Black Lion,
followed by ‘A call at the Black Lion’ (with some serious
toping), and finally a game of bowls. There is a superbly
ornate Florentine frieze and a richly decorated ceiling.
Originally the main space would have been subdivided – see
the names public bar, private bar and saloon above the doors
externally – and there is still one screen surviving, which was
moved to its present position in 2003. There is also a long,
panelled bar counter (note the doors to service the beer engines
in former times) and the original bar-back. The large righthand room was originally a music room (now a restaurant).
Some fine etched windows in the side elevation.

Interior of Main Bar

Ruislip

Woodman

Breakspear Road, Ruislip, HA4 7SE
Tel: (01895) 635763
Email: steve@thewoodmanruislip.com
Website: http://www.thewoodmanruislip.com/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Ruislip) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

This two-room pub is included as a rare and good example of
post-war furnishing. The interest is the lounge on the right
which is work of around 1960. In those days Formica was a
popular material, hence the dominant feature of the gently
curved bar counter (it is deep pink, having faded from bright
red over the years). The servery is covered by a canopy, again
popular at this time, and the original lettering, naming the pub
and its then owners, Courage, survives. The room has simple
panelling and an attractive alcove at the rear. The public bar
was refitted a few years ago when its buff-coloured counter
front was replaced along with a change to the wall-panelling.
The wood-block floor dates from the 1930s.

South Kenton

Windermere

Windermere Avenue, South Kenton, HA9 8QT
Tel: (020) 3632 0020
Email: Thewindermerepub@hotmail.com
Website: https://windermerepub-com.stackstaging.com/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This is a largely intact example of a big inter-war suburban
pub, built in 1938 or 1939 by the Courage Brewery for a new
middle-class housing estate. There are three rooms. The public
bar, facing Windermere Avenue, is now only used for parties
and functions. On the station side is a saloon with a lounge
behind. Here original features include the large inner porches,
bar counters, back fittings, sleek wall panelling, wavy cornices,
doors between the saloon and lounge, and fireplaces (in the
saloon fire surround are charming pictorial tiles with windmills
and an advertising mirror above with a Courage cockerel and a
now-handless clock). The one major change has been the loss
of the off-sales compartment, now incorporated into the public
bar. The fixed seats are additions and the superstructures on
the saloon and lounge counters, bearing the name of the pub,
look to date from the 1950s or 1960s. Sadly, in recent times,
the original tiling in the gents’ has been covered over by
modern work.

Lounge Servery

Public Bar

St John's Wood

Crocker's Folly

24 Aberdeen Place, St John's Wood, NW8 8JR
Tel: (020) 7289 9898
Website: https://www.maroush.com/restaurant/crockers-folly/
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Marylebone) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II*

This pub-cum-hotel, designed by architect C.H. Worley, went
up in 1898–9 at the height of the great London pub-building
boom and was one of the most opulent around. It had a
restaurant on the second floor and a concert room on the first.
The large left-hand room was a billiard room while the righthand space was originally divided into five compartments
including a ladies’ bar. The space in between was called the
saloon and has a marble counter, a remarkable marble
fireplace, and richly treated ceiling. Until 1987 it was known
as the Crown Hotel (the name appears on a clock in the
servery), but took its present title thanks to a wondrous myth.
The story went that the entrepreneur responsible, Frank
Crocker, thought the Great Central Railway, then making its
way into London, would end up by his new venture. In fact, it
terminated a mile away at Marylebone. Ruin, disaster, despair,
and he threw himself to his death from an upper window. In
reality the destination had been approved back in 1893 and
Frank actually died a natural death in 1904 at the tender age of
41: his estate wqas worth £4108 12s. 9d. so he wasfar from
impoverished. He is buried in Kensal Green Center. The
building reopened in 2014 after ten years’ closure and is now
more of a restaurant than a traditional pub.

Marble Room

Greater London South East
Catford

Fellowship Inn

Randlesdown Road, Catford, SE6 3BT
Tel: (020) 7138 1084
Email: info@fellowshipinn.co.uk
Website: http://fellowshipinn.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bellingham) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

The Fellowship Inn is an ‘improved’ public house built in
1923-4 by F.G. Newnham, the house architect of the brewery
Barclay Perkins and Co. It was built as part of the London
County Council’s Bellingham Estate. Newnham also designed
other pubs on LCC estates for the brewery including the
Downham Tavern in 1930 – the largest public house in Britain
but sadly now demolished. Due to pressure from the
temperance movement the LCC was wary of building, or
allowing brewers to build, pubs on their suburban estates so
when it did agree they were designed along ‘improved’ lines
with the provision of community facilities such as halls, games
rooms and refreshment rooms, and referred to as ‘refreshment
houses’. In c1926 an additional storey was added to the rear
hall creating an upper lounge and refreshment area and in 1927
a children's room (a controversial feature of 'improved' pubs)
was added in the lounge area. It is built of brick with tall brick
chimneys and has two storeys plus attic and basement in a halftimbered ‘Brewers' Tudor’ style. The Inn’s sign was painted by
Sir Arthur Cope, member of the Royal Academy.

Left Hand Bar

East Dulwich

Herne Tavern

2 Forest Hill Road, East Dulwich, SE22 0RR
Tel: (020) 8299 9521
Email: info@thehernetavern.co.uk
Website: http://www.thehernetavern.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Honor Oak Park) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

A Victorian pub given a thorough remodelling in the 1930s.
The window glass tells us that the front left-hand room was the
public bar, while the right-hand one was the saloon lounge.
There is a third room behind the public bar: both these lefthand rooms have wall panelling and attractive, original tiled
fireplaces. The saloon lounge, extended out from the Victorian
pub, has an interesting rounded termination and a very
individual red-brick fireplace. The bar counters and back
fittings are original but quite conventional, and there are
attractive black and white 'mosaic' tiles around the front of the
bar counter in both bars.

Forest Hill

Blythe Hill Tavern

319 Stanstead Road, Forest Hill, SE23 1JB
Tel: (020) 8690 5176
Email: info@blythehilltavern.org.uk
Website: http://www.blythehilltavern.org.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Catford / Catford
Bridge) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

An appealing Victorian corner local, given a makeover
probably in the 1920s and still with three separate rooms.
There was a small snug at the back of the public bar, entered
by now sealed double doors, but opened up in the 1960s. An
extension to the saloon counter has been made in recent times.
The fireplaces are pleasing, that in the rear room with a
decorated metal hood, and in the saloon with a grey-blue tiled
surround. An unusual feature is the way customers are free to
walk across the serving area between the saloon and rear room.

Public Bar

Front Left Bar

Herne Hill

Half Moon

10 Half Moon Lane, Herne Hill, SE24 9HU
Tel: (020) 7616 5276
Email: HalfMoon@fullers.co.uk
Website: https://www.halfmoonhernehill.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Herne Hill) and BusStop
Listed Status: II*

This architectural extravaganza went up in 1896, the same year
as the equally flamboyant Kings Head, Tooting. Despite agood
deal of alteration there is a sense of how the spaces were
originally divided into separate rooms. Here they werearranged
around an L-shaped servery, whose original fittingssurvive.
The greatest attraction is the snug bar, tucked away atthe back
with its six lovely painted mirrors of birds in watery
surroundings: a pair of small labels helpfully tell us that the
makers were W. Gibbs & Sons of Blackfriars. The screen tothe
servery once had snob screens (sadly now gone). Two other
screens have etched, cut and coloured glass with pretty
lozenges showing barley, hops and foliage. Four hefty iron
columns with Corinthian capitals support the upper floors.

Front Bar

London

George

77 Borough High Street, London, SE1 1NH
Directions: Through a gateway off Borough High Street into a
cobbled courtyard
Tel: (020) 7407 2056
Email: 7781@greeneking.co.uk
Website: https://www.greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/greaterlondon/george-southwark/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Bridge) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: I

One of Britain’s only two galleried coaching inns, the other
being the (now much-altered) New Inn in Gloucester. The
George was in existence by the mid-16th century and was one
of several inns in Southwark that catered for travellers entering
and leaving from London via nearby London Bridge (until1750
the only one across the Thames). A terrible fire destroyedmuch
of Southwark in 1676 and the George was rebuiltimmediately
afterwards. Today we have but a fragment left asthe other parts
that made up a courtyard were demolished in1889 for railway
development. Most of the interior is modernbut the Parliament
Bar, the first on the right, has remarkableold woodwork (might
some of it even be late 17th-century?). Itevidently comprised
two rooms at one time. Nearest the streetthere is full-height
horizontal boarding and simple fixedseating plus a venerable
fireplace. Here coach passengersmight have waited and could
tell the time by the one-handedclock. Such large clocks
appeared in inns and taverns from themid-18th century but
acquired the name ‘Parliament clocks’after 1797 when a shortlived five shilling clock tax was introduced, which encouraged
the provision of public ones at the expense of private
ownership. At the other end of the room is a highly unusual
glazed-in servery with a very rare set of (disused) Victorian
‘cash-register’ handpumps (this servery tends to be used WedSat).

Parliament Bar

London

Lord Nelson

386 Old Kent Road, London, SE1 5AA
Tel: (020) 7701 8510
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (South Bermondsey) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This Victorian pub has seen better days but retains spectacular
fittings. Pride of place goes to a large painted and gilded mirror
of the eponymous admiral receiving the surrender after the
Battle of Cape St Vincent in 1797 from shifty, swarthy Spanish
types. There are two other vast mirrors but one is badly
cracked. There is also an extraordinary timber arcade striding
across the servery with two bays sitting atop the counter and a
third spanning a walkway between two counters (a parallel was
in the now lost Ring o’Bells, Bradford, West Yorkshire). The
screen and bar-back have wonderful detail including coloured
glazed panels advertising various drinks and the name of the
licensee of the day, John Bastow. The serving area has an
extraordinary shape, laid out to reach a whole variety of small
compartments which survived until about 1968. The semicircular saloon entrance (at the side) has a mosaic floor with
the name of the pub and stained glass: the saloon too has a
huge counter timber superstructure on the counter.

Main Bar

Sidcup

Black Boy

Southspring, Sidcup, DA15 8EA
Tel: (020) 8580 0897
Email: blackboypubda15@gmail.com
Website: https://blackboysidcup.com/
Listed Status: Not listed

Built 1961/2 by Ind Coope, it is a remarkably little-altered and
therefore rare post-war pub. The walls in the public bar are
covered in plain and cheap-looking wood panelling to three
quarter height and the bar counter in here has vertical fluted
panelling of a distinctive 1950s style with a piece of plainwood
panelling for approx a foot just below the counter top.The bar
back has a mix of glass and wood shelves, and at thetop is
coloured illuminated signage for ‘Double Diamond’ onthe left,
‘DD’ symbol in the centre, and ‘Long Life’ on theright.
The Saloon bar is carpeted, whereas the Public Bar is not. It
also has plain wood panelling on the walls to three-quarter
height with a row of tiles all along the bottom and another on
the edge of the floor. The bar counter front has fluted panelling
of a distinctive 1950s style, and there is signage on the top of
the bar back with ‘Double Diamond’ on the left, the ‘DD’
symbol is illuminated in the centre, and ‘Skol Lager’ signage
on the right. There is an original brick fireplace with a tiled
hearth around it painted red; the fixed seating looks original. A
relatively new corridor has been created in front of the gents
toilet to join the two rooms.

Public Bar Servery

Walworth

Queen Elizabeth

42 Merrow Street, Walworth, SE17 2NH
Tel: (020) 7708 1404
Email: thequeenelizabethpub@gmail.com
Website: https://queenelizabethpub.co.uk/
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

Re-built in 1955 by Watneys, this pub has a rare close to intact
post-war interior. The Saloon Bar on the right has subsumed
into it the hitherto off-sales on the left. The bar counter is
original with its distinct 1950s style vertically panelled front
and black melamine inlaid top. The original mirrored bar back
fittings with an illuminated top panel with the wording
"Welcome to this Watney House" remains. To the rear on the
right is a further small room separated from the Saloon Bar bya
two part sliding screen with glazed panels that is now usuallyin
the open position.
The Public Bar on the left is completely separate from the
Saloon Bar, and can only be accessed from the street. It retains
what looks like a 1950s bar counter although less ornate than
the saloon bar one and has a black melamine inlaid top. The
bar back fitting is also original with the wording "Welcome to
this Watney House" at the top but unlike in the Saloon Bar it is
not illuminated; three mirror backed arches may be from the
1950s however the main shelf with its black melamine inlaid
top definitely is.

Illuminated Watney's Sign

Greater London South West
Battersea

Falcon

2 St Johns Hill, Battersea, SW11 1RU
Tel: (020) 7228 2076
Email: falcon@nicholsonspubs.com
Website:
https://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/restaurants/london/thefalconcl
aphamjunctionlondon
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Clapham Junction) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A splendid, showy pub of 1887, handily placed for Clapham
Junction station. The interior is extraordinary and its island
servery and very tall back fitting (complete with office in the
middle) has the longest counter in Britain measured at the
circumference. This was originally just over 125ft, exceeding
the famous long counter at the Horse Shoe Bar, Glasgow,
which weighs in at just over 104ft. A rather tasteless and wider
counter top added in 2014 at the rear has extended the
circumference even more. Much of the original arrangements
survive. At the corner is a large public bar (originally with
partitions) and at the rear a luxuriously panelled room (pity
about the garish modern glass in the skylights). On the lefthand side is a snug enclosed by a glazed screen. Adjacent is a
lobby where the original glass has portrayals of the eponymous
falcon and the words ‘private bar’. The most interesting glass
is in the rear room, showing the pub in its humble predecessor
states and its grander, present manifestation. You can see
funeral corteges stopping off at ‘Death’s Door’, the nickname
for the pub when the landlord was a Mr Death!

Rear Bar

London

Red Lion

2 Duke of York Street, London, SW1Y 6JP
Tel: (020) 7321 0782
Email: redlion.mayfair@fullers.co.uk
Website: https://www.redlionmayfair.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This is one of London’s most remarkable pubs. It was built in
1821 but its frontage was reworked in 1871 by architect W.H.
Rawlings. In this frontage are three doorways which is a sure
sign that it was subdivided internally with various separate
spaces clustered round the central servery. Yet the trading area
is tiny. The middle doorway led to the public bar (so named in
the glazing) and the left-hand one accessed a smaller bar. On
the right the entrance led into a small drinking area separated
from the public bar by a screen (a scar can be seen where it
joined the counter): here there is a glass panel from a doorway
marked ‘private bar’. This area gives access to the great glory
of the pub – a gorgeous, glittering room at the back lined with
etched and cut mirrors which is a showcase of late Victorian
pub-fitting. The counter at the front has drop-down panels for
servicing the beer engines in former days (you can see the
keyholes). Don’t be fooled by the gantry on top of the counter
which is modern work (as with nearly all such features).

Putney

Duke's Head

8 Lower Richmond Road, Putney, SW15 1JN
Tel: (020) 8788 2552
Email: dukesheadputney@youngs.co.uk
Website: https://www.dukesheadputney.com/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Putney)
Listed Status: II

Built in 1864, and then altered in 1894 which is no doubt when
the splendid Victorian interior was introduced. The pub now
has three interlinked areas, and the ‘public bar’ and ‘saloon
lounge’ names survive in etched glass in two of the doors. A
full-height screen, with large panes of etched glass, demarcate
the rear room from the rest of the pub. The central stillion has
Victorian upper parts with coving ornamented by floral swags,
and a screen at the back of the servery is filled with etched and
cut glass with flowers and swirling decoration which are to be
found in other glasswork here. The bar counter frontage has
the characteristic London feature of opening (in this case dropdown) doors.

Corridor

Bar Counter

Tooting

King's Head

84 Upper Tooting Road, Tooting, SW17 7PB
Tel: (020) 8767 6708
Email: 7210@greeneking.co.uk
Website: https://www.greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/greaterlondon/kings-head/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Rebuilt in 1896 to designs by prolific pub architect W.M.
Brutton, this is a riotous architectural extravaganza on the main
road through Tooting. Internally a great deal survives so one
can still get a very good sense of how a lavish late Victorian
pub was laid out around a central servery and with a tiled
entrance corridor on either side. Originally each outside door
would each have led into a separate drinking area, those on the
right being quite small with the ‘private bar’ and ‘bottles &
jugs’ still being named in the etched glass. The glass also has
numerous pictures of little birds, a very common theme in late
19th century pub decoration. The general style for the internal
fittings is sub-Jacobean. The delicately detailed central barback has a lovely octagonal display feature towards the rear.
Two round arches stride across either side of the servery at the
front. At the back of the pub is a large, glazed screened-off
room with skylights that would have served as a billiard room
or restaurant.

Interior

Wandsworth

Spread Eagle

71 Wandsworth High Street, Wandsworth, SW18 2PT
Tel: (020) 8877 9809
Email: spreadeaglewandsworth@youngs.co.uk
Website: https://www.spreadeaglewandsworth.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Wandsworth Town) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

UPDATE 2020.
A refurbishment has recently been carried and therefore
the photos are out of date.
A lavish late-Victorian Young’s pub, rebuilt in 1898 during the
great pub boom. It’s a landmark Flemish Renaissance-style
building across the road from the former, much-lamented
Young’s Brewery. The interior gives a very good idea of whata
classy late Victorian pub could look like. There are threerooms
separated by screens though the multiple doorwayssuggest the
left-hand public bar was formerly subdivided.
The room on the right is huge and probably always was asingle
space (it has a staircase to the toilets and hotel rooms, cf. the
Warrington, Maida Vale). Note the octagonal skylight with
obscured wire glass panes, (the coloured stained glass with
floral motifs was unfortunately lost during the 2020
refurbishment), below which is a decorative plaster frieze.
Then comes a screen to the ‘dining room and lounge’. This
area is largely newly fitted.
All areas at the Spread Eagle are connected by a three-sided
servery, still with its original counter and back fittings. It
envelops a large publican's office, now mostly occupied by an
accessible toilet. The pub has extensive expanses of etched
glass which makes the place sparkle. The distinctive and
attractive canopy over the main entrance seems original.

Front Partition

Greater London West
Cranford

Queen's Head

123 High Street, Cranford, TW5 9PB
Tel: (020) 8897 0022
Website: https://www.queens-head-cranford.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Rebuilt by Fuller’s Brewery about 1931, this pub has a highquality, very largely intact interior with abundant use of oak
for the panelling, servery fittings, doors etc. The servery sits
between the public bar on the left and the saloon to the right,
both of which are relatively small. The saloon, being the more
upmarket room, has a more elaborate fireplace than the public
bar. Down a short corridor from the saloon is a real surprise –
the saloon lounge, a kind of baronial hall which seems to have
appealed greatly to inter-war pub-builders looking for a grand
effect (cf. the Black Horse, Birmingham). It has a fine open,
tie-beam roof. There has been a certain amount of change. A
plan in Hounslow Planning Department dated 1977 shows that
at that time there was no linkage between the public bar and
saloon, and beyond the saloon lounge was a store and lobby.
The pub was unknown in CAMRA heritage pub circles until
2015: it was drawn to the attention of Historic England in
connection with its review of inter-war urban and suburban
public houses and became listed at Grade II in consequence.

Saloon Lounge

Kensington

Windsor Castle

114 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, W8 7AR
Tel: (020) 7243 8797
Email: enquiry@thewindsorcastlekensington.co.uk
Website: https://www.thewindsorcastlekensington.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Shepherd's Bush) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This plain two-storey late Georgian building was refitted about
1933 and is a remarkable example of Victorian-type drinking
arrangements surviving well into the interwar years. We know
this because there is a plaque in the Sherry Bar which
helpfully explains that the oak used to furnish it was felled
between April 1930 and December 1932. The refitting created
three compartments (named in the contemporary door glass)
separated by screens. That between the Sherry Bar and the
small private bar is a floor-to-ceiling affair with a low service
door. The screen between the private bar and Campden Bar is
much lower. The mahogany bar-back is the sole survivor from
the Victorian era. To the right, and opened up to the Campden
Bar, is a further room (in two parts) known as ‘The Ordinary’,
which may be private quarters brought into pub use in the postwar era.

Campden Bar

Maida Vale

Prince Alfred

5A Formosa Street, Maida Vale, W9 1EE
Tel: (020) 7286 3287
Email: princealfred@youngs.co.uk
Website: https://www.theprincealfred.com/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Paddington) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II*

A truly astonishing, unique survivor. The Prince Alfred has the
only peninsula-style servery to retain all of its original
surrounding drinking areas – no fewer than five of them,
each with its own external entrance. The building went up in
about 1865 but was given a complete refit around 1898.
Outside one can see the exposed ceiling on the ground floorand
how the curvaceous timber and glass screenwork has been
inserted later, cutting across the patterned decoration. Note the
tiles and mosaic in the left-hand entrance. The main space is
divided up by timber and glass screens, all of them with alow
service door for use by, say, pot-boys and cleaners. The
smallest compartment has a set of snob screens, an
extraordinarily rare survival. In the middle of the servery is a
wonderfully tall carved fitment, which is secured to the ceiling
by ironwork. All this late Victorian work gives the pub a
delicate Rococo feel. A refit in 2001 transformed the character
into a café-restaurant establishment at the rear with an overprominent kitchen and dining room: the counter was refronted
at this time.

Compartmentalised Interior

Maida Vale

Warrington Hotel

93 Warrington Crescent, Maida Vale, W9 1EH
Tel: (020) 7286 8282
Email: warringtonhotel@ewehospitality.co.uk
Website: https://www.thewarringtonhotel.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Paddington)
Listed Status: II

This is one of London’s most opulent pubs, built 1857 but
magnificently refitted later, probably in the 1890s. Theglorious
faience-covered columns to the entrance porch and thehuge
mosaic floor bearing the name of the pub give a foretasteof the
riches within. The tiles are from Craven Dunhill'sJackfield
Works at Ironbridge. The main room (right) isspectacular. It
has a grey marble-topped counter withprominent pilasters and
lozenge decoration. Grey marble alsoappears in the arcade
columns marching across the room, thefireplace behind and
two small, bulgy supports to the bar back.
There is a generously scaled staircase to the first-floor
restaurant. Some of the windows have lively stained glass, that
at the rear with Art Nouveau touches which surely cannot be
before the mid-1890s. Over the servery is a semi-circular
canopy, decorated with Art Nouveau-style paintings of seminaked ladies. More such paintings appear on the back wall
(signed ‘Colin Beswick 65’) and side wall. They derive the
salacious, widely-purveyed tale that this place was a brothel.
No doubt illicit close encounters took place here, but any pub
openly acting as a brothel would very quickly have had its
licence withdrawn by the licensing magistrates.
The left-hand room was once clearly divided with the lowest
status part having simple matchboard wall panelling and an
ornate, much decayed, mirror advertising Bass Pale Ale. The
main entrance has an odd arrangement as it leads directly into
a small space which always seems to have had direct
communication through a screen to the grand lounge. Did it
have a real function or was it just a kind of ante-room to the
great main room and where hotel guests might have checked
in?

Main Bar

Notting Hill

Elgin

96 Ladbroke Grove, Notting Hill, W11 1PY
Tel: (020) 7229 5663
Email: elgin@youngs.co.uk
Website: https://www.theelginnottinghill.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Shepherd's Bush) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Although spectacular Victorian ornamentation can be found
throughout the pub, the star performer is the room screened off
from the corner bar by an exuberant timber and glass screen
which is itself a wonder to behold. The bar-back displays a rare
richness with its gilded mirrors and frieze of bas-relief apples.
On the side wall are coloured tile strips and more gilded
mirrors. The large lounge at the back has fine rounded counter
and dado panelling. What a pity about the cheap modern
replacement bar back in the corner bar.

Left Bar

Paddington

Victoria

10A Strathearn Place, Paddington, W2 2NH
Tel: (020) 7724 1191
Email: thevictoria@fullers.co.uk
Website: https://www.victoriapaddington.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Paddington) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

This Fuller’s-owned, corner-site pub has spectacular early
fittings. Such was the amount of pub renovation from the end
of the 19th century that any earlier fittings are incredibly rare.
At the Victoria 1864 is suggested by the date on the clock
behind the bar: as such they make up one of the oldest,securely
datable Victorian pub-furnishing schemes in thecountry. We
even know the man responsible for the workbecause, below the
clock, is the inscription, ‘S. Hill Fitter NewSt. Boro’ Rd.
Southwark’ (the clock is also signed by localclock-maker ‘Wm
C. Mansell’). The back fitting, together witha side wall, has
large mirrors with really intricate gilding andcoloured
decoration (one of the panels has been replaced and itis not
hard to work out which). In the angle of the building is a
delicate Regency-style fireplace containing a print of a famous
picture of 1846 by F. X. Winterhalter of Queen Victoria,Prince
Albert and their numerous progeny. The counter is nodoubt
original to 1864. The prints of soldiers, tiles withDickens
characters and various roundels have been suggestedas
insertions from the 1960s or 1970s. In Victorian times the
interior would have been divided: the two outside doors give
the clue. The decorative ceiling is made of Lincrusta. Upstairs
the Theatre Bar has ornate fittings imported from the Gaiety
Theatre about 1958.

Interior

West Ealing

Forester

2 Leighton Road, West Ealing, W13 9EP
Tel: (020) 8567 1654
Email: info@theforesterealing.com
Website: https://www.theforesterealing.com/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Ealing) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

One of England’s finest Edwardian pubs, built in 1909 for the
Royal Brewery, Brentford, and designed by well-known pub
architect, T. H. Nowell Parr (cf. the Angel, Hayes [78]). It
displays a distinct shift away from late Victorian opulent glitz
to something more restrained. Behind the frontages, with their
prominent gables and columned porticoes, lie five splendid
intact rooms, all with good-quality mahogany and oak
woodwork which was supplied by Maples. There are two
public bars (on the corner and the next room along Leighton
Road), the saloon and, at the back, a restaurant: even the
former off-sales along Seaford Street remains, albeit disused.
The only major changes are the loss of double doors between
some rooms and the insertion of loos at the north end of the
main public bar. There is a good deal of attractive stained
glass. The bell-pushes in the saloon are interesting, as such
things are exceedingly rare in London pubs, so is this why one
of them is labelled ‘BELL’ to avoid any doubt!?

Left Bar

Greater Manchester
Broadheath

Railway

153 Manchester Road, Broadheath, WA14 5NT
Directions: on A56 adjacent to retail park.
Tel: (0161) 718 6079
Website: https://railwayinnaltrincham.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Navigation Road) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A small, appealing but unpretentious Victorian pub, saved
from demolition in 1996 and now marooned beside the parking
area of the retail centre that was planned to destroy it. It has a
multi-room layout and a recent modest refurbishment has only
enhanced its attractiveness. Either side of the entrance are the
tap room (left) and bar parlour, named in the cut and etched
glass door panels, both with fixed seating and bell-pushes. In
the heart of the building is a small drinking lobby, dominated
by the curvaceous panelled counter and with bench seating
along the walls: the bar-back fittings, unfortunately, are
modern. Behind all this are two rooms brought into pub use
quite recently: the door proclaiming ‘Vault’ came from another
pub. Threats of demolition were averted by listing in 1993
following a pilot study of Greater Manchester pubs by
CAMRA for English Heritage.

Vault

Bury

Old White Lion

6 Bolton Street, Bury, BL9 0LQ
Tel: None
Email: oldwhitelionbury@outlook.com
Website: https://www.craftunionpubs.com/white-lion-bury
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bury Bolton Street
(ELR)) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Enter this late 19th/early 20th-century pub through a recently
restored revolving door and you find yourself in a drinking
lobby with the servery (partly original) on the left and a large
seating space on the right (the original opening to it seems to
have been much widened): the latter has two broad arches
spanning the seating areas. But the great attraction is the Oak
Room at the rear right. It has wall panelling and a fireplacewith
16th/17th-century-style decoration, a decorative plasterceiling
with Tudor roses, animal faces, lions, and birds inrelief, plus a
cornice of luscious grapes. The party wall to thebar side
comprises a screen of painted glass with lion masksand swags.
There is fixed seating with bell-pushes above. Arather
remarkable feature is the hinged baffle beside the door:why it
was so constructed is hard to imagine. The formercommercial
(now pool) room (rear left) has a stained glass window but
nothing else of note.

Interior of Oak Room

Eccles

Lamb Hotel

33 Regent Street, Eccles, M30 0BP
Directions: Opp Eccles Metrolink Station
Tel: (0161) 789 3882
Website: https://www.joseph-holt.com/pubs/view/lamb-hotel
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Eccles) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A classic Edwardian red brick and terracotta extravaganza
rebuilt in 1906 and designed by Mr Newton of Hartley,
Hacking & Co. for Holt’s Brewery (cf. the Grapes and Royal
Oak). It has superbly preserved fittings throughout, including
elaborate Jacobean-style mahogany door surrounds and
chimney-pieces, Art Nouveau wall-tiling and mosaic flooring.
From the entrance lobby, with its terrazzo floor and dado of
green tiles, a door to the right leads to the vault. This has seen
some changes, including incorporation of an off-sales (see the
blocked door outside on the right-hand side street) and a
replacement bar counter. The bar parlour retains fixed seating
with bell-pushes and a wood-surround fireplace. Second on the
left, the rear smoke room, entered through a wide arch fromthe
lobby, also has its Edwardian fixed seating plus a Jacobeanstyle chimneypiece. Sadly, the billiard room recently lost its
full-sized snooker table (supplied by Burroughs & Watts of
London when the pub opened) but still retains the fixed seating
on raised platforms that enabled spectators to watch the play.
A star feature is the screened, curved mahogany bar in the
lobby with brilliant-cut glazed hatches, still with sliding
windows and over-lights. The lobby also has a dado of Art
Nouveau glazed tiles which continues up the stairs. Listed in
1994 following a pilot study of Greater Manchester pubs by
CAMRA for English Heritage.

Lobby Rear

Gorton

Plough

927 Hyde Road, Gorton, M18 7FB
Directions: jct Wellington St
Tel: (0161) 223 9671
Email: admin@inglenookinns.co.uk
Website: https://www.robinsonsbrewery.com/pubs/the-ploughgorton/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Ryder Brow) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

A basic. but friendly, drinkers’ pub of red brick with some
terracotta details, whose layout is virtually unaltered since the
building was constructed in 1893. The main entrance leads to a
black and white floored corridor/drinking lobby with lots of
lovely green tiling in the dado. To the right is the vault which
is a splendid example of a late- Victorian public bar. It has a
particularly elaborate bar counter, a fine bar-back in a loosely
Jacobean style, and plain, bare bench seating with raked backrests. The corridor leads on to what is now termed the snug
(rear) and lounge (front left) which have historic features such
as bell-pushes. The pool room has been stripped of any historic
interest. On the side road is a doorway to the former off-sales
compartment and upstairs is a meeting room. Owners
Robinsons of Stockport undertook an excellent refurbishment
in 2013, two of the many merits of which were the removal of
the modern pot-shelf on the counter and the clearing of the offsales area to reveal its original appearance. Listed in 1994
following a pilot study of Greater Manchester pubs by
CAMRA for English Heritage.

Tap Room

Heywood

Grapes Inn

Peel Lane, Heywood, OL10 4PR
Tel: (01706) 369705
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Heywood)
Listed Status: Not listed

A 1920s estate pub which has kept most of its floor plan and
fittings. The entrance has plentiful tiling and mosaic floors,and
leads to a drinking lobby with rooms leading off. It has its
original bar counter (but new top) and bar back. The two
screens around the doors to the toilets are most unusual.
Presumably the idea was to provide a touch of privacy given
the highly prominent location of the loos (which still have their
original tiling). A corresponding screen surrounds a phone
booth but this is new work. The vault in the rear left-hand
corner has basic bench seating plus the original counter, whilst
in the pool room are baffles by the door and more bench
seating. Mounted on the counter fronts are horizontal metal
bands. Set within the servery is a (mostly stud) wall with a
hatch but this seems to be some modern reconfiguration.

Lobby Bar

Manchester

Britons Protection

50 Great Bridgewater Street, Manchester, M1 5LE
Tel: (0161) 236 5895
Email: britonsprotectionmanchester@gmail.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Deansgate) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

The pub opened in 1811 and is said to have been used as a
recruiting centre for soldiers to fight Napoleon, hence, itseems,
the name. But our real interest here is a major refitabout 1930,
whence the extensive amounts of tiling and qualitywoodwork
to the interior. The layout is similar to someMerseyside pubs in
this guide, the Stork, Birkenhead, and theLion and Prince
Arthur in Liverpool. The public bar is alongthe front, and is
wrapped around by an L-shaped terrazzo-floored corridor,
beyond which are a pair of back rooms(smoke room and snug)
served by a double doored hatch withscreens at the back of the
servery. Especially good features arethe moulded ceiling and
bar furniture in the public bar andcorridor, the 1930s copper
fireplace in the smoke room, andthe wall-tiling in the passage,
which also runs up the staircase.The tiling at the Britons
Protection is very similar in style anddate to that at the Hare &
Hounds in the Shude Hill area. Themassive urinals and tiled
walls in the gents’ are worthinspection.

Public Bar

Manchester

Castle Hotel

66 Oldham Street, Manchester, M4 1LE
Directions: Near Warwick Street
Tel: (0161) 237 9485
Email: hello@thecastlehotel.info
Website: http://www.thecastlehotel.info
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Victoria (Manchester))
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A small city centre pub with alterations of around 1900. This is
one of a number of Kay's Atlas Brewery pubs with ceramic
frontages. The interior has a layout of three rooms with a
corridor down the right-hand side. The original vestibule onthe
right has been replaced with a smaller one, but the mosaicfloor
declaring 'Castle Hotel' remains and 'The Castle' is namedin
the inner door etched panel. The small public bar has a
wonderful colourful glazed ceramic bar counter front – one of
only thirteen such examples left in the whole of the UK. Also
remaining is a fine old bar-back fitting, 1960s fixed seatingand
a good patterned anaglypta ceiling. The partition betweenthe
bar and the corridor was removed many years ago. A door
beyond the public bar servery announces ‘Bar Parlour’ in its
glasswork and the room retains old fixed seating , bell pushes
and a baffle by the door. At the rear is an extended and
modernised room albeit with notable old leaded windows in
the partition separating it from the corridor.

Ceramic Bar Front

Manchester

Circus Tavern

86 Portland Street, Manchester, M1 4GX
Directions: jct Princess St
Tel: 07863 349957
Website: http://circustavern.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Oxford Road
(Manchester)) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A tiny pub in the heart of bustling central Manchester. The
building, originally a house, is just one bay wide. A corridor on
the left leads to two tiny, simply-fitted public rooms, separated
by a vertically boarded partition. The miniscule servery,
branded as ‘the smallest bar in Europe’, is under the stairs and
is so small that only one person can serve. Its design, with its
glazed superstructure, suggests a 1930s origin. Both rooms
have old fixed benches: until very recently there were bafflesat
the entrances to the rooms but unfortunately all but one have
been destroyed. The fireplaces are replacements. More than 40
customers and the place is packed. Listed in 1994 following a
pilot study of Greater Manchester pubs by CAMRA forEnglish
Heritage.

Lobby Bar

Manchester

Hare & Hounds

46 Shudehill, Manchester, M4 4AA
Directions: Opp Shudehill Bus Station
Tel: (0161) 832 4737
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Victoria (Manchester))
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The Hare & Hounds was given a complete remodelling in 1925
and this remains intact 90 years on. The layout is typical of
many in the north of England with a room at the front and
back, plus a corridor down one side which expands in the
middle to form a drinking lobby in front of the servery: exactly
the same arrangement can be found, for example, at the Swan
with Two Necks, Stockport and the Swan, York. The pub has
both front and back entrances and their vestibules have greyblue tiling. Inside, the corridor/lobby and front room have
mottled brown tiling. All this tiling is very similar to that at the
Britons Protection. Both rooms have fixed bench seating but
the rear one was evidently the ‘better’ room since there are bellpushes for table service: its 1920s fireplace still survives. The
servery has an impressive array of glazed screens: the pulleys
can be seen in the lobby although the lower panels have gone.

Front Bar

Manchester

Marble Arch Inn

73 Rochdale Road, Collyhurst, Manchester, M4 4HY
Directions: Corner Gould Street
Tel: (0161) 832 5914
Email: marblearch@marblebeers.com
Website: https://marblebeers.com/the-marble-arch/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Victoria (Manchester))
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This pub, built in 1888 (dated on the side elevation gable) by
local architects Darbyshire & Smith is remarkable in two main
respects. First is the use of Gothic features in the architecture,
which is an unusual choice for a pub, being more associated
with churches and educational building in the Victorian era.
Second, the interior has a stunning display of ceramic work.
The long narrow bar has walls lined with glazed bricks in
shades of yellow, cream and green. Above is a wonderful
frieze flourishing a litany of alcoholic (and cordial) delights.
The ceiling features more glazed bricks forming low jackarches on iron girders, at the ends of which are ceramic
brackets. There is also mosaic flooring, mostly in cream and
blue with inset flowers, and this slopes markedly downhill
from the Rochdale Road end. It is very obvious that the
original servery was much longer than the present one. After a
tasteless refurbishment in 1954 the arches, walls and mosaic
flooring remained covered up until revealed again in 1989 and
the present counter, fireplace and seating were installed. The
Marble Brewery was established at the rear of the building in
1997 although brewing now takes place off-site.

Interior

Manchester

Mr Thomas's Chop House

52 Cross Street, Manchester, M2 7AR
Tel: (0161) 832 2245
Email: toms@vicchopco.com
Website: http://tomschophouse.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Manchester Victoria)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This is a fancy Jacobean confection dating from 1901. The
front part was originally a shop and offices designed by
architects Mills & Murgatroyd and the rear part, facing St
Ann’s Square was by Woodhouse & Willoughby and of the
same date. The interior comprises four spaces, one behind the
other, demarcated by light green ceramic arches. A similarly
coloured dado runs along much of the walling and the third
compartment from the front also has plain cream tiling,
reaching up to the ceiling. The small area at the back has an
outstanding ceramic fireplace. Black and white tiled flooring
runs throughout the pub. The main changes have been to the
bar furniture, which is mostly modern: a photograph in the
historic picture gallery in the gents’ shows how the servery
was formerly located in the third compartment from the front.
Over half of this fine interior operates as a good-quality
restaurant. The painter L.S. Lowry was a regular here in its less
up-market days. The pub was known as Mr Thomas's Chop
House after Thomas Stubbs, who founded it is in 1867, but
was renamed in 2019 in honour of after his wife who took over
running the business in 1875 when he became to ill to work.

Interior - Middle Area

Manchester

Peveril of the Peak

127 Great Bridgewater Street, Manchester, M1 5JQ
Directions: Jct of Great Bridgewater St and Chepstow St
Tel: (0161) 236 6364
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Oxford Road
(Manchester)) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This pub presents an amazing sight with its late Victoriangreen
ceramic-faced exterior, sitting incongruously amid somuch
later high-rise development, but the interior is veryspecial too.
A dog-leg corridor serves as a drinking lobby,lined with a dado
of green and cream tiles and defined on thewest side by a
glazed screen forming the back of the servery.The most
impressive room is that facing Great BridgewaterStreet. It has
baffles by the door, fixed seating, bell-pushes, aVictorian
fireplace and a bar counter with fielded panels andpilasters.
The stained glass screen over the counter only datesfrom 1982
but was skillfully crafted to match the panels in thelobby. The
rear lounge and smoke room have fixed seating and bellpushes, the latter also having an elaborate Victorian marble fire
surround. The pub was saved from demolition for a road
scheme after campaigning by CAMRA and others in the
1980s.

Manchester

Unicorn

26 Church Street, Manchester, Manchester, M4 1PN
Directions: Corner Joiner Street
Tel: (0161) 879 9863
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Victoria) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The three-storey Unicorn Hotel was built in 1924 of red brick,
stone and with some glazed work on the ground floor around
the doorways. Much of the original layout and fittings survive
with a series of spaces ranged around an attractive island
servery with open screenwork (but there is no evidence this
contained glazing in the lower part). There is a snug at the rear
and also two more on the right, approached through a triple,
timber opening. The woodwork throughout is well-designed
and of good-quality, creating a comfortable ambience for a
drink. The upstairs panelled dining room is intact.

Lobby Bar

Servery

Oldham

Royal Oak Hotel

178 Union Street, Oldham, OL1 1EN
Tel: (0161) 633 2642
Email: sween156@msn.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A three-storey brick pub close to the centre of Oldham, which
was given a major refit about 1930. The key feature here is the
servery, a splendid semi-circular structure which projects
forward into what is, in effect, a variant of the typical regional
drinking lobby arrangement. It is a marvellous piece, provided
with still-working counter screens. The back of the servery fits
squarely on to the lounge at the front, to which it is linked by a
hatch with counter screening. The c.1930 work provided large
expanses of two-tone tiling on the walls, a good deal of which
has been papered over, unfortunately. The two rooms on the
left have been amalgamated into one. On the side street there is
an entrance to a rare, complete off-sales compartment which
has a hatch to the servery. There is a large upstairs bar with an
original servery and mock half-timbering and is used for
functions. Attractive stained glass on the landing.

Patricroft

Stanley Arms

295 Liverpool Road, Patricroft, M30 0QN
Directions: Corner Eliza Ann Street
Tel: 07833 092341
Website: https://www.joseph-holt.com/pubs/stanley-arms
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Patricroft) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A small, simple street-corner local with etched windows
throughout. It was purchased by Joseph Holt’s Brewery in
1909 so the work we see today no doubt dates from shortly
after this. The drinkers’ lobby/corridor is L-shaped, separating
the front vault and servery from the rear two rooms. This
corridor features green tilework and glazed counter screens to
the servery. The small vault has two old benches and an
irregularly shaped counter. Across the passage, a smoke room
has original fixed benches and bell-pushes. Original tiling in
the loos. A former cottage has been incorporated to create a
back room out of a former kitchen, hence the impressive castiron fireplace.

Lobby Bar

Public Bar

Peel Green

Grapes

439 Liverpool Road, Peel Green, M30 7HD
Directions: Corner Clifford Street
Tel: (0161) 789 6971
Website: https://www.joseph-holt.com/pubs/grapes
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Patricroft) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

One of three wonderful pubs built in Eccles for Joseph Holt’s
Brewery between 1903 and 1906 by local architects Hartley,
Hacking & Co. (cf. the Lamb Hotel and the Royal Oak. This
one, from 1903, is the most spacious and has the most
extravagant use of mahogany and decorative glass. The
drinking passage is arguably as impressive as any in the
country with its terrazzo floor, deep-etched glazed door panels
and superb glazed screenwork to the servery. The Art Nouveau
tiling throughout is very special too: the dado of green tiles
continues up the staircase. The bar parlour and rear smoke
room also have many original features, though the latter has
been extended into former private quarters. A billiard (now
pool) room still has its raised seating (as at the Lamb Hotel),
bell-pushes and a hatch to the servery. In the vault the counter
has been truncated, hence the ‘stranded’ screenwork to the
corridor. Listed in 1994 following a pilot study of Greater
Manchester pubs by CAMRA for English Heritage.

Lobby Bar

Rochdale

Cemetery Hotel

470 Bury Road, Rochdale, OL11 5EU
Directions: 1 mile from Rochdale Centre on B6222 Bury Road
Tel: (01706) 645635
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Rochdale) and BusStop
Listed Status: II

Largely unchanged since Edwardian times, the pub takes its
name from the cemetery across the road. The entrance porch
and drinking lobby are richly tiled with lovely Art Nouveaustyle wall panels and friezes in rich shades of green, blue and
orange. The front left parlour (no. 2 on the door) is expensively
fitted-out with four booth-style seating areas, created by
substantial part-glazed mahogany baffles with classical
columns. This splendid room also sports a distinctive fireplace
with a rich blue ceramic surround and a wooden overmantel:
there is also one original etched and cut window. On the front
right, a small pool room (no. 1) is rather plain, with fixed
seating, a window advertising ‘Crown Ales’, and a full-blown
range with the maker’s name on it (but surely this room was
never a kitchen?). The snug (no. 3) retains fixed seating with a
baffle, but its fireplace is a replacement. All three rooms have
attractive Art Nouveau-style decorative glass in their upper
parts. In the heart of the pub is the drinking lobby. Its counter
seems original and the glazed panels above also seem to be
old. The bar back, however, is modern. The unsympathetic
wallpaper throughout is an aberration of the last two or three
years. In 2020 the back panels of the fixed seating in the pool
room were replaced and all wooden surfaces were painted a
blue-grey colour; elsewhere they were painted black,

Public Bar

Stalybridge

Station Buffet Bar

Stalybridge Railway Station, Platform 4, Rassbottom St,
Stalybridge, SK15 1RF
Directions: Access from station (Platform 4)
Tel: (0161) 303 0007
Email: stalybridgebb@beerhouses.co.uk
Website: http://www.beerhouses.co.uk/pub/stalybridge-buffetbar/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Stalybridge) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

Housed in platform buildings on platform 4 that were part of
the station’s reconstruction in 1885, this is one of very few
licensed buffets on the English rail network to survive pretty
much intact from before the Second World War (e.g. the
wonderful example at Bridlington, East Yorks). The old core
here, the little-altered main Buffet Bar, has its original hearth
at one end, a long, panelled bar counter with a marble top and
ornate back-fitting units between the outside windows. Until
1996, when the establishment was greatly extended into
adjacent sections of the old station buildings (a scheme which
won the national CAMRA/English Heritage Pub
Refurbishment Award in 1998) it consisted only of the main
Buffet Bar plus a conservatory extension. The present
conservatory is a modern replica dating from 2008–9.

Interior

Stockport

Alexandra

195 Northgate Road, Edgeley, Stockport, SK3 9NJ
Directions: jct. Chatham Street
Tel: 07479 942646
Email: alexandrastockport@gmail.com
Website: http://www.robinsonsbrewery.com/pubs-inns-andhotels/find-a-pub/a-e/alexandra
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Stockport) and BusStop
Listed Status: II

In this fine 1911 building only the bar-back has been
significantly altered while the off-sales is now disused (but still
exists intact between the bar back and a locked external door).
The spacious lobby has multicoloured Art Nouveau-style dado
tiling. The floor is one of mosaic and this was revealed once
more in 2014 thanks to the current licensee after years of being
concealed beneath a carpet. The servery has a curved
mahogany bar with screenwork above but the bar-back fitting
has been replaced and a low suspended ceiling inserted. Rooms
lead off from each corner, all with their names etched in the
door glass – tap room, smoke room, bar parlour and
commercial. All the rooms have fixed seating, coloured glass
and original fireplaces. Decoration continues up the stairs
which are lit by a wonderful window with coloured glass. An
attached billiards room has a vestibule entrance and painted
glass skylight. Listed in 1994 following a pilot study ofGreater
Manchester pubs by CAMRA for English Heritage.

Lobby

Stockport

Arden Arms

23 Millgate, Stockport, SK1 2LX
Directions: jct Corporation St
Tel: (0161) 480 2185
Email: info@ardenarms.com
Website: http://www.robinsonsbrewery.com/ardenarmsstockport/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This excellent 19th-century town centre pub has a wellpreserved interior with simple wooden panelling, bench seating
and quarry-tiled floors plus, in the lobby, a floor-to-ceiling
curved, screened bar, still with its rising sashes (part of bar
counter was repainted a blue-green colour in 2021). Three
rooms open off this lobby whilst the fourth, known as ‘the
Select’, offers a most unusual arrangement as it can only be
accessed by passing through the bar, with permission from the
staff. Only two other pubs are known to have rooms like this –
the Bridge Inn, Topsham, Devon, and Ye Horns Inn,
Goosnargh, Lancashire. The fixing of handpumps to the barback, rather than the counter, is also unusual. Throughout the
pub are three quite extraordinary tables where bell-pushes to
attract waiter service sit in the centre of tables rather than, as
usual, on the walls. The two front right-hand rooms can be
divided off from one another by a sliding screen. Some
structural alterations have taken place in recent years, notably
the incorporation of the once private rear right-hand room to
make a larger pub space, but the integrity of the historic
interior remains largely intact.

The Select

Stockport

Nursery

258 Green Lane, Heaton Norris, Stockport, SK4 2NA
Directions: off A6, jct Heaton Rd
Tel: (0161) 432 2044
Email: nurseryinn@hydesbrewery.com
Website: https://www.nurseryinn.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Built in 1939, this pub lies in a delightful, quiet neighbourhood
and is a very model of the kind of ‘improved’ pub that was
intended as a place of respectable drinking and which cater for
the whole family. It is virtually unchanged, sporting a cleansubGeorgian design and its original multi-room layout. Aswell as
a large lounge (front left), there is a bar lobby area,smoke
room (rear centre), vault with a separate side entranceand a
plain, upstairs function room, plus an immaculate, verywellused bowling green at the rear. Oak woodwork is used
generously throughout and the windows in all three mainrooms
are charmingly embellished with stained glass featuringall
manner of horticultural motifs. Also notable are the rows of
what are called ‘silk glass’ panels over the counters with
paintings of drink-related items: for example, glasses of beer, a
tankard, a glass and bottle of wine, a water jug and handpumps
– all very much in the 1930s style. There are bell-pushes in the
lounge and smoke room but not, of course, in the vault. An
interesting feature is the folding metal gate (no longer used) in
the corridor towards the rear which could be closed when the
bars were not open, but which allowed bowlers to use the loos.
The off sales survived until 2015 when it was converted to a
ladies’ toilet for users of the vault. The Nursery was statutorily
listed in 2011.

Smoke Room Servery

Stockport

Swan with Two Necks

36 Princes Street, Stockport, SK1 1RY
Directions: jct Hatton St
Tel: 07500 054190
Website: http://www.robinsonsbrewery.com/swanwithtwonecks
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Stockport) and BusStop
Listed Status: II

A long, narrow pub which has changed little since itsrebuilding
in 1926, just before it was bought by local brewersRobinsons.
The interior is simply organised and the extensiveuse of wall
panelling is typical of inter-war pubs. To the left ofthe tiled
and panelled entrance lobby is the vault, with plentiful
panelling, although much of it was actually added as recentlyas
about 2009 (and now covers over a fireplace). The otherdoor
from the entrance leads into a drinking lobby, which is
essentially an expansion of the corridor and faces the servery.
Beyond this is the delightful smoke room which, with its
Tudor-style fireplace and oak panelling, has a particularly
warm and comfortable atmosphere. From the central lobby one
can see the unusual feature of roller shutters which can be
brought down to safeguard the contents of the bar-back shelves
and, above the servery entrance, a notice saying ‘waiters’ from
the days when waiter service was a regular feature in northwestern pubs. A small room at the back came into pub use
during the 1960s.

Lobby Bar

Westhoughton

White Lion

2 Market Street, Westhoughton, BL5 3AN
Tel: 07827 850293
Website: http://www.joseph-holt.com/pubs/view/white-lionwesthoughton
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Westhoughton) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

This long corner-site pub was bought by the Joseph Holt
Brewery in 1925, with the fittings no doubt dating from very
shortly after that. The servery is the centrepiece, with its stillworking etched glass sash screens and counters with tiles by
Pilkingtons which, together, form the most impressive features
of this pub (the saltire cross tiles appear again at the Golden
Ball, York). It is surrounded by a drinking lobby, the vault and
the so-called ‘Ugly Room’ (thanks, it is said, to the appearance
of the former regulars!) where the fireplace has a tiled scene
with plough horses. There is also a small bar parlour (the ‘John
Hyde Suite’, commemorating a former customer) plus arefitted
and opened up darts room. Bell-pushes for tableservice survive
in three rooms, as does a good selection ofetched glass. On the
counter there is an old water-heater for making hot toddies.

Vault

Wigan

Springfield Hotel

47 Springfield Road, Wigan, WN6 7BB
Tel: (01942) 201203
Email: springywigan@gmail.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

An opulent red brick and terracotta pub of 1903 for theOldfield
Brewery of Poolstock, Wigan, by local architectsHeaton &
Ralph. The main entrance leads to a spaciousdrinking lobby
which has a magnificent counter screen withcolumns and
glazed sashes. There is also lots of decorativedado tiling. Right
of the Rylands Street entrance is a very smallpublic bar with a
modern counter superstructure obviouslymodelled on that in
the lobby. Either side of the main entranceis a pair of rooms,
that on the right (known as the commercialroom) with a little
timber vestibule at its entrance. That on theleft has been
knocked through to an area behind and whichopens on to the
lobby via a wide, seemingly original arch.Then yet further
back is another space opening on to the lobby,now accessed
through a crude, modern opening. The spaciousbilliard (now
function) room is a later addition (it is not shownin a (?)1920s
advertisement for the pub displayed in thelobby). Its ceiling
and etched glass lettering are quite plain andshow how taste
became simpler as the 20th century progressed. There was an
off-sales on the side street but this has been lost as, sadly, have
the once-famous massive bowling greens, sold off in post-war
times for a housing estate. They had stands that could
accommodate up to 2,000 people to watch the play).

Lobby Bar

Withington

Turnpike

520-522 Wilmslow Road, Withington, M20 4BT
Directions: near jct Marriot St
Tel: (0161) 445 4565
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

This is one of very few post-war interiors in this book built or
refitted between 1945 and 1970. Work of this period became
unfashionable, with the result that it was usually later alteredor
destroyed. Here it dates mainly from the early 1960s whenthe
pub expanded into the shop next door and gained its partstone
frontage. The left-hand bar formed the original pub andthe plypanel bar counter is likely to date from the 1930s.However, the
bar-back shelves, quirky fire surround faced withcobblestones,
and also the radiators with wood surrounds havea distinct
1960s flavour. The lounge has full-height, characteristically
c.1960 corrugated wall panelling. Its counter, with its
leatherette padded sections, is a 2002 copy of the lost Sixties
original – Sam Smiths of Tadcaster, the owning brewery, has a
considerable track record for reinstating features removed from
their pubs in less enlightened times. The fixed seating is
original as is the random-coursed green slate fireplace. (PUB
CURRENTLY CLOSED)

Public Bar Servery

Hampshire
Hythe

Lord Nelson

5 High Street, Hythe, SO45 6AG
Directions: Town centre.
Tel: (023) 8084 2169
Email: lordnelsonhythe@gmail.com
Website: https://www.lordnelsonhythe.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This must-visit pub is close to the wonderful 1922 electric
railway on the pier to the Southampton ferry. It seems little
altered in the last hundred years with three rooms, all with
probably Victorian or early twentieth-century fittings plus a
space for off-sales. A corridor (sadly with grim modern
flooring) leads back from the front entrance. On the left is the
‘Trafalgar Bar’ which is entered through a pair of double
doors; on the right is the ‘Victory Bar’. Both have their old bar
counters. A little further back on the left there is the off-sales
area (with half-height door-cum-htach) and adjacent to this a
delightful small, screened snug, now named the ‘Poop Deck’ A
rear extension was added in about 1990 but it impacts little on
the historic core: it was further extended in 2006 to create an
even larger room with views over the Solent and its shipping.

"Poop Deck" Snug

Southampton

Red Lion

55 High Street, Southampton, SO14 2NS
Directions: Lower end of High Street
Tel: (023) 8033 3595
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

The interest here is twofold. Not only is the layout largely as it
was before the Second World War but, also, it exists in the
rather spectacular setting of a late medieval hall-house. Thesite
is long and narrow which in itself is suggestive of anancient
town plot. The façade consists of a ground floor re-fronted
after wartime bomb damage and a half timbered upperstorey
which is redolent of ‘Brewers’ Tudor’ of the 1920s (butcould
be a faithful post-war replacement). The wonderfulmedieval
hall is in the centre of the building. It is tall andreveals its
original timber framing. The servery is locatedbeneath what
was the medieval private upper chamber. Itsactual fittings may
have come from another war-damaged pubalthough the heated
(and still-functioning) foot-rail may wellbe older. A corridor
runs down the left-hand side above whichis a gallery (with
16th- or 17th-century timbering) leading tothe upper chamber.
At the rear of the hall is a grand Tudor stone fireplace (a less
elaborate one lies behind in the dining room) whilst the gallery
leads to another upper chamber (screened-off until the postwar repairs).

Public Bar

Steep

Harrow

Harrow Lane, Steep, GU32 2DA
Tel: (01730) 262685
Website: http://www.theharrowinnsteep.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Listed Status: II

A wonderful village pub, rather hard to find but well worth the
effort (you may well need a Satnav or the grid reference! It’s
just east of Bedales school). It has been run since 1932 by the
Dodd and McCutcheon families who bought it from the
brewers Whitbread in 1991. It is now run by sisters Claire and
Nisa McCutcheon, both of whom were born and brought up
there and took over in 2004. There are two splendid rustic bars,
each measuring only about 12 feet x 12 feet. That on the left is
the public bar and has a quarry-tiled floor, bench seating, wall
panelling and a massive fireplace: service is through a hatch
from the ground-floor ‘cellar’ where casks rest on a long
wooden stillage. The second room is identified on its old name
plate as the ‘Smoking Room’. This too has a hatch for service,
a panelled dado, and a miscellaneous collection of seating (not
to mention stuffed animals and an old Polyphon). This is one
of those rare pubs that still has outside loos (with partly openair gents’), but you have to cross the road to get to them.

Left Bar

Herefordshire
Kington

Olde Tavern

22 Victoria Road, Kington, HR5 3BX
Tel: (01544) 231417
Email: maws7964@outlook.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This pub was in the hands of the Jones family from 1884 to
2002 and over the years they did little to change it. The
entrance leads into a lobby which retains (behind recent
glazing) a former off-sales facility. To the left is the public bar,
which still retains a Victorian or early 20th-century feel thanks
to the simple fittings – a high counter, bar-back, fixed seating,
panelling, and a built-in cupboard to the left of the (probably)
inter-war fireplace. Right of the lobby is a second room with a
flagstone floor with some fixed seating and fairly rudimentary
old panelling This housed a mighty settle which was sadly
destroyed in 2002 to create more trading space. Here service is
via a stable door and there is another (probably) inter-war
fireplace. At the rear was a third room but this was converted
into toilets in 2002. A new room was created in 2016 for
restaurant use. In the public bar is an interesting framed plan of
1913 showing proposed refronting: this was never carried out
in this form.

Public Bar

Leintwardine

Sun Inn

Rosemary Lane, Leintwardine, SY7 0LP
Directions: Off A4113, in village
Tel: (01547) 540705
Email: beer@suninn-leintwardine.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This pub was kept for 74 years by Florence (Flossie) Lane,
whose family took it over early in the 20th century. She died in
2009 a month shy of her 95th birthday and so legendary had
both she and her utterly unspoilt pub become that obituaries
appeared in The Times and Daily Telegraph. The pub,
occupying part of a row of early 19th-century cottages, had
been trading since at least the 1860s and was one of the last
remaining beerhouses (Flossie only introduced wine in later
years). In her time, right of the entrance lobby, was the 'Brick
Bar' (named after the flooring material), equipped with basic
tables and benches and a (probably) 1950s brick fireplace. Left
of the entrance was 'Flossie's Room', where she sat, andbeyond
that, a ground-floor cellar where, in later years, regulars served
themselves and put their payment in a tin. New ownership has
seen all this scrupulously preserved but, in the interests of
viability, a large, though very well-designed, extension (with
bar counter) was opened in 2011 with access through the old
lobby.

Red Brick Bar

Leysters

Duke of York

, Leysters, HR6 0HW
Directions: On A4112
Tel: (01568) 750230
Listed Status: Not listed

Modest and beautifully kept, this country pub still has a
smallholding attached and has been in the hands of the same
family since 1911. The interior, little altered since before the
Second World War, comprises three rooms. The public bar has
a fine, curved, high-backed settle (which predates 1911) beside
the fireplace and simple dado panelling. Beneath the window,a
bench is equipped for the local version of quoits - four quoitsa
go, five points for the pin, two for the inner ring and one forthe
outer (but they must land white side up). Right is a smalldarts
room with a Victorian tiled fireplace, corner bench andhatch.
The lounge on the left was added to the public roomsjust
before the war and feels like a domestic sitting room. Thepub
is open 11.30 (12 Sunday) to 14.45 and 19.00 to 23.00.

Public Bar

Hertfordshire
Flaunden

Green Dragon

Flaunden Hill, Flaunden, HP3 0PP
Tel: (01442) 832020
Email: info@greendragonflaunden.co.uk
Website: http://www.greendragonflaunden.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Listed Status: II

Most of this country pub consists of modernisations and
extensions introduced between 1976 and 1980 but to the right
of the main entrance is a gloriously simple rustic snug
retaining its quarry-tiled floor, fixed bench seating and a baffle
by the door. Thousands of such basic pub rooms existed until
not that long ago, but now only a handful are still with us.
Above the fireplace is a gun-rest for three guns, no doubt put
to good use by those about to go to or returning from a shoot
around this once remote Chilterns village. The rather crude
hatch cut to the servery is an unfortunate recent feature, as is
the brick infill to the fireplace.

Trowley Bottom

Rose & Crown

Trowley Bottom near Flamstead, Trowley Bottom, AL3 8DP
Tel: (01582) 840564
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A gem of a small village pub which, in the late 1950s or
early 1960s, was refitted in a simple but elegant style and
whose sheer minuteness makes it a significant survival.
The Rose & Crown has two rooms, a cosy public bar and an
even smaller lounge (the door between them has been
removed). The lack of recent changes is no doubt largely due
to long-serving landlady Mrs Judy Wilding who died in 2016
aged 95. The counters – straight in the bar, a quadrant in the
lounge – both have plain vertical boarding and there is also a
good deal of veneered wall panelling. It’s the kind of pub
where you are inevitably drawn into friendly conversation.

Snug

Right Hand Bar

Highlands & Western Isles
Rosemarkie

Plough Inn

48 High Street, Rosemarkie, IV10 8UF
Directions: Follow the A832 through Fortrose and Rosemarkie.
Tel: (01381) 620164
Email: blackisleltd@gmail.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: C

A small pub rebuilt in 1907 (as a stone inscription above the
entrance explains) with a delightfully fitted-out, virtually intact
front room. This has its original semi-circular counter and
simple gantry. The room is entirely panelled and also has a
tongue-and-groove boarded ceiling. Attached to the right-hand
side of the servery is a small office for the publican, now used
for storage. The fireplace has a huge lintel dated 1691 but his
is a replica in cast iron dating from 1907 of a marriage stone.
Such stones usually comprised a lintel such as this with the
initials etc. of a newly married couple. Above is a large,
vintage Dewar’s Perth Whisky mirror. The infill of the
fireplace and tiled floor are later features.

Public Bar

Kent

Cowden Pound
Hartfield Road, Cowden Pound, TN8 5NP
Directions: on B2026 halfway between Edenbridge and A264
Tel: None
Website: https://www.instagram.com/queensarmscowdenofficial/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Listed Status: II

Queens Arms

UPDATE 2022. As in 2021, the main pub buildings,
including the bars, are being marketed as a holiday let
during the summer months (the pub is working with the
local authority on ways of making the pub viable, and a
planning application is under consideration). It may
therefore not be possible to see the historic rooms; visitors
wishing to do so are advised to telephone in advance to
check (07854 626004). The pub continues to operate with
variable hours (check the pub's Facebook page =
facebook.com/thequeensarmscowdenpound) in the
outbuildings and garden, with a visiting Pizza van
providing food.

A precious survival of a small Victorian wayside country pub.
Land for it was acquired in 1841 and the pub was named to
commemorate the Queen’s Royal West Kent Regiment. It was
in the same family hands from January 1913 when Henry Long
became the licensee, followed in 1973 by his daughter Elsie
Maynard who died, aged 91, in April 2015. The presentowners
had taken over in August 2014 intending to keep it justas itwas
(including the no lager policy!). Ahead of theentrance is adoor
leading to private quarters while that on theright leadsinto the
tiny, simply appointed public bar. Thecounter,shelving and
plain bench seating are pretty timelessand butthey could well
go back to the 1840s. The Dalexhandpumpsare dated 1948,
prior to which beer was broughtfrom the cellarin jugs. There is
still no till, hence the bowls forcoins. The onlysignificant
modern changes have been theaddition of the gents’in 1953
(formerly outside) and thefireplace brickwork. Notethe Bissett
darts scorer, a finger-operated device to save thestrain of
mental arithmetic. The saloon (left) was doubled insize in 1953
by taking in a private room: it too retains itsVictorian counter
(which has acquired bright yellow paint but a good few years
ago).

Right Hand Bar

Ightham Common

Old House

Redwell Lane, Ightham Common, TN15 9EE
Directions: 1/2 mile SW of Ightham village, between A25 and
A227
Tel: (01732) 886077
Website: http://www.oldhouse.pub
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Listed Status: II

A wonderful but hard-to-find country pub (the signage long
gone). It probably started as a couple ofseventeenth-century
cottages which were pressed into service as a beerhouse in the
mid nineteenth century. A full licence was only acquired in
1953. The pub was extended to its present size in 1888. The
new work lies to the right and the change in the lower walling
between the two windows left of the entrance tells of this, as
does the difference in ceiling treatment within the main bar
(boarded left, plastered and papered right). On entry you face a
small off-sales compartment with its own small counter, and
on the left is the main bar with its mightily impressive
inglenook fireplace. The floor is of wood blocks and the
counter has a tapering, wooden front. The date of these is hard
to gauge and may be twentieth-century rather than Victorian.
There is also a right-hand room formed in 1888 and which is
served through a hatch created, perhaps, in the 1970s. All beer
and cider is fetched from the ground-floor cellar. The pub
offers some 200 whiskies.

Public Bar

Snargate

Red Lion

, Snargate, TN29 9UQ
Directions: On B2080, 1 mile Northwest of Brenzett
Tel: (01797) 344648
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Appledore) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

A great rural classic, run by the Jemison family since 1911. A
century ago the pub consisted of just a small public bar (left)
and a tap room (right). The former retains its old counter with,
unusually, a white marble top on which is a pewter housing for
a set of four hand-pumps dating back to 1870 (but unused as
beer is now drawn from casks behind the bar). Three walls of
this room have boarded panelling. Beyond the partition at the
back is a second room, formerly living quarters, but part of the
pub since the 1990s when the screen was moved further back.
After the Second World War the tap room was converted into a
shop which survived until 1974. In the early 1980s it was
brought back into pub use with a new quarry-tiled floor and is
now a room for games which includes toad in the hole andtable
skittles. You can’t miss the extensive World War II
memorabilia: this pub was situated in a militarily sensitive area
at that time. Good old-fashioned outside loos.

Servery

Lancashire
Preston

Black Horse

166 Friargate, Preston, PR1 2EJ
Tel: (01772) 204855
Email: enquiries@blackhorse-preston.co.uk
Website: https://www.robinsonsbrewery.com/pubs/black-horsepreston/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Preston (Lancs)) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This is a wonderfully impressive pub from the great days of
Victorian urban pub-building and doubled as a small hotel. It
was rebuilt in 1898 to designs of local architect J. A. Seward
for Kay’s Atlas Brewery of Manchester. From the Friargate
entrance, there is a pair of small smoke rooms, full of original
fittings, either side of a mosaic-floored corridor which extends
through to the back of the building. The Orchard Street
entrance leads into a truly magnificent public bar, dominated
by a semi-circular ceramic counter (probably by Burmantofts
or Pilkingtons) in front of which is more mosaic flooring.
Originally this area was a separate space but was linked up to
the rest by an elliptical arch on the left about 1995. At the back
of the servery are glazed counter screens to the main corridor.
Originally there was a ‘Market Room’ (a meeting room for
market days) at the rear but in 1929 this was replaced by the
present, welcoming U-shaped seating area plus indoor toilets
(accessed via corridors to the left and right). The upstairs room
is largely modernised.

St Annes

Town House

St Annes Road West, St Annes, FY8 1SB
Tel: (01253) 728252
Email: 7699@greeneking.co.uk
Website: https://www.greenekingpubs.co.uk/pubs/lancashire/townhouse/?utm_source=g_places&utm_medium=locations&utm_ca
mpaign=
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (St Annes-on-the-Sea)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Burlingtons Bar is quite simply one of the greatest pub rooms
in Britain - a late Victorian below-ground bar covered from
head to foot with tiles and having a magnificent ceramic bar
counter. When the St Anne’s Hotel was demolished in 1985
and replaced by the Crescent Pub - now the Town House - the
original basement bar, once known as Burlington Bertie’s, was
preserved and it became a nightclub by the name of Tiles. The
bar, which is easily visible through the windows, is an
excellent example of complete fitting out by Craven Dunnill,
dating no doubt from the late 1890s.

Lobby Bar

Ceramic Counter

Leicestershire
Whitwick

Three Horseshoes

11 Leicester Road, Whitwick, LE67 5GN
Tel: 07736 677855
Website:
https://www.admiraltaverns.co.uk/pubs/threehorseshoeswhitwick/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This completely unspoilt local, in a former coal-mining village,
is nicknamed ‘Polly Burton’s’ after the current landlady’s
grandmother who started the business well over a century ago.
The 1882 date on the front records when it was created from
four cottages. A small entrance lobby, complete with off-sales
hatch, leads into the public bar on the left. All-over quarrytiled flooring and extensive bench seating straddle the two
former cottage rooms. The servery fittings and both fireplaces
are original and the only change seems to be the boxing-in of
the seating in the late 20th century. There is nothing so fancy
as a till - the takings are just popped into pint glasses. Right of
the lobby, a small snug has a bare wooden floor, Victorian
fireplace and basic bench seating; service is from a hatch to the
back of the bar servery.

Public Bar

Lincolnshire
Scunthorpe

Queen Bess

Derwent Road, Scunthorpe, DN16 2PE
Tel: (01724) 840827
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

One of only a small handful of Fifties-era ‘estate’ pubs that
still survives, anywhere in the UK, with such a high degree of
intactness. Designed by Doncaster architects Wilburn & Son
for the Tadcaster brewers, Samuel Smith’s, and opened in
1959, it incorporated certain technological advances that were
new at the time, notably underfloor heating and an integral
central sound system for recorded music with speakers (still
visible) in each room. It preserves fittings and decor of a
quality unusual for its period and a layout which is very little
altered and comprises public bar and lounge, separately
accessed from either side of a (now unused) off-sales shop,
plus a spacious former concert room (‘Queens Bar’) to the
rear. The latter, now used for snooker and pool, retained its
original purpose as a concert and function room until late
2005.
All three rooms retain their original fitted seating and have
striking, original bar-fronts in different styles - that in the
lounge (which now functions as the pub’s main room) being on
Art Deco lines, with curving counter and lovely light wood
veneered panelled surrounds. The off-sales, still complete with
counter and shelving, is a remarkable survival in itself, albeit
no longer in use. The name ‘Queen Bess’ echoes the title given
to one of the mighty blast furnaces at the nearby ApplebyFrodingham steelworks and the connection is further
celebrated by a plaque in the Queens Bar, by tiled motifs in the
public bar fireplace, and by the picture on one side of the
(recently renewed) painted sign outside

Right Hand Bar

Merseyside
Birkenhead

Crown

128 Conway Street, Birkenhead, CH41 6JE
Tel: (0151) 650 2035
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Conway Park)
Listed Status: II

Nowadays this is a basic drinking pub but, architecturally, it is
a notable example of a pub with the typical late 19th-century
Merseyside plan of a corridor wrapping round a corner-site
public bar but with an interesting twist – that twist being a
remarkable glazed and gilded inscription running across the
left-hand wall of the bar and returning along the length of the
bar-back. It’s a forthright advertisement for ‘D. Higson Wine
& Spirit Merchant, Brewer, Cheapside Brewery Liverpool’.
Even apart from this, the bar-back itself is an impressive
feature, with a broad pediment which includes a (replacement)
clock. The side entrance leads to a corridor backing the
servery. It has a serving hatch plus a room opening on the
right. To the left of the servery is large room (now used for
pool) which has the kind of wide opening that characterises
other Merseyside pubs (e.g. Primrose, Liscard, and Volunteer
Canteen, Waterloo. Note the match strikers on the counter
from former, smokier days. The dark red tiling on the groundfloor exterior is noteworthy.

Public Bar

Birkenhead

Stork Hotel

41-43 Price Street, Birkenhead, CH41 6JN
Tel: 07375 884066
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Conway Park) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

A splendid example of lavish refitting, carried out by Threlfalls
Brewery of Salford, no doubt in the Edwardian years. The
external tilework gives some idea of the superb interior, which
is laid out with a public bar on the street corner, enclosed by a
corridor with other rooms leading off, as at the Lion Tavernand
Prince Arthur, both in Liverpool. The best place to admirethe
pub is from the cosy semi-circular alcove where the mosaicfloored corridor sweeps in a curve through 90 degrees. The
back of the servery is formed by a screen with a dado covered
in blue, yellow and buff tiles with Art Nouveau detailing,above
which is a glazed screen with richly decorated glass.The tiling
was made by George Swift Ltd of the Swan Tile Works,
Liverpool and extends to other parts of the pub too, even down
to the loos (the gents’ tiling may be inter-war). Leading off the
corridor are two other rooms, named as a news room (at the
back) and bar parlour (left). There is extensive original seating
and bell-push arrangements. Note the attractive fireplace where
the corridor turns. The public bar has mostly modern fittings
although the dado tiling, with a dominant brown colour, rather
than blue, is original.

Lobby Bar

Liscard

Primrose

1 Withens Lane, Liscard, CH44 1BB
Tel: 07737 100286
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (New Brighton)
Listed Status: Not listed

The Primrose dates back to at least the 1850s, but remodelled
by architects Prescott & Davies for Liverpool brewers James
Mellor & Sons under plans drawn up in 1922. The work was
done in 1923 as helpfully suggested by a dated rain-waterhead.
The ground floor has large sandstone blocks but theupper part
is largely faced with half-timbering which was sopopular for
inter-war pub-building. The layout and most of theimpressive
fittings survive with a public bar on the corner anda servery
clasped by an L-shaped drinking lobby. Particularlystriking is
the panelled smoke room on the left, which opens tothe lobby
via a broad timber Tudor arch, clearly show on the1922 plan
and thus not a case of modern opening up. At the rear is a
further panelled area, called a lounge in 1922, which, like the
lobby and smoke room, is covered by a wonderfully rich
plaster ceiling. At the back is a further room but here much of
the work seems relatively recent. The plain ceiling here and on
the corner of the public bar was installed in a 2014
refurbishment (when the panelling in the back room was
painted over). Throughout the pub there is a good deal of
attractive stained glass in the windows and screens.

Island Bar

Liverpool

Crown Hotel

43, Lime Street, Liverpool, L1 1JQ
Tel: (0151) 707 6027
Website: https://www.thecrownliverpool.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Liverpool Lime Street)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The Crown was built about 1905 by Warrington brewers
Walkers and is their riposte to the sumptuous extravagances of
the nearby Philharmonic and the Vines built by Liverpool’s
Robert Cain brewery. It is a grand architectural introduction to
the city for anyone arriving at Lime Street station with the bold
Art Nouveau-style lettering catching the eye. There are now
two ground-floor rooms. That at the front is a large open area
but the various outside doors clearly suggest it would havebeen
subdivided. The finest features are the amazingly ornate
plasterwork in the ceilings and cornices. The bar counter has a
copper front and there is an interesting bar-back withmannered
detail (the mirrors are clearly modern). On the right is a
mightily impressive ceramic fireplace. Sadly, this room has
lost most of its once-superb decorative window glass (some
survives facing the station). The rear room, with the unusual
name ‘Bar Room’ (so named in the door glass) is fitted out
with more high-relief plasterwork, good-quality panelling plus
a fine fireplace with a copperwork. A winding staircase, under
a glazed dome, leads to an upstairs room: it has a modest frieze
of crests and nice stained glass windows, but the servery is
new.

Interior 1

Liverpool

Lion Tavern

67 Moorfields, Liverpool, L2 2BP
Tel: None
Email: info@theliontavernliverpool.co.uk
Website: http://theliontavernliverpool.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Moorfields) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

This richly appointed pub has a layout very similar to others on
Merseyside in this guide, namely the Stork Hotel, Birkenhead,
and the Prince Arthur, Liverpool. It has an L-shaped corridor
wrapping round the public bar on the street corner, and with
spaces leading off it. A plan of 1903 shows the public bar as
now, but in 1915 the Lion expanded into the building nextdoor.
The corridor was then created along with a news room(sonamed in the window glass) in the newly acquired area,and a
lounge beneath a skylight (the dividing walls were,sadly, taken
down in 1967). The corridor has a mosaic floorand a lovely Art
Nouveau tiled dado, above which is a timber and etched glass
screen, with openings allowing service to drinkers in the
corridor. The back fitting in the public bar seems to be
Victorian: the dado tiling here is to the same design as in the
corridor. There is a fine set of old carved screens in the front
windows carrying advertising, something that is occasionally
seen in Scotland but rarely in England. The eponymous Lion
was a locomotive built for the Liverpool & Manchester
Railway in 1838 and is displayed at the Museum of Liverpool.
It was last steamed for an appearance in the 1953 British
comedy film The Titfield Thunderbolt.

Lobby Bar

Liverpool

Peter Kavanagh's

2-6 Egerton Street, Liverpool, L8 7LY
Directions: Off Catharine Street
Tel: (0151) 709 3443
Email: peterkavanaghspub@gmail.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This idiosyncratic interior was fitted out in 1929 by Peter
Kavanagh, licensee from 1897 to 1950. The historic core has
the common northern layout of front and rear rooms with a
drinking lobby/servery in between (cf. the Hare & Hounds,
Manchester and Swan with Two Necks. Both rooms have fixed
seating, above which are large murals commissioned by
Kavanagh from Scottish artist Eric Robinson: at the front are
scenes from Dickens and at the rear ones from Hogarth. There
is also much attractive stained glass made by artist William
English, with seafaring themes in the ‘Dickens Room’ and a
miscellaneous selection in the ‘Hogarth’. Kavanagh also
introduced jokey woodwork, including four panels with scenes
set in what seems to be the 16th century, and faces on the
bench ends caricaturing Peter K. himself. He was an inventor,
for example, of the highly distinctive tables with grilles
covering bowls for water to extinguish cigarette ends. The pub
was extended in 1964 with a new lounge and again in 1977,
taking in 6 Egerton Street. Formerly the Grapes, it was
renamed in 1978 in honour of the remarkable Mr Kavanagh in
1978.

Middle Bar

Liverpool

Philharmonic Dining Rooms

36 Hope Street, Liverpool, L1 9BX
Tel: (0151) 707 2837
Email: philharmonic@nicholsonspubs.com
Website:
http://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/thephilharmonicdiningroomslive
rpool
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Liverpool Central) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: I

This is a truly spectacular pub whose opulence is explained by
the fact that when it was built Liverpool was a vastly rich
centre of commerce and among the greatest cities of the
Empire. This was no working man’s back-street boozer, but a
place where well-to-do middle class clients could congregate.It
is rivalled only by the nearby Vines and Belfast’s CrownBar.
Built about 1900 for Robert Cain’s brewery by localarchitect
Walter Thomas, the exterior is waywardly eclectic,the high
point being the glorious metal gates on Hope Street,which are
surely the finest such Art Nouveau work in Britain.They lead
into what is, in effect, an up-market version of anorthern
drinking lobby, off which other rooms radiate. The customer is
met by the whole gamut of embellishment that makes the ‘the
Phil’ so special – plasterwork, mosaic (even on the counter
front), mahogany, copper reliefs (by German-American artist
H. Bloomfield Bare) and stained glass. In the delightful
fireplace-alcove the drinker is presided over by stained glass
heroes of the Boer War (being fought as the pub went up).
Facing the counter are two fine panelled rooms, originally a
smoke room (left) and news room (right) with St Cecilia,
patroness of music, in stained glass. Further small (now linked)
spaces line the angle of the streets. A small office lies within
the servery. At the back is a vast room, which was a billiard
hall (said to have been in use until the 1960s), sumptuously
embellished with a huge frieze incorporating the crowning of
Apollo (over the entrance) and ‘The Murmur of the Sea’
(opposite) by artist Charles Allen: lavish fireplaces, panelling
and copper reliefs (again by Bare). Finally, don’t miss the
gents’; easily the best in a British pub (when not in use ladies
may, and indeed should, inspect).

Main Bar

Liverpool

Prince Arthur

93 Rice Lane, Liverpool, L9 1AD
Tel: (0151) 525 4508
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Walton (Merseyside))
Listed Status: II

This is an out-of-town drinkers’ pub, probably refurbished at
the start of the 20th century. The decorative glass and insignia
outside reveal that this was done by Walkers of Warrington
and give a hint of the tremendous exuberance within. Pride of
place goes to the public bar, set on the street corner, although
the closed outside doors clearly suggest this area was once
subdivided. Here bright red tiles line the walls, the stubby
screens and, unusually, even cover the counter front. The tiling
continues round the L-shaped corridor which wraps round the
public bar in a typical Merseyside arrangement, as at the Stork
Hotel, Birkenhead, and Lion Tavern, Liverpool. This has
highly unusual openings to the servery with lovely jewel-like
glazing. At the rear is a large smoke room. Gents should not
miss the hefty triple urinals, proudly inscribed by Musgraves
Invicta Sanitary Ware of Liverpool.

Public Bar

Liverpool

Scotch Piper

Southport Road, Liverpool, L31 4HD
Directions: 800 yds north from A5147/Moss Lane jct.
Tel: (0151) 345 6399
Email: scotchpiper@hotmail.com
Website: http://scotchpiper.com/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

This whitewashed, thatched and cruck-framed wayside pub is
claimed as Lancashire’s oldest inn. Dendrochronology has
suggested a date of around the mid 16th century although the
northern part is of the 18th century. It is said to have been in
pub use since the 15th century, but this is perhaps a triumph of
hope over established fact. It was taken over by Burtonwood
brewery in 1945, after which the brick fireplaces wereinstalled.
A sequence of three rooms, all with exposed beams,runs the
length of the building with the public bar on the left.Here a
cruck truss is exposed and there is simple bench seatingagainst
two of the walls, but the concrete ‘half-timbering’ overthe
fireplaces is post-1947. Until 1997 service was simply via a
hatch. The middle room has more old bench seating, a pair of
hefty wooden posts supporting the upper floor and a massive,
much altered setting for the fire. The minimalist far room, with
modern decoration and fittings, was originally a storage
area/animal shed and later a living room. The loos are outside.

Public Bar

Liverpool

Vines

81 Lime Street, Liverpool, L1 1JQ
Tel: (0151) 709 3977
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Liverpool Lime Street)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

This is one of the great show pubs in the country. Albert B.
Vines opened a pub here in 1867 but it was rebuilt in 1907 in
flamboyant baroque style by Liverpool brewer, Robert Cain,
using local architect Walter Thomas, who had been responsible
for the astounding Philharmonic a few years earlier. Inside is a
magnificent sequence of rooms with opulent embellishment.
On the right is the public bar, less lavish, of course, than the
rest and altered in 1989 by the incorporation of a snug and the
cutting back of the bar counter (a change which can be readily
made out). The decorative ebullience explodes in the lounge to
the left with its columns, copper-fronted counter and caryatidflanked fireplace. The latter is back-to-back with that in the
smoke room, which carries Viking ships in relief. Here
customers, comfortably seated in the alcoves, are surrounded
by wood paneling and deep ornamented friezes populated by
busy chubby cherubic figures. Here they would have been
served at table (hence the bell-pushes): all this is presided over
by signs of the Zodiac in the ceiling. Beyond the corridor,
which runs behind the servery, is a vast highceilinged room (as
at ‘The Phil’), now called the ‘Heritage Suite’. This
magnificent room (not always open) has giant Corinthian
pilasters, an oval skylight, panelling and an enormous
fireplace.

Left Hand Room

Liverpool

Volunteer Canteen

45 East Street, Liverpool, L22 8QR
Tel: 07891 407464
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Waterloo (Merseyside))
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The pub was established here in 1871 and its interior was
remodeled in 1924 by Higsons of Toxteth, whose name liveson
in the window glass. There have been few major changessince.
A central doorway leads into a panelled corridor on theright of
which is an opening into the servery. On either side areservice
hatches with glazed panels above. On the left side ofthe
corridor is a broad archway which seems original to 1924and
opens into the lounge. The bell-pushes were regrettably
removed quite recently but this is still a rare example of a pub
where customers can be served at their tables (except at busy
times, of course). The cupboards and rather crude mirrorwork
on the rear wall are modern work, although the fire surround
and seating are evidently of the 1920s. The toilets retain their
1924 doors, each labelled with the appropriate gender in the
glazing.

St Helens

Wheatsheaf

Mill Lane, St Helens, WA9 4HN
Tel: (01744) 813994
Email: info@thewheaty.com
Website: http://www.thewheaty.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Junction) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Designed in 1936 for brewers Greenall Whitley, this brick- and
half-timbered roadhouse retains much of its original multiroom layout. The rooms, ranging from public bar (front left), a
buffet (front right) to a small dining room (rear right) are
named in etched glass in the doors. The bar fittings, fire
surrounds and seating are mostly original. A former verandah
(the long, narrow bar at rear centre) overlooks a beautifully
maintained bowling green, but has been truncated at one end
for the present ‘cellar’. The original cellaring was on the first
floor, serviced by a hoist in a now-blocked entrance in the
frontage. The Wheatsheaf has suffered dramatically from
mining subsidence – hence the disconcerting (non-alcoholinduced!) sense of disequilibrium caused by the sloping floors.
Much of the interior is obscured by a vast collection of football
and rugby shirts and other sundry artefacts.

Public Bar

Public Bar

Mid Wales
Cemmaes Road

Dovey Valley Hotel

, Cemmaes Road, SY20 8JZ
Tel: (01650) 511335
Email: info@doveyvalleyhotel.com
Website: https://www.doveyvalleyhotel.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

An excellent example of a small hotel-cum-pub created for the
coming of the railways, in this case Cemmaes Road station
across the road, which opened in 1863 (closed 1965). The righthand entrance leads into the bar, but guests arriving by train
would have entered through the front entrance where the
reception hatch is still in place (the Douglas Arms, Bethesda,
has a similar feature). The present servery was installed in
1913 and is equipped with glazed screen work and sashes in
the popular northern English tradition. This room has a slate
flagstoned floor, apart from the original reception area, which
is marked out by boarding. The old handpumps survive against
the rear wall. The fireplace may date from the 1913 changes.
Note the illuminated Watney’s Brown Ale sign over the side
door which is a reminder of the dismal days of British beerdrinking in the 1960s and ’70s. In the passageway behind the
servery is a pair of bells activated by customers in the two
other public rooms (rear left and front right). In the former is a
Victorian mirror advertising Salt’s Burton Ale, signed by
makers J. Baird Ltd in far-away Glasgow. The door of the
front right-hand room is marked ‘Private’ and the room was
probably reserved for the landlord’s use: it has a wonderfully
rich Victorian fireplace.

Bar

Rhayader

Lion Royal

West Street, Rhayader, LD6 5AB
Listed Status: Not listed

Following the death of the owner, the Lion Royal is not often
open, but may be so on Saturday evening from 6pm if there are
guests, normally from April and over the summer months.
This unashamedly old-fashioned coaching inn retains a small
bar at the rear, unchanged since 1921. It has 'Bar' in an etched
and frosted panel on the door, wood-block floor, a wonderful
bar counter with Jacobean detailing in the frontage, and two
sets of bar-back shelves at right angles to each other One one
of these has a display of 'Gin’, ‘Brandy’ and ‘Rum' ceramic
spirit vessels, a row of pewter mugs etc. on the shelves: even
the ancient 'National' cash register is still in use. The bar
fittings appear all of a piece and along with the glazed brick
and marble/polished stone fireplace and two sections of bench
seating almost certainly date from 1920s. An extension to the
rear of the bar has a parquet-floored small room no longer in
use. Note the working bell-pushes labelled 'Chambermaids'
and 'Boots.'
The lounge in the front left has a large stone fireplace, settle,
and a light oak bar counter by a local craftsman. installed in
1969. The bar is only usually open at weekends or for groups
of people staying at the hotel.
Stabling for six horses and a 3/4 acre paddock are still in use as
this is a base for horse-riding holidays (British Horse Society
approved) from May to early October. You can bring your own
horse or use one owned by the hotel. The hotel has been used
as a courtroom, the seat of the Customs and Excise.

Public Bar

Norfolk
Kenninghall

Red Lion

East Church Street, Kenninghall, NR16 2EP
Directions: Opp Parish church
Tel: (01953) 887849
Email: theredlionltd@aol.com
Website: http://redlionkenninghall.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Listed Status: II

The snug, to the right of the entrance, is one of Norfolk’s finest
old pub rooms and creates a wonderful, intimate drinking
space. It has curved partition walling formed by high-backed
settle seating. Until recently the timbers were painted white
but, unfortunately, have been stripped by rather savage
blasting. The metal grille on the corner is a modern insertion,
presumably to aid supervision. More curious is the little,
rectangular, hinged opening over the doorway for which no
logical explanation has been put forward. The floor of the
corridor and snug are laid with traditional large Norfolk
terracotta tiles known as pamments. The pub is a remarkable
survival, having been shut for seven years until 1997. Many of
the fittings in the public bar and restaurant area date from that
time.

Snug

North Yorkshire
Beck Hole

Birch Hall Inn

, Beck Hole, YO22 5LE
Directions: approx 1 mile N of Goathland
Tel: (01947) 896245
Website: http://www.beckhole.info
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Goathland) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

A unique time warp, lovingly preserved, comprising two
simple rooms either side of a tiny village shop. The Birch Hall
is an absolute gem of a pub, nestling in an idyllic valley setting
which is hard to imagine having an industrial past. Yet, back in
the 1860s, Beck Hole rang to the clamour of ironstone mines,
furnaces, quarries and railway, and the three-storey, right-hand
half of the premises was built (by the pub landlord of the time)
as a shop with lodgings above for the influx of workers. The
original pub was no more than a single room (essentially the
‘Big Bar’ of today) in the 18th century cottage to the left, and
it was not until after the Second World War that a second
public room, the ‘Little Bar’, was created from part of the
Victorian shop. The present owners are dedicated to keeping
the pub unaltered and to preserving its old-fashioned
simplicity; indeed, when they took over in 1981 they gladly
accepted a condition of sale to do exactly this – imposed by
former landlady, Mrs Schofield, whose home it had been for
53 years. (Closed Monday evenings and all day Tuesday in
winter).

Little Bar

Boroughbridge

Three Horse Shoes

Bridge Street, Boroughbridge, YO51 9LF
Tel: (01423) 322314
Email: alison.craddock26@gmail.com
Website: https://www.3horseshoesboroughbridge.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This is one of the best-preserved examples of a small inter-war
roadhouse and one whose revival has been a recent success
story. Originally built to serve traffic on the old Great North
Road, which then ran straight through the town, it was sold off
in 2003 by its longtime family owners and narrowly escaped
conversion to a Chinese restaurant! Thanks partly to its
statutory listing, successfully sought by CAMRA in 2000, ithas
re-emerged relatively unscathed. Apart from losingoriginal
fitted seating and sustaining two enlarged openingsbetween
rooms (one now sensitively hung with double doors –pictured)
its interior differs only slightly from the 1929 plans by
architect Sydney Blenkhorn of Knaresborough. The fittings,
which include quality oak bar structures, oak fire-surrounds
and stained glass naming the various rooms, are all from the
original building scheme by Hepworth & Co., a small Ripon
brewery, for whom this would doubtless have been a prestige
project.

Public Bar

Middlesbrough

Christie's Brasserie - The Zetland

9 Zetland Road, Middlesbrough, TS1 1EH
Directions: directly opp rlwy station
Tel: (01642) 246777
Website: https://www.the-zetland.com/contact
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Middlesbrough)
Listed Status: II

Built c.1860 as a pub-cum-hotel, the Zetland closed in 2015but
was rescued a couple of years later by new owners who
embarked on a painstaking restoration of the historic features.
These are mostly to be found in the spectacular lounge addedat
the rear in 1893, designed by local architect J. M. Bottomley
for a private client and described as ‘luncheon bar’ on the
earliest plans. It retains its superb display of round-arched
mirrors with surrounding tilework in cream, browns and light
blue, together with an ornamented plaster cornice and frieze.
The servery is modern, however, as are the fittings in the main
front bar (apart from the dado panelling, until recentlyobscured
by fixed seating). The restoration exposed otherornate fittings
such as the mosaic floor in the entrance lobbyand the splendid
tiled ceiling above

Lounge - Left

Selby

New Inn

4 Gowthorpe, Selby, YO8 4ET
Tel: (01757) 335492
Email: newinnselby@gmail.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Selby)
Listed Status: II

The New Inn is a town-centre pub of long standing, completely
remodelled in 1934 and preserving an outstanding room from
that time - the front smoke room. Sometimes dubbed ‘The
Vatican’ (for which there are differing theories), this charming
little room has fine wood panelling, stylish built-in settles,
original bell-pushes and a striking bow-windowed counter
screen with intact sashed serving hatches. The decorative
leaded windows are striking too, with ‘sporting’ scenes that
may reflect the enthusiasm of members of the Middlebrough
family, the pub’s local brewer-owners of the time. Their
architect for the 1934 refurbishment was John Poulson, then
just 24 years of age and as yet untainted by the national
scandals that would lead to his later shaming and jailing.
Poulson had begun his career with the Pontefract firm of
Garside & Pennington who were experienced pub designers,
but this may be one of the few pub commissions he undertook
in his own right. A sensitive refurbishment was carried out in
2015.

Front Bar

York

Blue Bell

53 Fossgate, York, YO1 9TF
Tel: (01904) 654904
Email: bluebellyork@gmail.com
Website: https://bluebellyork.com/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (York) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

The compact and intimate Blue Bell is a true national treasure
and one of very few public houses to have the distinction of
Grade II* listing status for the outstanding importance of its
interior (the listing was upgraded in 1997). It is the result of a
refurbishment in 1903 by local wine merchants, C.J.Melrose &
Co - then owners of a small chain of five York pubs – and it
consists of a public bar at the front, a smoke room to the rear
and a side corridor modestly widened into an early version of a
northern drinking lobby. Its authentic Edwardian fittings
include engraved and frosted glass in the doors and windows,
glazed screens with sashed service hatches to the back room
and corridor, and varnished matchboarding to the walls and
ceilings. The unusual little tip-up seat in the corridor lobby
might be part of the 1903 works too. The Blue Bell's
preservation in such an unaltered state has had much to do with
its tenancy remaining in the same family throughout most of
the 20th century. Since 1992, when the redoubtable Edith
Pinder finally retired, it has weathered three major ownership
changes but, thanks to enthusiastic and caring licensees, it
continues to thrive.

Passage

York

Golden Ball

2 Cromwell Road, York, YO1 6DU
Tel: (01904) 849040
Email: goldenball@btconnect.com
Website: http://www.goldenballyork.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (York)
Listed Status: II

This 1929 'improvement' of a small Victorian back-street local
is thought to be the most complete surviving inter-war scheme
by John Smith's, the Tadcaster company who became one ofthe
UK's biggest regional brewers and pub builders. Their
remodelling here raised the ceiling heights of the cramped old
interior and incorporated the corner building (originally builtas
the publican's house in 1881) to create a more generouslayout.
The resulting interior is unusual in its planning, with asingle
main entrance, public bar to the rear, and an intimatelittle
seated alcove beside the servery. The 1929 scheme alsocreated
the corner off-sales (now defunct) and left a distinctiveceramic
signature in the glazed brick and tiled exterior and also in the
public bar's rare tiled counter-front. The only substantial postwar change has been the 1990s formation of an extra room
from private quarters, left of the entrance. The Golden Ball
was statutorily listed in 2010 following a successful
application by CAMRA and, since late 2012, its running has
been enterprisingly taken over by a local community
cooperative.

Bar Side Hall

York

Swan

16 Bishopgate Street, York, YO23 1JH
Tel: (01904) 634968
Email: info@theswanyork.co.uk
Website: http://www.theswanyork.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (York) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The Swan is a near-intact Thirties remodelling of a small
Victorian street-corner pub and has one of the best-preserved
interiors of its kind in the country. It was designed in 1936 for
the Leeds brewers Joshua Tetley & Son by architects Kitson,
Parish, Ledgard & Pyman, also of Leeds, who wereresponsible
for much of Tetley's work between the Wars andwho helped
create a distinctive house-style for the company.(A beerhouse
since 1861, the Swan had been acquired byTetley's in 1899).
Their design here centres on a room-sized stand-up lobby, one
of the best surviving examples of its kind and reflecting a
distinct West Riding influence on the part of both architect and
client. Two rooms lead off (the ‘better’ smoke room to the
rear), each served by hatch from opposite ends of the central
servery. Modern touches, like the smoke room's fireplace, are
few in number and, as well as the unaltered layout, it is
authentic fabric like the fitted seating, bell-pushes, leaded and
glazed screenwork, terrazzo flooring – even the toilet ceramics
– that help make this a memorable little 1930s survival. The
Swan was given Tetley's 'Heritage' badging in 1985 and
statutorily listed in 2010 following a successful application by
CAMRA.

Hall

North-East Wales
Ysceifiog

Fox

Ysceifiog Village Road, Ysceifiog, CH8 8NJ
Directions: signed from B5121
Tel: (01352) 720241
Website: http://www.foxinnysceifiog.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Listed Status: II

This appealing village pub has four small rooms and is
relatively little altered since the 1930s. Beyond the entrance is
a slate-floored drinking lobby with a tiny hatch in the leaded
screen around the servery. A sliding door on the left leads to
the most important room - the small, panelled front bar which
is no doubt the oldest part of the pub. It has bare bench seating,
some of it, remarkably, attached to the front of the counter. At
the rear left the dining room has a disused glazed, sliding hatch
to the servery, and retains inter-war fixed seating. The rear
right room caters for overspill dining. At the front right is a
small games room with a cast-iron fireplace.

Passage

North-West Wales
Bethesda

Douglas Arms Hotel

Ogwen Terrace, High Street (A5), Bethesda, LL57 3AY
Tel: (01248) 600219
Email: douglas.arms@dsl.pipex.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Built as a coaching inn around 1820 to serve Thomas Telford’s
new road to Holyhead, the Douglas Arms has been in the
hands of the Davies family since 1913. It is little changed since
the 1930s and has four public rooms. A projection into the
entrance corridor, once a hotel reception area, is now
incorporated into the billiard room. This acquired its full-sized
billiard table c1934. The public bar (rear right) was once two
small rooms until a partition was removed in the 1950s. It has
a bent-wood bench, a red leather bench and two old settles: the
(probably) Victorian bar-back contains many drawers and a
display of spirit jars, although the counter has modern
refronting. At the front are two rooms, a function/dining room
(left) and a smoke room with a 1930s Art Deco fireplace.

Screen

Conwy

Albion Ale House

Upper Gate Street, Conwy, LL32 8RF
Tel: (01492) 582484
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Conwy) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This corner local in the town's historic core is easily the best
example of an inter-war pub in Wales and a great place for a
drink. It closed in 2010 but was revived by a consortium offour
Welsh micro-breweries two years later with the backingof a farsighted businessman. Rebuilt in 1921, it has a brickground
floor and pebble-dashed first floor plus a touch of halftimbering. A corridor, with attractive green tiling, gives access
to three well-preserved rooms. The public bar (right front)
retains its long 1920s bar counter and fine mirrored bar-back.
The off-sales which led up to the far end of the counter went at
some stage and the screen separating it from the bar has been
placed against the wall. On the corner is a lovely smoke room
with some Art Nouveau touches in the glazing and a mightily
impressive inglenook fireplace set behind a timber and brick
canopy. The seating and bell-pushes survive. A second smoke
room at the rear retains a massive, attractively detailed brick
fire-surround, fixed seating, bell-pushes and hatch to the
servery: the herringbone flooring incorporates an unusual
diamond shaped feature in the centre. In 2013 the Albion was
awarded the CAMRA/English Heritage Conservation Award
for the restoration work and also the Joe Goodwin Award for
the best street-corner local.

Public bar servery

Northern Ireland
Ballycastle

Boyd Arms

4 The Diamond, Ballycastle, BT54 6AW
Tel: (028) 2076 2364
Listed Status: B+

This three-storey building is a former pub-cum-hotel. The righthand front door leads into a wide corridor with a red and buff
tiled floor, dado panelling, a couple of basic benches and
narrow shelves for stand-up drinking. Note the annunciator
box in the corridor showing where service was required,
including what were five former letting bedrooms. The lefthand door leads to a typical, simple bar stretching back from
the street and which includes some Victorian or early 20th
century work, although the counter was revamped, probably in
the 1950s or 1960s. Attached to the servery is a delightful tiny
glazed-in snug with a little hatch through which drinks can be
served. The small room at the rear with a figure 2 over the
doorway was refitted in 1998. Across the corridor is another
room but here the fittings, including the Victorian-style
fireplace, are modern.

Interior

Ballycastle

House of McDonnell

71 Castle Street, Ballycastle, BT54 6AS
Tel: (028) 2076 2975
Listed Status: B1

This is a great classic among Irish pubs and has been in the
hands of the same family for fourteen generations since 1766
and thus is one of the oldest businesses in continuous
ownership in the UK. The interior was probably mainly created
around 1896. It shows a typical arrangement for a spirit
grocers, where a shopping trip could be combined with one to
the pub, until such ‘mixed trading’ was banned by law in 1923.
The grocery part is at the front and has a panelled counter,
diamond cream and dark brown tiles laid about 1927 and two
large advertising mirrors. The screen formed the division
between the two spheres of operation and behind it is a brown
and cream tiled floor (dating from the mid-1950s), panelled
counter and an impressive bar back fitting which houses two
pairs of end-on spirit casks. Both areas of the pub havepanelled
ceilings, which differ in detail from one part to the other. On
the rear wall a large mirror advertises Coleraine ‘HC’ whisky.
Why HC? It stands for House of Commons, as Victorian Irish
MPs are said to have been very partial to this brand (the ‘e’ to
denote Irish whisk(e)y is a convention only started during the
20th century). A small snug with old panelled seating leads off
to the left, and there is another small rear room which was a
storeroom until the 1950s. The lounge upstairs is only used at
busy times. Open approximately 3pm to late Fri and Sat only
(traditional music on Fri).

Spirit Grocers Shop part

Ballyeaston

Carmichaels

14 Ballyeaston Village, Ballyeaston, BT39 9SH
Tel: 07802 668847
Listed Status: Not listed

The simple grey exterior of this property conceals a simple,
homely village pub. On the left is the public bar where thehigh,
two-sided counter has rows of tiles at the top and bottom.The
attractive, delicate bar-back fitting is said to have been
introduced in 1937 and was probably brought in from a
domestic setting. It has marquetry and balusters in the lower
part, mirrored panels and a small central cupboard. On top is a
pair of interesting McConnell’s glass whisky vats. The other
room, across the hallway, is plainly appointed and is brought
into use on Saturdays which are normally very busy. Beer is
only sold in bottles.

Interior

Belfast

Crown

46 Great Victoria Street, Belfast, BT2 7BA
Directions: opp Europa Hotel and Great Victoria St station
Tel: (028) 9024 3187
Email: crownliquorsaloon@nicholsonspubs.com
Website:
https://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/restaurants/scotlandandnorthe
rnireland/thecrownliquorsaloonbelfast
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Great Victoria Street)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: A

This, with Liverpool’s Philharmonic and the Vines, is one of
the UK’s three most spectacular pubs. Built in the 1840s, itwas
refitted in late Victorian times. The outside, with its exotic
tiling, gives a hint of the treasures within. On one side is the
servery; on the other a row of small drinking booths lettered
‘A’ upwards with working bell-pushes, which register at an
amazingly ornate annunciator box halfway down the bar(booth
J, in the vicinity of what is now the gents’, wasremoved in the
1970s). The booths are guarded by gryphonsand lions bearing
shields with Latin inscriptions whichtranslate as ‘True love of
country’ and ‘Fortune favours thebrave’. All the snugs have
charming back-painted mirrors. Thebar-back contains a series
of casks and also two banks of tapswhich dispensed spirits in
times gone by, as at the Haunch ofVenison, Salisbury and the
Bull Inn, Paisley. The magnificentceramic counter was made
by Craven Dunnill and probablydates from around 1898: the
pattern reappears at the Red Lion,Erdington, Birmingham: the
granite top is later. There is alarge advertising mirror of about
1898 in the snug to the left ofthe main door (bomb damaged in
1993 and restored 1998).Much of the lighting is by gas (though
it’s uncertain if the fittings are old and have been in continuous
use) but this means of illumination adds greatly to the
atmosphere. In the porch, a mosaic crown gives rise to the
saying that here you can trample on the British Crown with
impunity! Owned since 1978 by the National Trust which has
undertaken exemplary restoration work.

Bar and snug

Belfast

Fort Bar

25-27 Springfield Road, Belfast, BT12 7AB
Tel: (028) 9023 1348
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Belfast Great Victoria
Street)
Listed Status: B1

UPDATE 2022.
A report has advised of a refurbishment recently been
carried out which requires a re-assessment. Further details
welcome.
Please note - the photos are therefore out of date and the
description is one written before the recent changes. Recent
photos would also be welcome.
The Fort was fitted out in 1885 and the name of the McGuigan
family, who ran it for 77 years, is enshrined in the mosaic at
the entrance. The Fort has a set of booths parallel to the
servery and separated from it by a black-and-white tiled
drinking space. The Victorian fittings also include a splendidly
ornate seven-bay bar-back fitting (but with the addition of caskends all along in the 1970s). The counter front has a typical
Northern Irish fringe of tilework, the left-hand part including
three lakeside scenes. There is a row of five snugs facing the
servery, although originally there were more. Each has a
number painted on a small glass pane in the door. No. 1 snug
has been opened-up (it was situated on the rear right and traces
on the black and white tiled floor indicate where it was). Snugs
7 and 8 were situated on the front left and were lost when the
toilets were brought inside in, it is thought, the 1970s: their
doors are now relocated to the left-hand side of the servery. On
the rear left is what looks like a snug, but originally was the
‘Grocery Department’ (so-named in the door glass), something
which would have ended after partition in 1922 when the
quintessentially Irish institution of the spirit grocers was made
illegal. The McCartan family took over in 2015.

Bar

Bushmills

Bush House

72-74 Main Street, Bushmills, BT57 8QD
Tel: (028) 2073 1240
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bushmills)
Listed Status: B

A three-room terraced pub where most of the interior work
probably dates from just before WWII or possibly the 1950s
whence the terrazzo flooring, corridor tiling and panelling. The
small front bar has a fine Victorian bar-back fitting with four
mirrors advertising various whiskies: the trough at the base of
the panelled counter is of the 1930s or 1950s. The lounge at
the rear of the pub has more terrazzo flooring, panelling and a
bell-pushes for service. The elegant mahogany fire surround is
said to have been brought in from the former Arcadia ballroom
in Portrush. The old kitchen (rear left), complete with white
glazed brick and ‘Fairy Esse’ cooker, was pressed into public
use as the bell-pushes indicate. In recent years the wall
separating the kitchen from the small front room (now games
room) was removed. The ladies’ toilet penny-in-the-slot-device
was still in use until the late 1990s.

Bar Back

Camlough

Carraghers Bar

12 Main Street, Camlough, BT35 7JG
Tel: (028) 3083 0515
Listed Status: B1

Behind the plain red frontage is a most important and intact
historic interior. The pub was originally built in 1862 and has
been in the Carragher family’s hands since 1888. It appears to
have been refitted around 1890. Much of the main bar is taken
up with three snugs. Each has its own number, and panels of
stained glass in the doors. The bar-back is a seven-bay affair
with mirrored strips and four spirit casks (two were for rum,
two whiskey). The bar counter has a row of coloured tiles near
the top. There is a fine mirror advertising whisky (no ‘e’) from
Kirker Greer & Co. of Belfast. Note the copper heater, still in
use occasionally, for warming whiskey. The only real change
since Victorian times has been the laying of attractive terrazzo
flooring with a spittoon trough in the 1920s. A door at the rear
leads into a small room, also terrazzo-floored and beyond that
is a room with a full-size snooker table (the fixed benchseating
here was replaced in the 1980s. At the front right is asmall
room numbered 1 (hence the snugs are numbered 2 to 4),
refurbished in the 1980s. The front windows are modern
replacements for ones destroyed in the Troubles. Listed in
2008 following a successful application by CAMRA.

Bar Back

Enniskillen

Blakes Of The Hollow

6 Church Street, Enniskillen, BT74 7EJ
Tel: (028) 6632 2143
Email: blakesofthehollow@hotmail.co.uk
Website: http://blakesofthehollow.com/
Listed Status: B

The interior of this fine pub retains its Victorian layout and
fittings which probably date from a refurbishment of 1887. It
was run by the same family from 1929 to 1996. The front baris
full of character, with the walls and ceiling being entirelywoodpanelled. It has four large spirit casks set vertically inthe barback; and the panelled counter has a rare white marbletop.
High up on the right-hand wall a box shows where servicewas
required. The first of these is a tiny snug by the entrancewhich
no doubt doubled as an off-sales and a place for a quietdrink
without attracting general attention to the fact. At the farend of
the servery is another snug with a venerable cast-ironfireplace.
Further back still and up a flight of steps is the publican’s
office, complete with the desk from which he could keep an
eye on proceedings. Behind this is another snug and then a
further larger (now games) room. At the rear, a massive 21stcentury extension with a Gothic theme has been built on
several levels and includes bars and a dining room.

Bar

Irvinestown

Central Bar

38 Main Street, Irvinestown, BT94 1GJ
Tel: (028) 6862 1249
Listed Status: Not listed

Behind the modest yellow facade of this popular drinkers’ pub
lies a really impressive Victorian interior. The pub was refitted
in 1895 and has been in the Reihill family since 1924. There is
a tiny snug right of the entrance for off-sales and taking a
discreet drink. It is has service via a ticket booth-style opening.
In the main bar not only are the walls panelled but so is the
ceiling (high at the front, low at the back), thus creating a very
distinctive warm atmosphere. There is a huge Cantrell &
Cochrane advertising mirror plus other smaller ones. Setbehind
the 25ft -long counter are four mighty barrels, setvertically and
which are thought to have last dispensed spiritsin 1953. On the
left-hand wall is an annunciator box for thestaff in times past
to see where table service was required.Behind is a another,
smaller room (no doubt the ‘Back Room’mentioned on the
annunciator box) and which is also fully panelled. Further back
still is another room brought into use in relatively modern
times. On the left is a moderately large ‘sitting room’ (now
coffee room), also named on the annunciator box.

Bar

Killyleagh

Dufferin Arms

35 High Street, Killyleagh, BT30 9QF
Tel: (028) 4482 1182
Listed Status: B1

The attraction at this former hotel is the public bar on the right
of the entrance and the two tiny snugs behind it, on opposite
sides of a corridor. The bar counter is now faced in plain
boarding of about 1960 but behind there is the old, probably
Victorian one (with a row of tiles at the top). The other
furnishings are simple enough and include bench seating with
unusual arched detail to the backs. The right-hand snug
accesses the servery via a tiny opening; that on the left has a
bell-push to summon a drink. The rear room was refitted about
1960 but note the bell-push near the doorway with an enamel
plate saying ‘Service’. The gents’ at the rear has a terrazzo
floor and three big urinals. On the left the raised area was
created in 2007 after the introduction of the smoking ban in
pubs in order to give access to a smokers’ area outside.

Limavady

Owens Bar

50 Main Street, Limavady, BT49 0EU
Tel: (028) 7772 2328
Listed Status: B2

This bar opened in 1852 and was thoroughly refitted in 1929,
although the conservative design could easily be mistaken for
something earlier. It has now been in the hands of the Owens
family since 1960 and there has been no significant change
since. A large square servery, with two spirit casks in the backfitting, takes up much of the main bar, but this is made up for
by three further cosy rooms. There is a fully panelled corridor
leading to the rear and panelled ceilings in all except the rear
left-hand room. The etched windows at the front are
replacements. The Owens family have cherished the pub – for
example, see the way the illuminated fridges are tucked under
the counter, and they have refused to encumber the counter
with large, ugly, modern advertising founts which sprout up in
most Northern Irish pubs.

Public bar

Bar

Lisburn

Smithfield House

15 Smithfield, Lisburn, BT28 1TH
Tel: (028) 9266 3901
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Lisburn)
Listed Status: Not listed

The front bar is a real time-warp, refitted in 1954 with sleek
detailing, typical of its time, and hardly changed since. It is
really a single space but, on the left, are a couple of screens
which mark out what are effectively three snugs (that at the
rear, which used to have a pair of doors, is nicknamed ‘the
confessional’). The smooth, curved convex plywood panelled
counter stands on a plinth, which, like the rest of the flooring,
is of terrazzo. The black counter top has what is claimed to be
one of the first uses of Formica in Ireland (however, as the
material had been around for several decades, this may be
something of an exaggeration!). The bar-back has an elegant
curved centre-piece with inset clock. Painted-over wooden
panels to the ceiling. Don’t miss the front door with its
attractive sun-burst motif in the glazing. There are, inevitably,
some later but minor alterations. At the rear is a large modern
lounge, popularly known as 'The Room'.

Rear Snug

Portadown

Mandeville Arms

1-3 Mandeville Street, Portadown, BT62 3PB
Tel: (028) 3833 2070
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Portadown)
Listed Status: B1

This pub was owned by the McConville family from 1865 to
2005. In the rebuild of the 1890s, they provided Ireland with
one of its great pub interiors. The decorated, mirrored bar-back
incorporates four spirit casks; the counter has a typically
Northern Irish fringe of tiles at the top also another at the base.
The most distinctive and, again, almost exclusively Northern
Irish feature, is the survival of no less than ten snugs which are
provided with bell-pushes used for ordering drinks in former
days and tiny fixed tables on which to place them: there is the
associated annunciator box at the end of the room. A screen
with double doors divides the main bar into two. A colourful
tiled floor, a fine plaster ceiling and lots of original stained
glass complete the impressive picture. Don’t miss the
wonderful brass cigar-lighter (sadly disconnected from its gas
supply in recent years), representing the Tichborne Claimant,
an impostor whose attempts to prove he was the vanished Sir
Roger Tichborne – the ninth wealthiest man in Britain –
captivated public attention during two high-profile court cases
in the 1870s. The other part of the pub, taken in from a
neighbouring shop, is in extreme contrast, having been being
fitted out as a young persons’ night-life bar in 2008.

Interior

Northumberland
Berwick upon Tweed

Free Trade

75, Castlegate, Berwick upon Tweed, TD15 1LF
Tel: (01289) 306498
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Berwick upon Tweed)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This is a wonderful survival of a traditional small urban pub,
said to date from 1767 (the 1849 datestone to the left refers
only to now-demolished tenement buildings at the rear). The
pub was refitted around 1910 and displays a very unusual
layout. This features a partition, with iron stays attached to the
ceiling, forming a corridor down the left-hand side, which
leads to a tiny former off-sales in the middle of the pub. The
public bar at the front is L-shaped and wood panelled;it retains
its (presumably) 1910 bar counter, bar-back (with drawers and
shelves held up by fluted pilasters), seating with bell-pushes
and period fireplace with green tiles and touches of Art
Nouveau-style detail. The front window has attractive stained
glass. The rear room was a smoke room but is now used for
pool and has wall panelling. This room has bell-pushes and an
attractive brick and tile fireplace probably installed just before
or after the Second World War.

Public Bar

Netherton

Star Inn

Netherton, Netherton, NE65 7HD
Tel: (01669) 630238
Listed Status: Not listed

A pub is known to have existed here since 1788 but the present
building consists of a 19th-century wing and a much bigger
block added in 1902 and containing the public bar. The pub
was bought in 1917 by the grandfather of present owner, Miss
Vera W Wilson- Morton. From the entrance, a hallway leads to
a tiny servery, from where the landlady serves beer from the
cellar at a hatch. The public room – and there is only one – is a
classic of its kind, though there is nothing fancy about it.Large,
plain and square, it has bare-slatted fixed seating roundall sides
plus a few tables and chairs. Above a 1950s-stylefireplace is a
huge mirror advertising Ushers’ pale ale. There isactually
another room directly behind the servery but this onlycomes
into use on rare occasions when the pub is busy.
Servery

Nottinghamshire
Beeston

Crown Inn

Church Street, Beeston, NG9 1FY
Tel: (0115) 967 8623
Email: crowninn@live.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Beeston) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This pub retains a four-room, probably late Victorian layout.
The front entrance leads into a quarry-tiled passage with a
double door and a sliding hatch in a door to the servery. The
tiny public bar (right) has a quarry-tiled floor and late
Victorian bar fittings (a panelled counter and a mirrored bar
back with a series of drawers). The furniture amounts to an old
bench and three small tables. At the far end is a tiny snug
beyond a glazed partition wall, an extraordinary small space
which was formerly an off-sales (so named on plans of 1953
which show access from the adjacent covered passage – now
panelled over). Back in the entrance passage, the small room
on the left has old fixed seating on three sides. The Games
Room is the last of this suite of old rooms and has vintage
dado panelling and fixed seating of different dates. The curved
bar counter might have replaced a hatch in inter-war times.
Dating the panelling is made difficult but a long-standing
customer insists that this area is unchanged since his first visit
back in 1937. The pub was greatly extended in 1976. It serves
a fine range of ales and ciders.

Confessional

Nottingham

Olde Trip to Jerusalem

Brewhouse Yard, Nottingham, NG1 6AD
Directions: off Castle Road.
Tel: (0115) 947 3171
Email: 4925@greeneking.co.uk
Website: http://www.triptojerusalem.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Nottingham) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

This is a truly remarkable pub and is one of the premier sights
of Nottingham. Parts of it date back to the 17th century –forget
about the 1189 date outside which is a matter of pureinvention!
What makes it unique is a series of roomsburrowing into the
soft sandstone of the rock beneathNottingham Castle: the city
centre is riddled with such spaceswhich were used for storage.
Alterations in 1997–8 did notimpact adversely on the historic
core and, indeed, won aCAMRA/English Heritage design
award. The entrance leadsinto a flagstone passage, which
brings you to the Ward Room(the name recollects the family
who kept the pub between 1894 and 1989). Here can be found
the rare and fiendishly hard game of ringing the bull. Opposite
is the servery, which seems of varied but fairly indeterminate
dates. A few feet further on is a tiny rock-cut snug created
during the alterations. Up a staircase is the Rock Lounge, a
cavernous space refitted around 1930 with a quarter-circle
counter and brick fireplace. Over the counter is the ‘cursed
galleon’ which has not been cleaned for over 50 years
following the mysterious deaths of the last three intrepid
people who tried to do so! From here, a passage through the
rock from 1997–8 leads to the Museum Room, once previously
an office. Back downstairs, room no. 3 may have been a
kitchen in the past and is known as Yorkey’s Room after
‘Yorkey’ Ward, licensee 1894–1914 (see his inn sign on the
wall). The adjacent snug was converted from living
accommodation in 1996.

Upsairs Lounge Bar

Nottingham

Vale Hotel

Mansfield Road, Nottingham, NG5 3GG
Directions: At the junction of the A60 Mansfield Road and
Thackerays Lane
Tel: (0115) 926 8864
Email: thevalehotelnottingham@gmail.com
Website: http://thevalewoodthorpe.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

In the Vale and the Test Match Hotel, West Bridgford,
Nottinghamshire has two of the best Art Deco pub interiors in
the country. The Vale dates from 1935–7 and was designed for
the local Home Brewery by Nottingham architect T. Cecil
Howitt. It is an example of the ‘improved public house’ typical
of the time and which was seen as the antidote to undesirable
Victorian drinking dens. The pub retains features such as the
rounded projections on either end and its original metal
windows. Also surviving is much of the sleek, Art Deco
interior. Pride of place goes to the central parts. Here there is a
lovely glazed entrance lobby and, left of this, a wonderful
smoke room with original wall-panelling, counter and barback, and roundels bearing the Home Brewery initials: all this
could be at home on a trans-Atlantic liner. Only very careful
inspection will show that in 2011 the entrance directly from the
lobby has been blocked and its doorway transferred to the far
end, to create a link to what was the public bar (where the
counter and panelling are not original). On the right is a
spacious lounge, entered through what is now a wide opening
from a drinking lobby area (relatively modern counter and
fitment above). The rear room (now a carvery) was added in
period style in 1964.

Snug

West Bridgford

Test Match Hotel

Gordon Road, West Bridgford, NG2 5LP
Tel: (0115) 981 1481
Email: hello@testmatchhotel-westbridgford.co.uk
Website: http://www.testmatchhotel-westbridgford.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

In the Test Match and the Vale Hotel, Arnold,Nottinghamshire
has two of the best Art Deco pub interiors inEngland. It was
built in 1938 to the designs of A.C.Wheeler forbrewers Hardys
& Hansons of Kimberley. The pub namederives from the
nearby Trent Bridge cricket ground. Arevolving door sweeps
you into a glorious two-storey, ash-panelled lounge with
ceiling lighting reminiscent of a greatinter-war cinema. The
(later) wall paintings by local artistT.L.B. Hutchinson have a
cricketing theme. To the right is theformer gents-only smoke
room with a striking arched approach to the toilets (obviously
no provision for ladies): as elsewhere, they are as built. A wide
staircase from the lounge leads up to the beautifully preserved
Boundary Bar, originally a cocktail lounge, with its semicircular counter. During a major but sensitive refurbishment in
2001 the lounge was linked to what was an assembly room at
the back. A side entrance takes you into the remarkable public
bar, complete with its jazzy terrazzo floor, tiered counter and
angular slate fireplaces.

Public Bar

Oxfordshire
Steventon

North Star

2 Stocks Lane, Steventon, OX13 6SG
Directions: at the end of The Causeway off B4017
Tel: None
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The main bar is one of the great village pub rooms of Britain.
Its arrangements would have once been common enough, but
are now incredibly rare. It has settles in the centre forming a
rectangle focusing on the fireplace: the attached ironwork
formerly carried curtains for greater privacy and warmth.
There is no bar counter and this too is a great rarity. Service is
via a stable door from the ground-floor ‘cellar’ plus service
from a hatch to the garden. Many locals drink in the
passageway and, at busy times, getting a beer can be a
challenge. The second room (rather more modern) is served
from a hatch to the cellar. Another plain room lies across a
corridor further back in the pub. The timber porch has some
fixed seating and now doubles as the smoking shelter. Outdoor
toilets. Between the urinals and the WCs are two Aunt Sally
pitches as the pub sports two teams. The pub name derives not
from the heavenly body but one of Daniel Gooch’s GWR
broad gauge locomotives introduced in 1838.

Cellar Servery

Shropshire
Selattyn

Docks

, Selattyn, SY10 7DN
Tel: (01691) 653347
Website: https://www.thedocksselattyn.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Listed Status: Not listed

UPDATE 2020.
A refurbishment has recently been carried out which
requires a re-assessment.
Please note - the photos are therefore out of date and the
description is one written before the recent changes.
Public Bar

A traditional village pub situated just a mile from the Welsh
border and Offa’s Dyke. The pub originally doubled as village
shop up until 1994, hence the large window on the right-hand
side of the building. Having only had three owners since 1939,
the historic heart is the delightful small bar at the rear right
beyond a tiled and dado panelled corridor.
It has some Victorian or early 20th-century fittings including
the high bar counter and red and black quarry-tile flooring; the
fireplace is perhaps of about 1970. Across the corridor is the
Music Room, another atmospheric space with red quarry-tiled
flooring. It is so called as it hosts live folk music on Thursdays
and Fridays.
On the right are two further reception rooms, comprising a
snug and small dining room which have been brought in to use
whilst being renovated sympathetically and furnished in a
contemporary style. A large function room occupies the former
stables. The pub’s nickname comes from wartime and
subsequent austerity, and apparently means black market
goods (docks, of course, being a major source thereof): no
doubt this wasn’t the only pub in the land where such wares
were traded behind closed doors!

Shrewsbury

Loggerheads

1 Church Street, Shrewsbury, SY1 1UG
Tel: (01743) 362398
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Shrewsbury) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

A wonderfully unspoilt pub in an 18th-century building in the
old heart of Shrewsbury and still with four separate rooms. Off
the left-hand passageway are a serving hatch (right) and the
venerable (former) ‘Gents Only’ bar (now an outlawed feature
of pub life! – see below), formed by a timber and glass
partition which doubles as a high-backed settle: the left-hand
wall has some reused 16th- or 17th-century oak panelling.
Here there are some old (non-working) bell-pushes and a
traditional slate shove ha’penny board. The tiny front bar in the
centre is a homely room with plain furnishings and at the rear
left is a tiny snug (‘Poet’s Corner’) with old padded bench
seating. The corridor runs around the back of the servery to the
lounge bar which occupies a (probably) inter-war extension
and which has fixed seating on two sides, a brick fireplace, a
hatch to servery and a parquet floor. The other floors
throughout the pub are quarry-tiled. The pub name derives
from the three leopards’ heads on the Shrewsbury town arms
(also adopted for the county in 1895).

Gents Only Room 1

Telford

Bulls Head

Plough Road, Telford, TF2 7AL
Tel: 07562 347840
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Oakengates) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

According to an external metal plaque the pub was established
in 1838, but its thrilling and colourful display of tiles and
glazed bricks probably dates from about 1904. The ceramics
are by Maw & Co. whose Jackfield tileworks, in the Ironbridge
Gorge, was the largest in the world at the end of the 19th
century. The frontage has bands of green and orange glazed
brick on the upper floor. Below are highly unusual strips of
mosaic dividing the windows and doors. In the front room the
tiling extends from floor to ceiling in various designs and
colours.
The floor too is tiled in patterns of brown, buff, blue and white.
Some of the glazing is contemporary, including windows onthe
first floor and the door glass inscribed ‘Bar’. A change is that
there used to be a corridor from the right-hand doorway to the
rear. The counter (with unusual strips of low-relief carved
decoration) and the bar-back are, no doubt, Edwardian as well.
The rear and left hand parts took their present form in 1984.A
nine-month closure followed in the early 21st century but it
was then rescued and brought back to a vibrant life in March
2005.

Front Bar

Somerset
Bath

Old Green Tree

12 Green Street, Bath, BA1 2JZ
Tel: (01225) 448259
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bath Spa) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The building here is 18th-century but was extended backwards
in 1926 and refurbished in a pleasingly restrained fashion by
local architect, W.A.Williams, who also designed the shop-like
frontage. The plan is one regularly found in the north of the
country but rare in the south. Rooms are each side of the
servery which has, in front of it, a drinking lobby acting as the
public bar. All these spaces are panelled and have herringbone
wood-block floors (carpeted at the front). The small lounge left
of the entrance has service via a doorway to the servery - there
is a similar arrangement in the smoke room at the back. All
doors still bear the numbers used to identify the rooms for
licensing purposes (‘1’ on the lounge door, ‘2’ on the front bar,
‘3’ on the smoke room and ‘4’ on the cellar door). The gents’,
down eleven steps, retains its 1926 urinals.

Lobby Bar

Bath

Star Inn

23 Vineyards, Bath, BA1 5NA
Tel: (01225) 425072
Website: https://www.abbeyinnsbath.co.uk/#the-star-inn-bath
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bath Spa) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The Star occupies a Georgian terrace and was first licensed in
the 1760s. What we see today is a wonderful survival from a
refitting in 1928, when the pub was extended into half of no.22
next door by architect W.A.Williams (cf the Old Green Tree).It
has scarcely altered since and consists of four rooms and an
entrance lobby. On the left is an attractive panelled lounge, still
with bell-pushes. To the right is a small snug with a long bench
whose popularity with elderly customers has earned it the
soubriquet ‘Death Row’. Note the vintage telephone positioned
so that it could be used by both customers and staff. A timber
screen separates the snug from the ‘Glass Room’, which has a
fold-up slate shove ha’penny board. Finally comes thescreenedoff public bar in front of the servery where two casksof
Bellringer are stillaged. This is the only pub in the SouthWest
using a very traditional way to serve beer – from the caskinto a
jug and then from the jug to your glass. Note the annunciator
box at the back of the servery. The Star serves as the brewery
tap for Abbey Ales of Bath.

Public Bar

Faulkland

Tucker's Grave

, Faulkland, BA3 5XF
Tel: (01373) 834230
Email: info@tuckersgrave.co.uk
Website: https://www.tuckersgraveinn.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Listed Status: II

This remarkable three-roomed pub lies on the main road a mile
east of Faulkland village. It occupies part of an 18th-century
cottage which has housed a pub for over 200 years. Thestrange
name comes from Edwin Tucker, who killed himself in1747
and was buried nearby (suicides were commonly buriedin
unconsecrated ground, often near a crossroads). There is nobar
here, the casks of beer and cider being stacked in the bay
window of the public bar. To the right is the splendidlyunspoilt
tap room: the Georgian-style lettering on the door hasa claim
to be the earliest pub lettering in the country. A thirdroom, far
left, formerly a living room, was brought into use in1985. At
the end of the passage, a door leads to the outsidetoilets at the
rear right of the building. A skittle alley is in aseparate stone
building at the back. A function room is being added on the
site (as at May 2019).

No Bar

Huish Episcopi

Rose & Crown

, Huish Episcopi, TA10 9QT
Directions: On A372 in village.
Tel: (01458) 250494
Email: info@elisroseandcrown.co.uk
Website: http://www.elisroseandcrown.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The Rose & Crown was known by this name by 1835 and is
also affectionately called ‘Eli’s’ after Eli Scott, greatgrandfather of the present family members who run the pub.
The simple Gothic windows suggest a rebuilding in the late18th or early-19th centuries. Inside, its special feature is the
sunken cellar area, a unique layout where customers freely
wander in to order drinks or cross the pub. It has a stoneflagged floor and shelving with rare ‘signal-lever’ hand-pumps
attached (see p.xx). A series of small rooms surrounds it. One
of these, the ‘Men’s Kitchen’ (cf Globe, Appley) front right,
was once a male preserve and has an old cast-iron range – such
sex discrimination became illegal in 1976. Another historic
room is the ‘Piano Room’ at the front in the middle of the
building and with direct access to the serving area. To the left
are two rooms brought into use; the front one was the family
parlour and the rear was created in 1984 on the site of the
outside gents’. A skittle alley occupies a separate building to
the rear right of the pub. The Elderflowers Food Co-operative
sets up in the Mens Kitchen every Friday from 5pm to 7pm,
selling locally produced, mostly organic, food at keen prices.

Cellar Servery

Witham Friary

Seymour Arms

, Witham Friary, BA11 5HF
Tel: (01749) 684280
Website: https://pubheritage.camra.org.uk/pubs/142
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Listed Status: II

Owned by the Douel family since 1943, this pub is a wonderful
survival. It was purpose-built, along with farm buildingsaround
1866 for the Duke of Somerset’s estate, and thus showshow
rural pubs were often combined with farming and other
functions (see Hunter’s Lodge above). The farm was sold in
1980. The pub has a plain but dignified exterior with asplendid
wrought-iron inn sign on one corner and asurprisingly spacious
interior of two rooms astride a largeflagstoned corridor. The
latter leads up to a glazed servery withhorizontally sliding
windows, within which is a bank of four(unused) brass taps
and a number of built-in drawers, all nodoubt dating from the
building of the pub. The ground floor cellar is off to the left.
The main public bar is front left and has simple bench seating
and service by a hatch from the ‘cellar’. To the right is the
‘Commercial Room’. The only major change has been the
addition of inside toilets in 1981. The adjective ‘timeless’ was
invented for places like this. As much cider as beer is sold –
something which would have been true in most rural Somerset
pubs until quite recently. (A very similar pub, the Somerset
Arms at Maiden Bradley, over the Wiltshire border, complete
with farm buildings, was also built for the Seymour estate, but
is now completely modernised.)

Passage

South Yorkshire

Barnburgh
High Street, Barnburgh, DN5 7EP
Tel: (01709) 352045
Website: http://www.speakeasycompany.uk/locations/coach-andhorses/
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Coach & Horses

The Coach & Horses was built in 1937 and has hardly been
altered since. For Thirties planning to survive so completely
makes this a true national rarity. As an 'improved' pub of its
time, it has four separate rooms including a ‘refreshmentroom’.
The highlight is the sashed screenwork in all four barswith one
room retaining the rising lower screens – very rare.Statutorily
listed in 2010 following a successful application byCAMRA.In
2020 it was purchased by enlightened new ownerswho have
carried out an exemplary refurbishment.
The door on the far left of the building originally lead to theoff
sales, a narrow space with colourful tiling on both wallsand it
still retains the bell push. Enter by the main left handcorner
doors, which lead to the spacious lobby bar. The barcounter
fronts in three of the bars had been covered by freshpanels in
the 1970s and in 2020 these were removed to revealthe original
1937 ones. Off the lobby bar the gents’ and ladies’toiletsretains
their original interwar floor tiling and dado walltiling,
To the left is what was originally called the refreshment room
and now named the whisky bar. Here the counter screens are
intact with four rising lower sections, however the pulley
system was in poor condition but following restoration the
screens are now back in working order. There are bell pushes
around the room. To the right of the lobby bar is the lounge bar
(was the smoke room) where the four upper panels of the sash
screens remain; the 1930s fixed seating has been carefully
restored; and there are bell pushes around the room.
The tap room (originally the public bar) has its own entrance
with a lobby that has colourful interwar tiling to two-thirds
height. The tap room retains the four upper panels of the sash
screens; original fixed seating has been restored; and high up
above the fireplace is a Andy Capp mural from the 1970s. The
gents’ toilet here is intact with its two large Shanks urinals;
also the ladies' retains the original white and dark green floor
tiles and interwar dado wall tiling. The bar back for all the bars
has three distinct sections, all with a row of drawers below the
main shelf.

Tap Room

Doncaster

(Little)Plough

8 West Laith Gate, Doncaster, DN1 1SF
Directions: Close to Frenchgate shopping centre. Five minutes
walk from railway station
Tel: (01302) 738310
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Doncaster) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

A couple of minutes walk from Doncaster railway station.
Behind the buff faience frontage is a lovely, small two-room
pub with a well preserved interior created under plans of 1934
(displayed in the corridor). It was remodelled by the Grimsby
brewers Hewitt Brothers Ltd who were Doncaster’s biggest
pub owners for many years. Their legacy here is a
straightforward but pleasing design of front bar, back lounge
and side corridor. Apart from the modern fireplaces in both
rooms and missing side panels from the serving hatch to the
lounge (called a ‘music room’ on the plans), there is little to
detract from the pub’s authentic 1930s character. Leaded
glasswork, wall-coverings and fittings typical of the period are
much in evidence, including the fixed seating with bell-pushes
in the lounge and the bar counter with its horizontal banding
(but modern top) and which appears to have been built larger
than shown on the plans.

Public Bar

Sheffield

Bath Hotel

66-68 Victoria Street, Sheffield, S3 7QL
Tel: (0114) 249 5151
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Sheffield) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The Bath Hotel is an unusually complete example of a
Sheffield corner public house, which retains, in almost
complete form, the 1931 plan and fittings.
The Bath Hotel occupies the sharp-angled corner of a midVictorian terrace, close to the eponymous (Glossop Road)
baths. Acquired by the Burton brewers Ind Coope in 1914, it
was remodelled and extended next door by them in 1931 and,
except for the loss of its off-sales (hence one disused outside
doorway), its layout and fittings are scarcely altered since. The
lounge snug on the corner is a real delight, with simplypatterned leaded windows, curving leatherette bench seating
and hole-in-the-wall hatch to the servery. The larger main bar
has some original fitments too, whilst the angled corridor, with
its service opening for stand-up drinking, is just as it ever was.
The Bath was statutorily listed in 1999 following casework by
CAMRA and a sensitive refurbishment two years later won it a
prestigious national Pub Conservation Award (awarded jointly
by English Heritage, the Victorian Society and CAMRA).

Lounge

Sheffield

Sportsman

Main Street, Sheffield, S12 4LA
Tel: (01442) 487161
Email: spoogystephen@gmail.com
Listed Status: Not listed

For a modest new build of its type and time (1958) the
Sportsman remains remarkably little altered. Designed for the
Worksop & Retford Brewery by their Estates Surveyor,
W.S.Daniel, it was the last pub to be built by that company. Its
unaltered layout is of three main rooms around a linked central
servery, with sizeable access lobbies at front and rear. Thefront
lobby was designed to double as an off-sales but theprominent
service hatch it once featured no longer exists. Thethree rooms
– originally public bar, smoke room and concertroom (to the
rear) - have fittings typical of the 1950s, includingsimple
upholstered bench seating, original counters and ArtDeco-style
canopies over the bar-fronts.

Public Bar

Sheffield: Central

Sheffield Tap

Platform 1b, Sheffield Station, Sheaf Street, Sheffield: Central,
S1 2BP
Tel: (0114) 273 7558
Email: info@sheffieldtap.com
Website: https://sheffieldtap.com/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Sheffield) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The original 1905 first-class refreshment room, re-opened in
2009 following careful restoration in which the tiling, terrazzo
floor, parts of the bar-fittings and other joinery werebeautifully
restored. A must-see. Sheffield Midland Station’slongneglected first class refreshment room, built in 1904 or1905
under the Midland Railway’s company architect, Charles
Trubshaw, was brought back to life in 2009. It is a splendid
room with Minton-tiled walls, terrazzo floor and fine bar
fittings with a long bar counter to allow speedy service. Allthis
has now been beautifully restored. Items beyond repairwere
carefully replaced or replicated, including the entireceiling
with its skylight. Changes have seen a second room (aformer
taxi office) added to give street access and the counterhas been
cut back on the right-hand side. In 2013 the evenmore splendid
first class dining room to the north was alsoresurrected. It is Lshaped and has pale ceramic-clad walls,large mirrors and
terrazzo floor. The bar fittings and seatingare, of course, new.
The smaller, street side area is nowoccupied by a Tapped Brew
Co. microbrewery which adds tothe interest in this fine room.
The compartmented partly glazed ceiling is carried on big
console brackets. The fixed seating is new.

Bar

Staffordshire
Audley

Butchers Arms

Church Street, Audley, ST7 8DE
Tel: (01782) 722906
Email: thebutchersaudley@gmail.com
Website: https://www.butchers.pub
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

Rebuilt in 1933, this attractive brick-and-half-timbered pub has
suffered few alterations. The entrance leads to a spacious
corridor with panelling and quarry-tiled flooring, the latter
continuing into the small public bar on the right. This has an
impressive ceiling, divided into three deep compartments and
with rich cornices bearing grapes and Tudor roses. The counter
is original, albeit with a new top. It has recently (2021) been
redecorated with a grey/blue colour scheme and green reupholstery on the bench seating. Further back, the larger
lounge also has a triple-compartmented ceiling and a similar
frieze. Also on show are a Tudor-style fireplace (with heraldic
crest above), good dado panelling and a counter ornamented
with fleur-de-lys (but again a new top). Again, there has been
recent re-decoration and the wood-slatting on the back wall
will not please everyone. Rear left is the smoke room, still with
original fireplace, fixed seating and bell-pushes; here the rather
simpler ceiling has a border with oak leaves. In the large
upstairs function room, only the fireplace is from 1933. The
pub was built with an early form of electric-powered air
conditioning and the vents can still be seen in the public
rooms. The only major loss is the off-sales on the right side.

Public Bar

Burton upon Trent

Coopers Tavern

43 Cross Street, Burton upon Trent, DE14 1EG
Directions: Off Station Street
Tel: (01283) 567246
Email: maddis626@gmail.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Burton-on-Trent) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

This remarkable pub is famous for being the former Bass
brewery tap. It began life as an overflow store for special malts
for the brewery and by 1826 was the repository for Bass's
Imperial Stout, after which senior members of the brewery
began using it as their private pub. Licensing as a public house
followed in 1858 but the back area remained the fiefdom of the
select few until about 1950, the hoi polloi being served at a
hatch between this 'cellar' and the passage beyond. Nowanyone
can drink there, perching on three benches or in a raised area in
the corner; within the same space a large variety of beers and
other drinks are stored, creating a drinking environment like no
other. A large lounge occupies the front of the building, the
two types of quarry-tiles suggesting it may once have been two
separate rooms; it has old benches and the bell-pushes still
work. The snug (front left) is a recent creation sculpted out of
private quarters.
In a sympathetic refurbishment in 2017 a bar counter was
added for the first time in one of two newly added small
rooms.

Tap Room 1

Cannock

Crystal Fountain

35 St Johns Road, Cannock, WS11 0AL
Directions: "jct" of Avon Road
Tel: (01543) 574812
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Cannock) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This plain, neo-Georgian pub of 1937 retains its original fourroom layout and Moderne-style fittings. The only significant
changes are the opening of a link between the public bar and
the snug and the addition of a small counter in the lounge. The
latter is to the rear left and to its right is a function room
(formerly the non-smoking dining room') with large windows
opening to the garden. Many period features survive, notably
the bar counter and bar-back, bench seating, sleek doors andthe
fitting out of the loos on the left. The right-hand gents' isout of
use and there never was a ladies' as the public bar wasvery
much a male preserve. After a long period of decline, thepub
was very carefully refurbished by Black Country Ales and
reopened in May 2012.

High Offley

Anchor Inn

Peggs Lane, Old Lea, High Offley, ST20 0NG
Directions: By bridge 42 of the Shropshire Union Canal. On
A519 @Woodseaves turn W on High Offley Road by chapel ,
turn L on Peggs Lane
Tel: (01785) 284569
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Listed Status: Not listed

Probably the most unspoilt example of a canal-side pub, with
the front door facing the water rather than the road. It was built
around 1830 to serve the Shropshire Union Canal, England’s
last trunk narrow canal, completed in 1835 and the last major
project of the great engineer Thomas Telford. The pub has
been in the same family since 1903. The right-hand room is the
one that really counts, with its quarry-tiled floor, two highbacked settles, window bench and scrubbed tables; the
ensemble creating a timeless atmosphere. The bar counter was
installed in the 1960s and is decorated to resemble a narrow
boat. The left-hand bar was also refitted in the 1960s in the
taste of the time. Beer is normally served on hand-pump but,
on request, can be fetched from the cellar in a jug. In winter
only opens Fri evenings and Sat lunchtimes and evening plus
Sun lunchtime but best to ring before a visit.

Lounge

Public Bar

Rugeley

Red Lion

19 Market Street, Rugeley, WS15 2JH
Tel: (01889) 586848
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Rugeley Trent Valley)
Listed Status: II

Last refitted in the inter-war years, this popular three-room
drinkers' pub occupies a 16th-century timber-framed building.
The small public bar in the centre has some very old re-used
panelling, a red quarry-tiled floor and a beamed ceiling. The
fireplace was modified in the 1970s when the typical Banks's
metal inset was installed (as it was in the other two rooms).
The tiny cupboard left of the fireplace kept dry valuable items
like salt. The counter seems to be inter-war while the bar-back
with turned shafts looks earlier. To the left, a snug has modern
fittings but an inter-war fireplace. The games room on the right
has panelling, old bench seating and a modern tiled floor.

Stoke-on-Trent

Coachmakers Arms

65 Lichfield Street, Stoke-on-Trent, ST1 3EA
Directions: opp Hanley Bus Station
Tel: 07876 144818
Website: http://www.coachmakersarms.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

An early Victorian mid-terrace pub, which retains its layout of
a central drinking passage with two rooms on either side. The
passage has a brown Minton tiled dado, a red and black tiled
floor and a hatch to the side of the servery. The tiny snug bar
(front left) retains old benches but the original counter is
somewhat marred by the over-large modern top and unsightly
padded panels. The lounge (front right) has fixed bench seating
and a cast-iron fireplace. At the rear right the small ‘Piano
Room’ is quite plain except for a highly attractive, possibly
Edwardian, fire surround with pretty Art Nouveau touches: the
red and black flooring is the same as in the corridor. Rear left
is the most altered room which has been extended back into
former private quarters, perhaps in the 1960s or 1970s. At the
time of writing, the pub is under threat of demolition due to
redevelopment plans for the area.

Right Hand Room

Front Bar

Suffolk
Brent Eleigh

Cock

Lavenham Rd (A1141), Brent Eleigh, CO10 9PB
Tel: (01787) 247371
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A lovely old thatched building, whose interior is packed
with historic features, the small 'old bar' on the right being
especially cherishable. A 1989 book called The Perfect Pub,
opined that this was it.
The building itself is probably 18th-century, although the
timber-framing behind the rendering may be older. The smaller
bar on the right has wooden panelling in the dado, an old bar
counter and shelves, complete with a drawer by way of a till.
The quarry-tiled floor, tongue-and-groove panelled ceiling, old
fireplace (but modern brick hearth surround) and bare wall
benches all add to the atmosphere. The larger room on the left
saw some changes in 1976. The servery was created by cutting
back the off-sales area by several feet and opening a counter:
However, the off-sales hatch was repositioned and the outside
door still survives on the side of the pub. Note the hole in one
bench for the now rare pub game of pitch penny. On the big
table you can make out two scratched shove ha’peny boards
(that nearest the door has beds that look more suitable for
farthings than ha’pennies!).

Main Bar

Bury St. Edmunds

Nutshell

17 The Traverse, Bury St. Edmunds, IP33 1BJ
Tel: (01284) 764867
Email: info@thenutshellpub.co.uk
Website: http://www.thenutshellpub.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bury St Edmunds)
Listed Status: II

Long claimed to be the UK's smallest pub, this
extraordinary establishment has a fascinating history
The Nutshell is thought to have opened as a beerhouse in 1873,
having previously been used by newspaper vendors. With an
interior measuring just 4.6m by 2.5m, it has long been the most
authentic claimant to be the UK’s smallest pub, although the
rise of micropubs has put this title at risk. Inside the shop-like
interior are an old counter and bar-back plus seating on
bare benches attached to an old panelled dado, painted brown.
As far back as 1884 the pub made much of its collection of
curiosities and some still adorn this tiny establishment, not
least a 400-year old mummified cat found behind the fireplace
in 1935. The record number of people to have been squeezed
inside is claimed to be 102 plus a dog called Blob. An outside
seating area with table service has recently been installed and
when this is operating you cannot sit inside the pub, although
tne large windows enable you to see into the whole interior.

Interior

Ipswich

Margaret Catchpole

Cliff Lane, Ipswich, IP3 0PQ
Tel: (01473) 252450
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Derby Road (Ipswich))
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

Arguably the finest surviving 1930s pub in all England,
displaying a glorious combination of quality and intactness
(and listed at Grade II* as a consequence)
Built in 1936 for a housing estate, this precious survival
embodies all that inter-war pub builders sought to achieve –
refined architecture, high-quality restrained furnishings, and
community facilities (in this case a still well-used bowling
green, though it no longer forms part of the pub estate). The
large sweeping roofs, prominent dormers and tall
chimneystacks draw on vernacular traditions. Inside are three
unaltered rooms plus an off-sales (intact but used for storage).
The spacious public bar has parquet flooring, a solid curved
counter, fine stone fireplace, lots of panelling and a bay
window looking out to the bowling green. The only change is a
1970s link to the gents’, formerly outside. A small, panelled
saloon (right) has its own quadrant-shaped bar counter but is
only open for meetings and functions: it has bell-pushes (one
still working) and another polished stone fireplace. An
annunciator box still shows the names of the rooms requiring
service. The lounge (rear) also has a curved counter and a barback with original cupboard and drawers, along with a woodblock floor, panelled walls, original fireplace in an alcove and
more bell-pushes. Margaret Catchpole (1769–1819) was a
horse-stealer and gaol-breaker who ended up being transported
to Australia – a true Suffolk heroine!

Public Bar

Laxfield

King's Head

Gorams Mill Ln, Laxfield, IP13 8DW
Directions: Pub can be difficult to find - so just walk through the
pretty churchyard and exit via lower street gate, the pub is on
your right.
Tel: (01986) 798395
Email: thelowhousecic@gmail.com
Website: https://lowhouselaxfield.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A superlative, unspoilt village pub featuring a most
remarkable public bar, unchanged for 150 years, and also
one of only six traditional pubs in the UK with no bar
counter.
The building was started in the 16th century and extended to
the left in the 18th. Its unspoilt nature results from its being run
by the Felgate family from 1882 to 1979. The front doorway
leads into the public bar which is dominated by high settles on
three sides, the backs of which define a corridor running round
the room – a rare, historic arrangement paralleled at the North
Star, Steventon, Oxon. The settles face a fireplace, at the sides
of which are cupboards for keeping items dry. It has a quarry
tiled floor which extends through the corridor and into a room
on the right. Behind this, the corridor continues towards the
rear via a further opened out space on the right. Facing this is a
large multi-drawer cupboard. Finally, at the back, we reach the
servery, which is in fact also the cellar and has no counter –
beer is served direct from casks on the stillage. The dining
room in the left-hand portion came into public use relatively
recently. Since 2018 it has been owned by The Low House
Community Interest Company (CIC), a group of regulars who
clubbed together to buy the freehold.

Settle Room

Tayside
Dundee

Clep Bar

96-98 Clepington Road, Dundee, DD3 7SW
Tel: (01382) 819957
Email: Clepbar@gmail.com
Listed Status: B

Behind the simple single-storey exterior is a truly superb
survival. The pub was built (or was perhaps created out of a
pair of shops) for Thomas Fitzpatrick, spirit dealer, in 1940-1.
It was probably designed by J. MacLellan Brown, the city
architect. The dating is very unusual since pub-building
generally came to an abrupt full-stop after the outbreak of war.
The layout of public bar, lounge, and jug and bottle is just as it
was originally. The public bar is U-shaped and has a projecting
fireplace behind which are the tiny loos, entered through very
narrow doors: the gents, still has original tiling. This main bar
has original three-quarter-height panelled walls, plus counter
and gantry. The fixed bench seating has a number of solid
wooden dividers and the typically Scottish little fixed tables
are original too. The delightful lounge also has partitions
forming seating bays, more small fixed tables and panelling,
together with leaded windows, including one advertising
Bernard’s Edinburgh Ales. There are working bell-pushes and
those in the lounge are still responded to.

Interior

Dundee

Frews Bar

117 Strathmartine Road, Dundee, DD3 7SD
Directions: Corner of Moncur Crescent.
Tel: (01382) 826549
Email: frewsbar@hotmail.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Listed Status: C

This became a pub in 1915, having previously been a grocery
store and was remodelled by local architects Frank and Harry
Thomson. It has three rooms, with a public bar of 1915 flanked
by a pair of important Art Deco lounges. The public bar has
been amalgamated with a tiny snug on the right, by theremoval
of a short partition (evident in the floor). On the backof one of
the tobacco jars ornamenting the inglenook-stylefireplace is
written ‘H & F Thomson Architect, Alex FairWood Carver,
John Scott Joiner’ and ‘Mr Stewart LicenceHolder 18th
October 1915’. The gantry with bevelled mirrorpanels may
well date from 1915 too, although other fittings aremore
recent. The metal-framed windows are typical inter-war work
and the corner ones depict a plough in stained glass. On the
right is a lounge with stylish inter-war panelling, counter front
and brass bell-pushes. At the rear is a second lounge which
also retains its Art Deco fittings, including the metal-fronted
counter, small fixed tables and other fittings. This, the
‘Sporting Memories Lounge’, is only open Friday and
Saturday, although you may be able to visit on request. The
plethora of pictures and sporting memorabilia make it hard to
appreciate the full effect of the 1930s work. Listed in 2008
following survey work by CAMRA.

Lounge

Dundee

Speedwell Bar

165-167 Perth Road, Dundee, DD2 1AS
Tel: (01382) 667783
Website: http://www.speedwell-bar.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Dundee) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: B

At the base of a four-storey tenement, the Speedwell has a
lovely Edwardian interior of 1903 by architects John Bruce &
Son for the property developer James Speed, whose name is
enshrined in the mosaic at the entrance (his initials also appear
at the top of the building opposite). The ‘well’ in the name is
because the pub was said to be built on the site of one. It
comprises two distinct parts. Right of the central entrance is a
large L-shaped bar, which has a most impressive four-tier
mirrored gantry. This bar is split into two by a low screen and
also has an ornate Jacobean ceiling. To the left are a couple of
rooms separated by a glazed screen. Both have wall-panelling,
original fireplaces and bell-pushes but the seating is modern.
The gents’ is worth a look for their Edwardian lavatorial
excellence of mosaic flooring, white tiling, Shanks’
‘Odourless’ urinals and cistern. At the back of the servery are a
couple of dials, the remnants of the old air pressure beer
dispense system. The pub has been owned and run by the
Stewart family since 1995. Customers are welcome to bring
their own food in from neighbouring shops. The pub is still
commonly known as ‘Mennie’s’ after the family that kept it
from the 1920s to 1995.

Right-hand side of Public Bar

Tyne & Wear
Gateshead

Central

Half Moon Lane, Gateshead, NE8 2AN
Tel: (0191) 478 2543
Email: graeme@ouseburnleisure.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Newcastle Central) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This imposing corner-site building between the Tyne and High
Level bridges dates from 1854, designed by architect M.
Thompson as premises for a wine merchant, Alderman Potts. It
became a hotel about 1890 and this is, no doubt, the date when
the star feature, the Buffet Bar, was fitted out. This is now
styled the Whisky Bar thanks to the wide range of the said
spirit on offer. It has a U-shaped counter with an impressive
front of broad segmental arches and a tremendously ornate barback. There is also fixed seating, half-height panelling, etched
glass in the doors, a fine ceiling and deep plasterwork frieze.
This room is open Fri–Sat evenings but may be viewed at other
times on request. Elsewhere, panelling survives in the hallway
staircase whilst the public bar has further panelling and a
partially old bar counter. The sharp angle of the site explains
the unusual triangular shape of the snug which is set beyond
the Buffet Bar. It has impressively large etched windows,
giving it a light and airy feel. After a long period of neglect the
Central was carefully restored in 2010 and is now a haven for
real ale and cider.

Buffet Bar

Sunderland

Dun Cow

High Street West, Sunderland, SR1 3HA
Tel: (0191) 567 2262
Website: https://pubculture.com/dun-cow-sunderland
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Sunderland)
Listed Status: II

An impressive corner site building of 1901–2, next door to the
Empire Theatre and patronised by many of the stars who
performed there. It was designed by architect Benjamin F.
Simpson of Newcastle to replace a pub that had been on thesite
since at least the 1830s. A good sense of the original two-room
layout remains, despite the filling in of a corner doorwayand
removal of a wall to the sitting room at the far end. Thebarback is one of the most stunning in the country. It has three
sections, divided by semi-circular projections, and is richly
decorated with delicate Art Nouveau-style woodcarving and
various plaster reliefs. The formidable bar counter also has
strong detailing. The side entrance led to a lobby with a hatch
to the servery – the curvaceous screen with stained glass panels
dividing it from the main bar is still there, though partly
opened up for easy access. The pub was taken over by
Sunderland Music, Arts and Culture Trust in 2014 as part of a
project to regenerate the area as a cultural quarter. The
building was meticulously restored in partnership with
Camerons Brewery Head of Steam chain in a 20-week project.
Everything was carefully cleaned with the finishes and colours
being restored to the Edwardian originals.

Bar Back

Sunderland

Mountain Daisy

150 Hylton Road, Sunderland, SR4 7XT
Tel: (0191) 338 9809
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

This imposing pub was rebuilt in 1900–2 by local architectsW.
& T. R. Milburn. Some original windows survive but the
interior was substantially remodelled in the 1970s, apart from
the truly spectacular Buffet Bar (usually closed but viewableon
request). This offers a visual feast of ceramic work,
manufactured by Craven Dunnill & Co. of Jackfield,
Shropshire. The walls are tiled from floor to ceiling and a
wonderfully decorated mosaic covers the floor. The quadrantshaped ceramic bar counter is stunning, one of only fourteen
such left in the country. Seven tiled paintings, also by Craven
Dunnill, depict scenes in the North East. Clockwise from the
right of the window, they are: the High Level Bridge and river
Tyne with the HMS Victoria being towed after initial fitting
out (she had been sunk in 1893 in the worst Victorian naval
disaster with the loss of 358 lives during maneouvres off
Lebanon). Newcastle; Durham Cathedral; Wearmouth Bridge,
Sunderland; Finchale Abbey; Marsden Rock and its grotto;
Bamburgh Castle; and Cragside, Rothbury. Completing the
cornucopia of delights are a floral-tiled fireplace with mirror
above and three stained glass windows, showing scenes of
merriment. The main bar retains some attractive sinuous Art
Nouveau-style glass. Upstairs, a large function room still has
old bar fittings, fireplaces and stained glass windows (viewable
only on request).

Buffet Bar

West Midlands
Birmingham

Anchor

308 Bradford Street, Birmingham, B5 6ET
Directions: Adjacent to Digbeth Coach Station
Tel: (0121) 622 4516
Email: julian@theanchordigbeth.com
Website: http://www.theanchordigbeth.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Birmingham Moor
Street) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A red-brick and terracotta pub built in 1902 for Ansells'
brewery to the designs of renowned local pub architects, James
& Lister Lea. Inside, a timber and glass screen divides the
main public bar; a plan on display in the smoke room shows
that this was one of several which formerly split up the interior
into small compartments, including an off-sales accessed from
Rea Street. The original counter and bar-back make up an Lshaped servery, with heating pipes running along the foot of
the counter. The smoke room (now called 'lounge') behind has
a hatch, modern counter, etched panels in the doors and fixed
seating with baffles and bell-pushes. Between this room and
the Rea Street entrance is a charming small drinking area.
Typical of many of the city's pubs from this era is the Art
Nouveau-style detail in the upper windows and geometric
patterned glass in the lower ones.
Hatch

Birmingham

Bartons Arms

144 High Street, Birmingham, B6 4UP
Tel: (0121) 333 5988
Email: info@thebartonsarms.com
Website: https://www.thebartonsarms.com/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Witton) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

One of our most impressive pubs from the close of the
Victorian years, the Bartons dates from 1900–1, designed by
James & Lister Lea of Birmingham for Mitchells & Butlers
whose monogram recurs in the glasswork. It is built of stone
and red brick in a loosely Jacobean style and has shaped gables
and a prominent clock tower. Alterations in 1980 created
interconnecting spaces but nonetheless these are still
spectacular, due especially to the grand display of Minton
Hollins tiling. Two tiled vestibules at the sharp end of the
building lead into the public bar, originally divided into three
by partitions. Another vestibule, also tiled, leads to the richly
decorated, staircase hall, salon (right) and former smoking
room (now used for diners). The first two of these spaces have
snob screens which gave better-class clients a sense of privacy.
In the hall is a large tiled hunting scene giving very urban
Edwardian Aston a romantic taste of country life. On the
stairwell is a grand window dated 1901. The woodwork in the
public bar echoes the Jacobean external detailing. Upstairs, the
club and billiard rooms are still used for functions and
meetings. The pub survived a serious threat of demolition in
1969 when the area was being cleared. After three years’
closure it was rescued by Oakham Ales of Peterborough and
reopened in 2003.

Tiled Arch

Birmingham

Black Horse

Bristol Road South, Birmingham, B31 2QT
Directions: Opp Sainbury's
Tel: (0121) 477 1800
Website: https://www.jdwetherspoon.com/pubs/allpubs/england/west-midlands/the-black-horse-birmingham
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Northfield) and BusStop
Listed Status: II*

Without doubt one of the greatest and most magnificent pubs
created between the wars, this enormous ‘Brewers’ Tudor’
roadhouse dates from a rebuilding in 1929 for Birmingham
brewers Davenports by Francis Goldsbrough of architects
Bateman & Bateman. The extravagantly half-timbered exterior
has gables, carved woodwork, leaded glass and barley-sugar
chimneys. Inside, the ground floor has experienced much
change, especially at the front, including some refitting in its
latest incarnation as a pub in the J.D. Wetherspoon chain,
which took over in 2010 after a period of closure (the bar
fittings are of this time). The most notable spaces on the
ground floor are the former gents’ smoke room (rear right) and
the dining and assembly room (rear left): the first is a romantic
evocation of a baronial hall with a sturdy tie-beam roof (the
servery is modern), while the latter has a series of low ceilings
punctuated by tall two-light windows. Among the details to
enjoy on the ground floor are three grand and very different
fireplaces in the ground-floor spaces. The first floor is less
changed and definitely worth a visit. The first space is a barrelvaulted lobby area which leads to a huge function room (with
three-sided ceiling) and beyond this is a conference room with
a fine circular plaster ceiling. The former verandah,
overlooking the well-manicured bowling green, is now glazed
in as a seating area.

Assembly Room, now lounge bar

Birmingham

British Oak

1364 Pershore Road, Birmingham, B30 2XS
Directions: On main A441 close to Bournville station
Tel: (0121) 758 5855
Email: bookingsbritishoak@gmail.com
Website: https://www.britishoakstirchley.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bournville) and BusStop
Listed Status: II

Designed for Mitchells & Butlers by prolific pub architects
James & Lister Lea and built in 1923-4, this large brick pubhas
an asymmetrical frontage in a 17th-century domestic style,
behind which are no less than five substantially intact public
rooms. Double doors in the centre lead into a lobby with tiled
dado, behind which is the large public bar with a terrazzofloor,
original fixed seating and oak bar counter. Sadly the bar-back
now suffers from yellowish paint. Front left, the narrow lounge
(formerly ‘gents only’) has its original fireplace and panelling,
fixed seating with bell-pushes and a couple of baffles. The
assembly room at the rear has a parquet floor, marble fireplace
and small hatch to the servery. Also at the back is the smoke
room with an alcove, wall-panelling to two-thirds height, and a
three-sided servery (but is the latter original?). Finally, back to
the front of the pub, where the right-hand room again has its
original fireplace and seating. Both gents’ toilets have their
original tiling, as has the ladies’ on the right. The attached
bowling green is still in regular use. Listed in 1998 following a
pilot study of Birmingham pubs by CAMRA for English
Heritage.

Rear Lounge Bar

Birmingham

Hare & Hounds

106 High Street, Birmingham, B14 7JZ
Tel: (0121) 444 2081
Email: info@hareandhoundskingsheath.co.uk
Website: https://hareandhoundskingsheath.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This prominent corner-site pub had been sadly abused by the
mid-1980s but still deserves recognition for some spectacular
tiling and other specific features. It was rebuilt in 1907 under
architect Samuel Owen of Owen & Ward for the HoltBrewery.
What really counts is the abundant tiling by Maw &Co. of
Jackfield, Shropshire. Best seen in the staircase-hall onthe
York Road side, this extends from floor to ceiling and rightup
the stairs and into a corridor. Stylistically it might bedescribed
as Moorish meets Art Nouveau. A special feature inthe dado is
Maw’s tube-lining technique in which areas ofcolour are
separated by thin ribbons of clay. Above, with floralmotifs, are
creamy green tiles broken by strips of flower forms. The public
bar is now one L-shaped room, but until 1983 there was a
series of separate spaces. The double-sided clock, complete
with Holt Brewery squirrel, is a delightful feature. The
mahogany bar counter and bar back have both been tinkered
with, but much survives. The lounge used to be two smoke
rooms but its bar back and fireplace are mostly original. This
pub is very much a music venue.

Staircase

Birmingham

Red Lion

105 Station Road, Birmingham, B23 6UG
Tel: (0121) 377 2921
Email: redlionerd@gmail.com
Website: https://www.redlionerdington.co.uk/
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Erdington)
Listed Status: II

Built in 1899, this is a corner-site pub with a prominent square
clock-tower. The architects were Wood & Kendrick for their
regular clients Mitchells & Butlers. Internally the star feature is
the servery which sweeps round through 90 degrees and has a
ceramic bar counter by Craven Dunnill of Jackfield,
Shropshire. The design is the same as that used at the
contemporary Crown Bar in Belfast. The bar-back is a lavish
affair with a corner clock and glittering ornamented glasswork
and a large unusual mirror promoting ‘Cragganmore Finest
Liqueur Scotch Whisky.’ Over the entrance lobby is a lovely
glazed dome. The floor in this bar is modern. To the right it is
evident, as a sharp tap will prove, that the wall is a flimsy stud
partition. It seems the counter has been cut back and it is said
that, until fairly recent times, an off-sales lay beyond. At the
rear of the pub is a large lounge where the bar back, with
beaten copper panels, seems original whereas the counter (for
some reason) is modern. Off this area is a wide staircase,
which would have been used by guests when the pub doubled
as a hotel. There is also a large glazed hatch to the back of the
public bar servery.

Servery

Birmingham

Rose Villa Tavern

172 Warstone Lane, Birmingham, B18 6JW
Tel: (0121) 236 7910
Email: info@therosevillatavern.co.uk
Website: https://therosevillatavern.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Jewellery Quarter) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

An interesting building of 1919–20, built for Mitchells &
Butlers by their regular architects Wood & Kendrick. It seems
poised between florid late-Victorian taste and the simpler
architecture of the inter-war years. The interior has undergone
much change so that it is now possible to circumnavigate the
central servery, not to mention the incongruous ‘contemporary’
decorations from a ‘refurbishment’ in 2011. However, thegreat
attraction here is the extensive tilework by Carters ofPoole
with dominant tones of cream and dull green. This is atits most
dramatic in the small area behind the servery with itsfloor-toceiling tiling and the embellishment around theinglenook
fireplace. Other notable features in this area are the tile
painting over the fireplace and the stained glass in the skylight.
The main front bar has plenty of tiling too, including panels,
some covered over, with scantily clad damsels disporting
themselves. The other highlight is the exterior window glass
with its colourful representations of galleons (why galleons in
the middle of England?). The bar counters are mostly new.
Grade-II listed in 1998 following a pilot study of Birmingham
pubs by CAMRA for English Heritage.

Birmingham

Villa Tavern

307 Nechells Park Road, Birmingham, B7 5PD
Directions: 400 yards from Aston station off Lichfield Road
Tel: (0121) 326 7466
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Aston) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A red-brick and terracotta corner pub built for Ansells in 19245 to designs by Matthew J Butcher. The public bar occupies
the angle of the site and retains its counter and bar-back, the
latter with round arches an mirror glass. Typical 1920s dado
tiling decorates the lobby area between bar and club room.
Behind the servery, the small smoke room is complete with
fixed seating, bell-pushes and old fireplace (but new bar
counter). Some original seating clings on in the club room. The
sign outside saying 'Built 1897' is simply wrong!

Tiled Fireplace

Public Bar

Birmingham

White Swan

276 Bradford Street, Birmingham, B12 0QY
Tel: (0121) 622 7277
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bordesley) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

The prolific local pub architects James & Lister Lea designed
this ambitious red-brick and terracotta corner pub of 18991900 for Ansells' brewery. The tiled corridor on the left-hand
side is a joy to behold and widens into a stand-up drinking area
with a serving hatch. The L-shaped public bar sits in the angle
of the roads and has its original counter and bar-back, the latter
with a distinctive balustrade on top. Tiling covers the walls,
including a pretty, swirling cornice similar to that in the
corridor, whilst the ceiling is covered in copper tiles, albeit
now painted over. The main internal changes are the loss of
two low partitions in the public bar and insertion of a modern
counter in the smoke room. The off sales, closed in 2005, still
exists but is used for storage.

Birmingham

Woodman

New Canal Street, Birmingham, B5 5LG
Directions: Opp the old Curzon Street Station by Millennium
Point
Tel: (0121) 643 4960
Email: will@citramaninns.co.uk
Website: https://www.thewoodmanbirmingham.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Birmingham Moor
Street) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Reopened in 2013 after restoration by sympathetic new
owners. Built in 1896-7 for Ansells' Brewery, this is one of the
finest of the many Birmingham tiled and terracotta pubs
designed by James & Lister Lea. It stood, for many years,
unloved in an urban wasteland but recent developments around
it helped secure its future. The main bar, now one room, but
once two split by a partition, is dominated by the splendid bar
counter and even grander bar-back. The room has much
excellent Minton tiling. To the right is a small drinking
corridor, also sumptuously tiled. An angled door leads to the
true marvel which is the smoke room, with more glorious wall
tiling, a lovely marble fireplace, an old mirror set into the tiles,
bench seating all round and a large hatch to the bar with glazed
panel above. Returning to the main bar, and ahead of the
corner entrance, a snug occupies what had been a plain back
room, brought into pub use at a later date.

Public Bar

Servery

Bloxwich

Romping Cat

97 Elmore Green Road, Bloxwich, WS3 2HN
Tel: 07966 272434
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bloxwich)
Listed Status: II

A community corner local of 1900 which retains its three-room
layout and outdoor department (still with its original sliding
sash window). The bar occupying the rounded corner of the
centre of the building has an unaltered counter, bar back and
fixed seating. The small smoke room on the left has a hatch to
the servery, original bench seating and bell-pushes but a
modern fireplace within the old wooden surround. A passage
with service hatch and colourful tiled flooring runs round the
back of the servery to a further room described in an etched
window as a ‘Coffee Room’ (a rare but by no means unknown
pub room name). This has an old fireplace but the fixed seating
has recently been removed. The pub was formerly known as
the Sandbank Tavern and its sign showed a heraldic lion from
the arms of Sir Gilbert Wakering, an Elizabethan lord of the
manor: the (inevitable) nickname became official in 1957. The
Grade II listing in 2004 was prompted by an application from
CAMRA.

Public Bar

Netherton

Old Swan

89 Halesowen Road, Netherton, DY2 9PY
Directions: In Netherton centre on A459 Dudley-Old Hill road
Tel: (01384) 253075
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This was one of just four surviving pubs with home brewing
when CAMRA was formed in 1971. It takes its nickname from
Mrs Doris Pardoe, licensee until 1984, who took over from her
husband in the early 1950s. Brewing stopped in 1988 but
started again in 2001. The building dates back to 1863 and the
wonderfully evocative servery seems little touched since
Victorian times, apart from the gloriously over-the-top red
paint. The enamel-panel ceiling is an extraordinary rarity and
its eponymous swan a stunning feature, as are the old stove
(still used) with its flue running across the room, and the old
weighing machine. A rear smoke room also retains its historic
fittings: originally it was entered from a corridor door on the
right. The drinking area to the right of this smoke room, known
as the ‘ladies’room’, was converted out of a former office
during 1980s changes. A tiny off-sales-cum-snug lies between
the public bar and ‘ladies’ room’ and has a single bench for
customers seeking a quiet drink. In the 1980s, the pub
expanded into a former shop to the left, but without
compromising the historic core. The brewery is in the yard
behind the pub. It is said that in Mrs Pardoe’s day the pub
nickname was simply Pardoes and that she would not have
appreciated the present widely used prefix.

Public Bar

Oldbury

Waggon & Horses

17A Church Street, Oldbury, B69 3AD
Directions: Opposite Sandwell Council House
Tel: None
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Sandwell and Dudley)
and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A corner pub built about 1900 by Holt's Brewery in the brick
and terracotta style so typical of the area. When it comes to
internal tiling, it's in the top league anywhere. On the corner, as
usual, is the public bar with mainly cream tiles but also
colourful bands lining the walls and a richly-treated bar backno
doubt dating from the building of the pub. The ceiling is
remarkable for being clad with sheet copper tiles,unfortunately
painted over more than once. The side entranceleads to a
fabulous tiled corridor, with a hatch to the servery,which
makes an L-shape round a smoke room with original fixed
seating, plentiful bell-pushes and a 1930s tiled and wood
surround fireplace.

Rushall

Manor Arms

Park Road, Off Daw End Lane, Rushall, WS4 1LG
Directions: Off B4154 At Canal Bridge
Tel: (01922) 642333
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This is one of the very few pubs in the country with no bar
counter. It is a three-room canal-side establishment, opened as
a beerhouse in 1895 within an 18th-century building. The
central corridor is a favourite place for a drink with many
regulars and on its left is the public bar, where the hand-pumps
and taps are set against the back wall, beneath rows of shelving
for glasses and bottles. Customers and serving staff are
therefore not segregated as happens with a conventional bar
counter. This warm and welcoming room has simple dado
panelling, a boarded ceiling, a fixed bench and a (possibly)
inter-war brick fireplace. The front right-hand room has an old
quarry-tiled floor, fixed seating (possibly from the 1930s) and
a modern brick fireplace in an old inglenook. At the back is the
lounge, a small room brought into pub use in relatively recent
times and with no historic fittings. Food consists of cobs.

Public Bar

Public Bar

Sedgley

Beacon Hotel

129 Bilston Street, Sedgley, DY3 1JE
Directions: A463
Tel: (01902) 883380
Email: beaconhotel2@gmail.com
Website: http://www.sarahhughesbrewery.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Coseley) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

An unspoilt gem of a four-room pub with a working midVictorian tower brewery attached. Sarah Hughes bought the
business in 1921 and little has changed since the Twenties,
apart from additional space being created at the back. The most
remarkable feature is the highly unusual serving arrangement,
a tiny glazed-in cubicle which sits between the front snug and
the much larger smoke room. Both these have a small hatch for
service, as does the adjacent corridor and at all three of these
hatches customers have to bend down to communicate their
requirements to the staff. The largest room is the smoke room
which is boarded all over but this boarding had been covered
over and was only revealed during refurbishment in 1987: its
date is hard to determine but it may well be part of the 1920s
changes. Near the servery you can see what appears to be
1920s lino flooring. The tap room at the front right may once
have been a kitchen (see the range) and some of the fittings
look Victorian. The brewery lay idle from about 1950 until
reopened in 1987 by John Hughes. The famous Dark Ruby
Mild, at 6% ABV, is still brewed to his grandmother’s recipe.
Brewery tours can be arranged by prior appointment (01902
883381). Food consists of cobs. Listed in 2010 after an
application by CAMRA.

Snug

Upper Gornal

Britannia

109 Kent Street, Upper Gornal, DY3 1UX
Directions: on A459
Tel: (01902) 883253
Website: http://www.bathams.co.uk/pubs/the-britannia-inn/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

At the rear left of this pub is a very special room, very likely
fitted out in the 1920s. The ‘wood’ panelling is, in fact,
imitation (like embossed wallpaper) and there are fixedbenches
together with some stained glass. The real points ofinterest,
however, are the shelving, drawers and bank of fourhandpumps (with pewter drip-tray) set against the corridorwall and
thus a now very rare arrangement of a servery withouta counter
(and still often used at weekends). The hatch withpewter ledge
to the corridor would probably have been used asan off-sales
and also by customers in the former second room (now in the
area of the ladies’ toilet). The pub has had a very interesting
development. It opened as a beerhouse about 1832. Then, after
he purchased it in 1864, Henry Perry opened a butcher’s shop
at the front and had his beerhouse at the rear. Beer was brewed
in the buildings behind (until 1959). The Perry family kept the
pub until 1991 and it is still sometimes known as ‘Sallies’ after
the landlady from 1942. It was purchased by Batham’s
brewery in 1997. Now customers have to be content with a roll
and a pint rather than stocking up with a pound of sausages!

Rear Old Bar

Wednesbury

Horse & Jockey

Wood Green Road, Wednesbury, WS10 9AX
Tel: (0121) 556 0464
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bescot Stadium) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Built in 1898 to designs by Wood & Kendrick, this pub is
included here for one reason – the servery in the public bar.
This has a ceramic bar counter, one of only 14 left in the UK,
which is organised in a series of layers as if on a cake, each
with a different colour and different detail. It also has brown
pilasters, each terminated by a grotesque mask with a
protruding tongue, dividing the counter front up into a series of
bays. Unfortunately the counter has been cut back on the left to
create space for an entrance from the corridor. Behind the
counter is an elaborately treated back-fitting of six bays
housing some fine mirrorwork. At the back of the servery is a
hatch which would have been used for off-sales. The large rear
room is almost wholly modern and is an expansion of the
original smoke room.

Bar counter

Wednesfield

Vine

35 Lichfield Road, Wednesfield, WV11 1TN
Tel: (01902) 733529
Email: thevineinnwednesfield@yahoo.com
Website: https://www.blackcountryales.co.uk/pubs/the-vine-inn
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This simple yet highly attractive brick pub was rebuilt in 1938
and serves as a friendly community local with a good range of
ales. It is a rare and intact example of a modest inter-war
working-class pub which remains complete, apart from the loss
of the off-sales hatch facing the front door, and the insertion of
a small counter in the smoke room. The public bar on the left
has a colourful terrazzo floor although carpeting laid down in
2014 covers much of it, but we have the original bar counter,
seating and fireplace. The stools, both high and low, look as
though they date back to 1938. On the right is a smoke room,
with a wood-block floor and a further original, Tudor-style
fireplace plus fixed seating with bell-pushes. A second smoke
room lies at the back across the terrazzo-floored (nowcarpeted)
hallway and has similar original features to itsnamesake. The
toilets are scarcely altered since 1938. Anunfortunate recent
addition, however, has been theanachronistic Victorian-style
embossed paper applied to thedadoes. Listing at Grade II in
2002 following an application by CAMRA recognised that
even straightforward locals can have significant heritage value.

Public Bar

West Sussex
Balls Cross

Stag Inn

, Balls Cross, GU28 9JP
Tel: (01403) 820241
Email: info@staginnballscross.co.uk
Website: https://www.staginnballscross.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Listed Status: II

This was a simple beerhouse in the late eighteenth century.
The two rooms in the centre of the present pub form its historic
core. This was extended in the late nineteenth or early
twentieth century when the former post office-cum-cottage of
1880 (on the right) was added, whilst the fourth room (left),
the former beer store, became a games room in the mid-1990s.
The public bar is floored with large Horsham flags and has an
inglenook fireplace and half-height panelling. The counter is
interwar as is the quarter-circle counter in the second room to
the right (it appears in an old newspaper photo of 1938 on
show here). The post office/cottage was converted to dining
use in the 1990s. Outside toilets.

The Haven

Blue Ship

Opposite Okehurst Road North, The Haven, RH14 9BS
Tel: (01403) 822709
Email: theblueship@hotmail.co.uk
Website: http://www.theblueship.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Listed Status: II

A rural classic. The pretty red-brick and tile-hung Victorian
exterior conceals an eighteenth-century, possibly earlier,
structure. The public space used to be much smaller because
the left-hand rooms are relatively new additions, being taken in
from private quarters in about 1973 (front) and around 1986
(rear). The real focus is the splendid old room on the right with
exposed beams, simple seating, scrubbed pine tables, bare
brick floor and an inglenook fireplace with seats (but modern
stove). Originally this appears to have consisted of two rooms,
which were knocked together when the pub was established
about a century ago. In past times service seems to have been
at a tiny hatch to the right of the present doorway-cum-hatch.
A stone-flagged corridor leads to the much smaller bar at the
rear and which also only has a doorwaycum-hatch to the
servery where beer is drawn direct from the cask.

Main Bar

Interior

West Wales
Court Henry

New Cross Inn

, Court Henry, SA32 8SD
Directions: 2km north of A40 at Court Henry
Tel: (01558) 668276
Listed Status: Not listed

This externally unprepossessing pub is set at a junction in the
northern part of a somewhat sprawly village and is still part of
a 180-acre livestock farm. The pub opened in 1909 with a
couple of celebratory dinners on 18 March – see the pair of
preserved framed tickets. The small public bar with its red and
black quarry-tiled floor retains a plain match-boarded counter,
simple shelving behind and a wooden fire surround, above
which is a Truman, Hanbury & Buxton advertising mirror.
Originally there was also a smoking room (note a door on the
left of the porch) but this became part of the living quarters in
the 1960s. At this time the old stables to the right were
converted into a large restaurant/new lounge that can hold 100
diners but this impacts scarcely at all. Open only Sat from
7pm, Sun 12–3.

Public Bar

Pontfaen

Dyffryn Arms

, Pontfaen, SA65 9SE
Directions: off B4313
Tel: (01348) 881863
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Listed Status: II

One of the great survivors among rural pubs, run by 86-yearold Bessie Davies who has been in charge for over forty years.
It was built in 1845 as recorded in the datestone at the top of
the building. This also gives the name as ‘Llwyn-Celynen’
(holly bush) which might suggest this was the original namefor
the pub. Although there is a central entrance, the way innow is
through a side passage which has a mottled light-browndado,
said to date from 1938. The heart of the pub is a simple,
squarish public bar with red and black quarry-tiled floor. It has
a real mixture of furniture, including an old high-back settle by
the door and a basic bench. There is no counter as such, just an
opening with horizontally sliding window to the ground-floor
cellar, which has tiled walling (these tiles too are probablyinterwar). It’s a place where everyone is drawn inevitably into
conversation. The lounge (occasionally brought into use) lies
across the central corridor. Outside toilets. Together with the
Cresselly Arms, Cresswell Quay , this is one of only two
Welsh pubs that serve beer from the cask via a jug.

Interior

West Yorkshire
Bradford

New Beehive Inn

171 Westgate, Bradford, BD1 3AA
Directions: On B6144
Tel: (01274) 721784
Email: newbeehiveinn.t21@btinternet.com
Website: http://www.newbeehive.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bradford Forster
Square) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The New Beehive was rebuilt in 1901 under plans by J. H.
Cox, city surveyor, as part of the municipal improvement of
Westgate. There was then a major makeover in 1936 under
Bingley architect Joseph Foulds for William Whitaker & Co.,
one of Bradford’s leading brewers, so the New Beehive is an
interesting mixture of Edwardian and interwar work. Much of
the Edwardian plan survives but the front right-hand bar is the
only one to retain its 1901 fittings. Here there is a slight
discontinuity in the seating and there may have been a baffle
here and, judging by the corresponding infill on the bar
counter, another one there for a hint of privacy (it is said some
screenwork was removed about 1984). On the left of the
entrance foyer are two rooms which were known as smoke
rooms in 1936. Before 1936 the area behind the public bar was
the kitchen, scullery and a yard but then a further smoke room
was created here (now lacking any historic fittings) and the
long tiled passage created to provide access to indoor toilets,
sited in the former yard. Food consists of snacks.

Public Bar

Halifax: Town Centre

Three Pigeons

1 Sun Fold, Halifax: Town Centre, HX1 2LX
Tel: (01422) 347001
Email: threepigeons@ossettbrewery.co.uk
Website: https://www.ossett-brewery.co.uk/pubs/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Halifax) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A marvellous 1930s survival which combines Art Decointernal
styling with one of the best, and most interesting,examples of
the northern drinking lobby. Rebuilt in 1932 forSamuel
Webster & Son, one of Halifax’s leading brewers ofthe day,
and designed by local architects Jackson & Fox (whoundertook
all of Websters’ commissions between the Wars),the Three
Pigeons preserves an interior that is rare andremarkable. The
drinking lobby is a superb centrepiece fromwhich three rooms
and the servery all radiate.The lobby itselfis the only octagonal
version known to survive. There is muchelse to delight: flush
panelling in oak veneer, stylish metal-ribbon signage on doors,
geometric patterning in the lobby’s terrazzo floor and stepped
plasterwork to its ‘dome’ (echoing the room cornices). Also
noteworthy are the timber fire surrounds, fitted seating
throughout, and a good bar-back fitting with mirrored panels,
one featuring a vintage advertisement for Green Label beer. A
sensitive restoration won the pub a prestigious national
conservation award in 2007. The kitchen and living room on
the plan were brought into public use early in 2014 and,
although their character is very different from the 1930s
rebuild, the work is of quality and is suitably distanced from
the inter-war treasures. The Three Pigeons was statutorily
listed in 2010, following a successful application by CAMRA.

Hall

Heath

Kings Arms

Heath Common, Heath, WF1 5SL
Directions: at edge of Heath Village on Heath Common,off A655
Wakefield - Normanton road
Tel: (01924) 377527
Email: kingsarms@ossett-brewery.co.uk
Website: http://www.thekingsarmsheath.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Sandal and Agbrigg)and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A textbook example of how a pub can undergo enormous
enlargement without seriously compromising its historic core.
This consists of the time-worn, wood-panelled arrangement of
corridor entrance, servery with tiny snug (left) and front bar
(right). Development around these spaces began in the early
1960s under landlord David Kerr who recycled items from
demolished historic buildings, for example Heath Old Hall
(demolished 1961) which provided the stone sections for
fireplaces in the lounge (right) with the oak panelling coming
from an Elizabethan mansion. He carved the coats of arms
over the fireplaces in the 1980s when the old kitchen was
brought into public use. Expansion continued into adjoining
domestic accommodation, stabling and barn, as well as
spawning a huge conservatory. There are over 30 working
gaslights – most of them modern, but possibly the largest
number in any UK pub.

Huddersfield

Sportsman

1 St John's Road, Huddersfield, HD1 5AY
Tel: (01484) 421929
Email: sportsman@beerhouses.co.uk
Website: http://www.beerhouses.co.uk/pub/the-sportsman/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Huddersfield) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

The Sportsman is an interesting combination of original 1930
build (by local brewer Seth Senior), 1950s refitting (by
Hammond's of Bradford, whose logo appears in the windows)
and 2009 revamp by its new private owners. The Thirties
influence is strongest in the smoke room, tap room and the
intact gents' (which has good sporting theme tiling) while the
main lounge has banquette seating in bays and a bar with
sweeping canopy, fluted pilasters and glass shelving – all in
classic Fifties mode. The latest refurbishment has brought
some careful replacement and remodelling and a modern décor
that might have been equally at home in the 1950s.

Passageway Servery

Servery

Leeds

Adelphi

3-5 Hunslet Road, Leeds, LS10 1JQ
Tel: (0113) 245 6377
Website: http://www.theadelphileeds.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Leeds) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Built 1901 in the majestic style of a late Victorian ‘drinking
palace’ (of which few were ever built in Yorkshire), the
Adelphi was designed by Leeds architect Thomas Winn for the
local Melbourne Brewery. Its highly ornate, multi-roomed
interior was carefully looked after for many years by
Melbourne’s powerful successor, Joshua Tetley & Son, and it
has survived wonderfully well to this day (although the effect
has been superficially diminished of late by some ‘cafe-bar’
décor). Four rooms open off a drinking lobby from which a
lavish staircase rises grandly to a former ballroom. The pub
has a rich array of original tiling, etched glasswork and
mahogany fittings. The room named as ‘Smoke Room no. 1’
has a lovely deep and delicate cornice. At the rear left, the
large square opening in the wall suggests that two rooms have
been amalgamated whereas the sympathetically designed
screen between the two front ones was put in by Tetley’s in the
1980s. The Adelphi was statutorily listed in 1998 following a
pilot study of Leeds pubs by CAMRA for English Heritage.

Vaults

Leeds

Beech

8 Tong Road, Leeds, LS12 1HX
Tel: None
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Leeds) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This three-room, former Melbourne Brewery house, wasrebuilt
under Pontefract architects Garside & Pennington todesigns of
1931. Old Melbourne signage is still much inevidence and the
original scheme is still substantially intact,including many of
the original fittings and finishes. The bright,spacious front
vaults is virtually as-built, save for thecustomary modern pot
shelf that over-sails the bar counter. Infront of this is a terrazzo
trough. A former off-salescompartment is still apparent to the
left, whilst beyond theservery is a small smoke room with its
own service hatch.Further back still is a long club room. Both
back rooms leadoff a wall-tiled hallway-cumfoyer from a
second, side-laneentrance. There is a little original tiling just
inside the entranceto the gents’. Listed in 2010 following a
successful application by CAMRA. After five years of closure,
the pub reopened in November 2015 following a sensitive and
cheery refurbishment, including the addition of the rather
delightful murals.

Vaults

Leeds

Cardigan Arms

364 Kirkstall Road, Leeds, LS4 2HQ
Tel: (0113) 226 3154
Email: info@cardiganarms.co.uk
Website: http://www.cardiganarms.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Burley Park) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

Built in 1896 with an eye on the affluent new housing
developments of Lord Cardigan’s Leeds estates, the ‘Cardy’ is
outstanding for the overall completeness of its
compartmentalised interior. With four rooms of different sizes
off a large L-shaped drinking foyer, a separate vaults and an
upstairs function room, it is the most internally complex of a
surviving local trio of substantial Victorian pubs designed by
Leeds architect Thomas Winn (q.v. the Adelphi and nearby
Rising Sun). It retains much of its as-built décor and fittings
with extensive use made of etched glass, fine woodwork,
ornamented ceilings and wall-coverings. There are also signsof
a 1930s makeover, namely the tiling in the right-handcorridor
and gents’, and woodwork in the Oak Room. The bar-fittings
are from restoration work in the 1980s by its long-timeowners,
Joshua Tetley & Son. The old outbuildings include a disused
tower brewhouse. Statutorily listed in 1998 following a pilot
study of Leeds pubs by CAMRA for English Heritage.

Lobby Bar

Leeds

Garden Gate

3 Whitfield Place, Leeds, LS10 2QB
Directions: 400 yards from Hunslet (Penny Hill) Shopping Centre
Tel: (0113) 473 2606
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

Hard to find but well worth it since this is probably the jewelin
the crown of historic pub architecture in Yorkshire. TheGarden
Gate is an amazing treasure trove of Edwardiandecorative
design. Apart from the loss of its original off-sales(on the
right), the layout and internal fittings are virtuallyuntouched
since 1902–3 when it was rebuilt for a privateowner under
Stourton architect W. Mason Coggill. It has arelatively
traditional small-pub layout with a central through-corridor, a
counter in the vaults (front left), and hatch serviceto the rear
left room and corridor, plus a couple of separaterooms on the
right. The decoration is resplendent both insideand out and
rivals almost any great city ‘drinking palaces’ ofthe period. Its
riches include etched glass with Art Nouveaumotifs, lavish
tiling, mosaic floors, moulded plasterwork andornate
mahogany fitments. The undoubted highlight is the vaults, a
tour de force of the decorative tiler’s art and centering on a
magnificent curved ceramic bar-counter – almost certainly a
product of Burmantofts of Leeds. It is a sobering thought that,
but for action by enlightened local protesters in the early
1970s, this superb pub would have been lost forever to an
urban clearance scheme. Positive developments in 2010 were
its upgrading to Grade II* listing, following a successful
application by CAMRA, and its acquisition by the local Leeds
Brewery.

Vaults

Leeds

Whitelock's Ale House

Turk's Head Yard, Leeds, LS1 6HB
Directions: off Briggate
Tel: (0113) 245 3950
Email: info@whitelocksleeds.com
Website: http://www.whitelocksleeds.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Leeds) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

Described by John Betjeman as ‘the very heart of Leeds’,
Whitelock’s is one of those old-style luncheon bars that only a
few cities can now boast. Tucked away up an old alley, it has
been licensed since 1715 and was taken over by John Lupton
Whitelock in 1867. He began to transform it in the 1880s and
there was a major remodelling in 1895 by local architectsWaite
& Sons. In 1897 electric lighting was installed and therewas
even a revolving searchlight at the Briggate entrance to
advertise the place. In the 1890s it became known as
Whitelock’s First City Luncheon Bar and was very much an
up-market establishment. A combination of long, narrow planform (reflecting the plot’s medieval origins) and a rich lateVictorian scheme of dark wood panelling, glittering copper
and brasswork, plus a fine display of old mirrors, creates a
very special environment that has changed little in over 100
years. The tile-fronted bar counter is a rarity in itself.
Whitelock’s today continues in its busy role as a pub and
eating place, although the rear section is no longer presented as
the separate, distinctive dining area it once was. The Turks
Head Bar at the top of the yard reopened in January 2016 after
refurbishment and features craft keg beers.

Interior

Norwood Green

Old White Beare

Village Street, Norwood Green, HX3 8QG
Tel: (01274) 296564
Email: OldWhiteBeare.NorwoodGreen@stonegategroup.co.uk
Website: http://www.classicinns.co.uk/old-white-beare-norwoodgreen
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

The old snug here is surely one of the best historic pub rooms
to be found anywhere in England. With its high-backed settles,
old stone fireplace and low-beamed ceiling, and divided-off by
match-board partitions (partly curving and partly top-glazedfor
borrowed light) it is a little gem. This remarkable survivalis set
inside a country ‘destination' pub which enjoys greatpopularity
with diners and which, although most pleasant, hasundergone
its share of modern change. It has few other fittingsor features
of historic note. In latter years it has lost one of itsformer three
drinking rooms, with new toilets replacing the oldback tap
room, while the main front bar-room has been considerably
altered and modernised. The counter here, for instance, dates
from around 2000.

Snug

Wiltshire
Easton Royal

Bruce Arms

Easton Road, Easton Royal, SN9 5LR
Tel: (01672) 810216
Email: brucearms@gmail.com
Website: https://brucearms.co.uk
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: Not listed

This splendidly traditional roadside pub lies nearly a mile west
of the village. It was built about 1850 and was in the same
family hands from 1918 to 1993. Rose Raisey, whose picture
can be found in the public bar, kept the pub until her death in
1993 at the age of 87. At the entrance is a small snug with a
counter and a red and black quarry-tiled floor. To its right is a
simply appointed public bar with a red-brick floor and
scrubbed Victorian tables and benches. The counter is thought
to be from a refit in the 1930s, a date which would accord well
with the brick fireplace. The basic shelving in the servery is
believed to be later. Beyond and further to the right, Rose’s
kitchen has been brought into public use and further on still is
an extension of 1996, which serves as a games room. Left of
the entrance is the lounge with a small hatch to the servery: it
is furnished with domestic sofas and chairs and also a piano
bought for Rose when she was 13. The inside toilets (left) were
added in 1952. The nickname of the pub is said to come from
one that stood opposite but which burned down about 1830.

Public Bar

Salisbury

Haunch of Venison

1 Minster Street, Salisbury, SP1 1TB
Tel: (01722) 411313
Email: hello@haunchpub.co.uk
Website: http://haunchpub.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Salisbury)
Listed Status: II*

A pub of great antiquity and character. Although mainly 15thcentury (whence the mighty timbers inside), it was altered in
the 18th and then had a still-surviving refit in 1909. Right ofthe
lobby, a tiny room (sometimes referred to as the ‘Ladies’
Snug’) has a black and white stone floor, panelled walls with
benches attached and a rare pewter counter top. Mounted on
this is a wooden arch with beautiful inlaid brasswork andplates
naming the maker as ‘H. Neale, Plumber, Salisbury’. Itis
adorned with ten taps to dispense spirits and fortified wines.
Another bank of eight taps sits against the right-hand wall.
Surviving sets of spirit cocks can be found in only four other
UK pubs. Through a pair of narrow double doors, the public
bar (or ‘House of Commons’) has more black and white
flooring, panelled walls, benches (with cupboards below) and
another pewter counter-top. Beer is dispensed from handpumps which, unusually, are situated on the bar-back. Up some
steps, the ‘House of Lords’ has a low, beamed ceiling, panelled
walls and an inglenook fireplace, besides which is a former
bread oven containing a grisly, mummified hand (supposedly
of a cheating card-player). Up more stairs, the restaurant is two
rooms, the right-hand one extending into a 16th-century
merchant’s house.

Servery

Worcestershire
Bretforton

Fleece Inn

The Cross, Bretforton, WR11 7JE
Directions: Near to the Church
Tel: (01386) 831173
Website: https://thefleeceinn.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Listed Status: II

This legendary pub was owned by the same family for
generations, with the last of the line, Miss Lola Taplin,
bequeathing it to the National Trust on her death in 1977.
Inside the 17th-century building, the three stone-flagged rooms
retain Lola's extraordinary assemblage of old furniture and
other artefacts. The 'Pewter Room' takes its name from an
impressive collection of antique pewterware and has a large
settle with doors at the back for storage; note the 'witches
circles' near the inglenook fireplace - supposedly efficacious in
stopping witches coming down the chimney. The 'Dug Out',
down two steps and with a stone fireplace, is the former games
room, popular for darts in Lola's time. The 'Brewhouse' is the
most striking room with its vast inglenook fireplace and
indentations in the wall for feeding in water from the well
outside in the days of home brewing. After fire damage in
February 2004, the Fleece was carefully restored and reopened
in May 2005.

Brewhouse Room

Clent

Bell & Cross

Holy Cross Green, Clent, DY9 9QL
Directions: In the centre of Clent on the five way crossroads.
Tel: (01562) 730319
Website: https://www.thebellandcross.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

A pub for nearly 200 years, the Bell & Cross has grown over
time to five separate rooms and, despite the current emphasis
on food, a strong sense of the traditional small village pub can
still be captured. The central quarry-tiled corridor runs to the
rear and the tiny hatch on the left was, no doubt, used for offsales. Behind is the little public bar with a possibly Victorian
counter and bar back plus some old fixed seating; the fireplace
is probably inter-war. Right of the entrance, a delightful snugis
created by a pair of full-height timber partitions which formthe
backs to the fixed seating within. Thousands of pub roomsup
and down the country would once have resembled this cosy
space. Room '6' beyond was apparently once the landlord's
living room while Room '4', facing it, was the gentlemen's
smoke room. At the back, a further room was created out of a
barn in 1998. These last three rooms have been refitted in
recent years.

Defford

Monkey House

, Defford, WR8 9BW
Directions: At Woodmancote on the A4104
Tel: (01386) 750234
Real Ale & Cider: Real Cider
Listed Status: II

One of our most unspoilt pubs, the unique Cider House
occupies part of a 17th-century thatched, half-timbered
building. It has been in the family of landlady Gill Collins for
150 years and is one of four remaining cider-only houses in the
country. The main bar is actually outside viz. the front garden!
If the weather disappoints, customers drink in the former
bakehouse at the side. Service is through a hatch in a stable
door on the left of the cottage with the cider casks stillaged
behind in a ground floor 'cellar'. The loos are outside and the
ladies' even has a roof!. The nickname supposedly derives
from the tale told by a well-mellowed customer on returning
home - he claimed he was covered in cuts and scratches not
because of a self-induced collapse into a bramble patch but
rather an attack by a tribe of monkeys.

Partition

Bakehouse

Hanley Castle

Three Kings

Church End, Hanley Castle, Hanley Castle, WR8 0BL
Directions: signed off B4211
Tel: (01684) 592686
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This pub has been held by the same family since 1911. The
oldest part, a cruck-framed hall now encased with brick, is on
the left where, to the right of the corridor and through a sliding
door, you find the gloriously unspoilt public bar. It has a
quarry-tiled floor, high-backed settle (doubling as the partition
to the corridor), a huge copper-hooded fireplace and a hatch to
the servery. Left of the corridor is a little-used smoke room,
also with sliding door. The pub's right-hand side houses 'Nell's
Lounge', added in 1982 and named after the schoolmistress
whose house it was. It retains the range from her former
kitchen and, at the front, a high-backed settle and an inglenook
fireplace with bread oven. The inn-sign depicts the three
biblical kings in all their finery but the idea of the name
probably originates from a former family of pub-keepers. In
1710 a Richard Kings (sic) sold a property called the Three
Kings (but at a different location). The present building, with
fabric going back to the 16th century and probably with earlier
remains, is known to have been a pub in 1841.

Public Bar

Worcester

Paul Pry

6 The Butts, Worcester, WR1 3PA
Tel: (01905) 28992
Email: info@paulprywr1.com
Website: https://www.paulprywr1.com
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Worcester Foregate
Street) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This wedge-shaped building of 1901 is the work of architect
Frederick Hughes. Beyond the vestibule, through decorative
double doors, is the glorious entrance hall with terrazzo floor
and wonderful multi-coloured wall-to-ceiling tiling. The righthand side is a mahogany partition which forms the bar back
fitting and has leaded panels along the top. An inner door on
the far right accesses the old off-sales with two-part sliding
hatch. Nearer the entance, the door with a 'Bar' etched panel
leads to a virtually intact room with mahogany bar counter and
an elaborate mirrored and columned bar back which has aclock
in its pedimented centrepiece plus cupboard andbalustrade.
Other fine features are the Victorian fireplace,panelled dado,
original (but re-upholstered) benches, Lincrusta-moulded
ceiling and, beneath the carpet, a terrazzo floor. Three of the
etched windows survive. The former smoke room on the left
still has its old fireplace, Lincrusta frieze and embossed ceiling
but other fittings have been modernised. A second entrance, in
Infirmary Walk, was closed some years ago to create a ladies'
toilet.

Public Bar

Worcester

Punch Bowl

Lichfield Avenue, Worcester, WR5 1PE
Tel: (01905) 863054
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Worcester Shrub Hill)
Listed Status: Not listed

A true rarity - a post-war pub which has barely altered since
opening (1958 in this case). It serves the local housing estate
and is located on a circular site in the middle of the estate with
a church in the centre and shops round the perimeter. The
smallish public bar faces the circle and has fixed seating,
quarry-tiled flooring, brick fireplace, counter and bar back, all
of simple, straightforward design. The unusual projection on
the right was evidently for darts-playing and the fixed seat was
for players and spectators (asimilar feature exists att he
Peartree, St Denys, in Southampton, also dating from the
1950s. To the rear right is a small pool room then, at the back,a
large function room, extended to accommodate a skittlealley.
Finally, on the left, are a small smoke room and a former offsales, now converted into an office. The plain fittings
throughout reflect the austerity and desire for simple clean
lines at the end of the 1950s.

Public Bar

Closed Pubs
The following pubs would have been main entries in this guide had they currently been open

Argyll & The Isles
Lochgilphead

Commercial

13 Lochnell Street, , Lochgilphead, PA31 8JL
Tel: (01546) 602492
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: C

A splendid, small town, three-room pub with a rather
remarkable interior. The building itself dates from the early
19th century and was taken over by Ruaridh McKenzie in 1944
who kept the pub until 1983. It is believed he completely
refitted it in 1945–6 which would make it an extraordinarily
early example of post-war pub refurbishment (the date is
almost hard to believe since there was hardly any major work
in pubs until about 1953 due to austerity restrictions). In the
small public bar there is a curved panelled counter, a gantry
with mirrored shelving, and a brick fireplace with mirror
signed ‘Ruaridh’ who wishes all ‘Ceud Mile Failte’. A multipane door advertises the smoke room and lounge. The smoke
room comes first and has a curious door which can separate the
smoke from either the corridor or the servery. At the rear is the
lounge with a large brick fireplace and original tables. A fun
feature is the tiny gents’ loo and its sliding door with glass
inscription (for the avoidance of any doubt) ‘Gents Lavatory –
Slide it Chum’.

Public Bar Servery

Borders
Tweedsmuir

Crook Inn

TWEEDSMUIR, , Tweedsmuir, ML12 6QN
Directions: A701, between Moffat and Broughton
Tel: (01899) 880272
Website: https://tweedsmuircommunitycompany.org.uk
Listed Status: C

An early 19th-century coaching inn (although claimed to date
from 1580) with an extension in c.1936. Most of the Art Deco
fittings of that era, including the finest surviving ladies’ and
gents’ loos, has been retained. Walk through the terrazzofloored lobby and past the period hotel reception to find Willie
Wastle's Bar at the rear. This is just as it was, with a lapped
wood door and bar counter, gantry of shelves, stone fireplace
with a circular hearth and copper hood. Even the chunky
furniture - chairs, tables including a barrel one, and corner seat
- is original.

Public Bar

Derbyshire
Hassop

Eyre Arms

Hassop Road, , Hassop, DE45 1NS
Tel: (01629) 640390
Email: info@oldeyrearms.co.uk
Website: https://oldeyrearms.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Originally built as a farmstead in 1632, this has been a pub
since at least 1753. The interior enjoyed a high quality
complete refit in the 1950s and very little has changed since.
From the small entrance lobby with 1950s tiled floor, an oak
latched door on the left leads to the public bar. Notable
features here, all from the 1950s refit, are a quarter-circle bar
counter, a bar back with roughly-hewn wood on the frame and
no loss of lower shelving, attractive fixed seating on two sides
and a stone Tudor arch-style fireplace. To the right of the
lobby is the lounge bar which had been two rooms before the
refit, hence the differences in the ceilings. The front part has a
curved bar counter with a small linenfold section and a bar
back similar to that in the public. Above another 1950s stone
fireplace is a huger plaster coat of arms belonging to Rowland
Eyre, a Royalist officer in the Civil War. 1950s bench seating
can be found in both portions of the room, and the rear part has
a 'beamed' ceiling typical of the period. A door rear-left leads
to a snug (once the site of the servery) with a modest counter
(almost a hatch) and more bench seating.

Lounge

Devon
Drewsteignton

Drewe Arms

The Square, , Drewsteignton, EX6 6QN
Tel: (01647) 281377
Website: https://www.facebook.com/DreweArms/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II*

Idyllically situated on the village’s picture-postcard square,
this pub has evolved within a row of cottages. The foremost
space is the simply-appointed public bar on the left with the
ground-floor ‘cellar’ behind. The former has plain seating
round the walls and service through a hatch to the cellar where
the casks are stillaged. The right-hand room has long been a
dining area. Further right is another room in restaurant use; the
Rayburn stove shows this was once a kitchen area. The Drewe
Arms is a legend in the annals of historic rural pubs. For 75
years, it was kept by Mabel Mudge who, when she retired aged
99 in 1994, was thought to have been England’s oldest
licensee. Until her retirement, the pub was part of a working
farm. Originally the Druid Arms, the pub name changed in the
1920s at the instigation of Julius Drewe, tea merchant and
founder of the Home & Colonial grocery stores, who built the
amazing Edwin Lutyens-designed Castle Drogo nearby. In the
public bar note the delightful framed poetic homage to those
who fought in the Great War and the pleasure afforded to the
survivors by the pub you are enjoying more than 100 years on.

Public Bar

Luppitt

Luppitt Inn

, , Luppitt, EX14 4RT
Directions: just outside Honiton
Tel: None
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Listed Status: Not listed

A rare example of a simple, unspoilt farmhouse pub of the type
that would have been common a couple of generations ago, but
is now virtually extinct. It has been in the same family
ownership for over a century and still has a few acres attached
for rearing sheep. The building itself is a modest, two-storey
Victorian affair, built of local stone. The entrance is in the yard
and the pub part occupies two rooms with a red quarry-tiled
hallway between them. The room in regular use, on the right, is
tiny and has nothing at all sophisticated about it – a simple
servery with a few shelves and beer drawn direct from a
polypin behind the counter. The left-hand room was used for
meetings and overspill from the main bar but is now largely
disused. Outside gents’ and ladies’ loos. At the time of writing,
only open Thursday from 7.30pm to 9.30pm and Saturday
from 7.30pm to 10.30pm, but this is subject to change so best
to ring to check before travelling.

Interior with Landlady Vera Mary
Wright

East Yorkshire
Bridlington

Station Buffet

Station Approach, , Bridlington, YO15 3EP
Tel: None
Website: http://www.stationbuffet.com/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bridlington) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

One of only two licensed buffets on the main UK rail network
that has remained this unaltered since before the Second World
War (the other being at Stalybridge, Greater Manchester). It
occupies part of a two-storey block that was designed in 1922
(built 1925) by the North Eastern Railway's last serving
company architect, Stephen Wilkinson, as a careful addition to
the 1912 station concourse of his predecessor, William Bell.
Its layout of two rooms was to cater separately for the two
'classes' of passenger and it retains all the main elements of the
original room interiors. Both rooms preserve their ceilings and
terrazzo flooring as well as the original bar-counters with rare
marble tops and plinths. Most of the joinery is original too –
windows, door-frames, the chimney breast pilasters and the
lobby screen-work in the First Class room - but both rooms
have lost their old fireplaces.
The entire station, with the buffet, was statutorily listed in
2003 following a successful application by CAMRA and the
official listing description was enhanced in 2010, again at
CAMRA's instigation, to give fuller recognition to the
outstanding importance of the Buffet.

former First Class Refreshment
Room

Fife

Leslie

Auld Hoose

203 High Street, , Leslie, KY6 3AZ
Tel: (01592) 742773
Listed Status: C

UPDATE 2022
Closed since 2016 and on the market.This pub is therefore
re-categorised as Long-Term Closed.
The former description is shown below.
A terraced drinkers' pub of around 1900 that has been in the
same family since 1933. It has two bars, each side of an offsales compartment and a snug. Although not visually exciting,
the intactness of this pub is very special. The all-over panelled
bar on the far left has a ribbed wood counter, an inter-war
fireplace, and 1960s fitted seating. Note the old 'Bar' and
'Tennants' cemented-on lettering on the glass.
The tiny off-sales facing the entrance has surroundingpartitions
and a small hatch to the servery. The snug to its rightis similar
in style but twice the size and open to the counterand has a
mirror declaring 'Old Scotch Whisky' on a timberupright on the
counter. The bar on the far right is very similarto the other one,
and like the rest of the pub, has all-overtimber panelling on its
walls. Note the old mechanism behindthe counter part for an
electric air compressor used to dispensethe beer in formerdays:
the associated pressure dials weresadly dismounted fromthe
walls (but as at November 2012were stored at the back ofthe
servery). There are only basicshelves making up the back
gantry, which are of no great age.
There is a large mirror declaring 'Auld House Luncheon Bar
Fine Old Cameron Bridge Whisky' mirror in the passage to the
toilets on the left-hand side. This leads to a lounge at the back
called the 'Silver Pheasant', after the eponymous pheasant
beside the servery: the room was created by the grandmotherof
the present owner in the 1960s and is a real period piece.

Interior

Gloucestershire & Bristol
Ampney St. Peter

Red Lion

, , Ampney St. Peter, GL7 5SL
Directions: On A417
Tel: (01285) 851596
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

One of the great unspoilt rural classics. The pub occupies two
rooms in a 300-year-old stone-built cottage. It was bought by
Tetbury Brewery Co. in 1851, which was taken over by Stroud
Brewery in 1911. The oval inn sign is a thick metal Stroud
Brewery one. In the 1950s Stroud Brewery and Cheltenham
and Hereford Brewery amalgamated to form West Country
Breweries – note the ‘West Country Ales 1760 Best in the
West’ ceramic wall sign by the entrance door. The little
changed interior is due to the remarkable fact that the last
licensee John Barnard was only the fourth since 1851.

Public Bar

Purton

Berkeley Arms

, , Purton, GL13 9HU
Directions: Cross the lift bridge over the Gloucester &Sharpness
canal and continue
Tel: None
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Listed Status: Not listed

UPDATE 2021
It is reported that during the current period of closure, the
bar counter and bar-back have been removed. The interior
will be re-assessed as and when the pub re-opens.
The description prior to closure is below
Servery

About 200 yards from the lift bridge over the Gloucester &
Sharpness Canal and with great views out to the River Severn,
here we have a no frills, unspoilt rural pub still with a
smallholding. Historically, pubs were often combined with
other businesses but nowadays this is a real rarity. The central
section was extended in the mid-19th century. You enter to a
tiny drinking area with a quarry-tiled floor and a bench beneath
the window. The servery has an old counter and shelves.
Beyond on the left, a separate room has a flagstone floor, large
curved high-backed settle, large stone fireplace and a hatch to
the side of the servery. The only recent change was thebuilding
of indoor toilets in the 1960s. Closed October to Easter. Opens
7pm, also noon to 2pm, Sat. & Sun.

Greater Glasgow & Clyde Valley
Renton

Central Bar

123 Main Street, , Renton, G82 4NL
Directions: On the B857
Tel: (01389) 752088
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Alexandria)
Listed Status: B

UPDATE 2020 The pub is closed and planning permission
has been granted for conversion to residential. It is
therefore highly unlikely that it will reopen.
Built in 1893, this down-to-earth drinkers’ pub occupies the
ground floor of a two-storey tenement. Behind the rather
rundown frontage is an interesting interior. The panelled bar
has a sweeping semi-circular counter and an elaborate ceiling
and cornices. The gantry against the side wall houses spirit
casks in each of its four bays: unusually, each has two taps and
must be divided internally. There is also a free-standing central
gantry within the servery for bottles, glasses etc. Opposite is a
lovely mirror advertising Old Oak Tree whisky. On the left is
an intact but disused jug and bottle compartment. At the rear
were two sitting rooms (it seems that once there were two
more on the right) both opened up to the bar: the left one has
slatted seating but that to the right was recently opened out,
and is devoid of seating.

Public Bar

Greater London East
Hackney

Dolphin

165 Mare Street, , Hackney, E8 3RH
Tel: (020) 8985 3727
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hackney Downs) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Although altered internally, the great thing here is the amazing
wall-tiling, installed perhaps in the 1890s by W.B. Simpson &
Sons who tiled many a London pub. The star feature is the
right-hand wall which lined a former corridor (see evidence of
it on the floor). There are blue and white tiles with pairs of
birds and swirling Arabesque patterns, but near the entrance is
a vast tile panel depicting the legend of Arion, a young Greek
who, having been captured by murderous pirates, was saved
from death by a friendly dolphin. On the other side, a panel by
the entrance depicts Diana the Huntress: then come more blue
and white bird-and-foliage panels. The servery fittings seem
original although the superstructure on the stillion in the centre
seems modern. At the rear-left is a separate room although its
panelling seems modern. Other screenwork shows how the
front part of the pub would have been divided into separate
drinking spaces.

Left Side

Greater London West
Hammersmith

Hope & Anchor

20 Macbeth Street, , Hammersmith, W6 9JJ
Tel: None
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Kensington (Olympia))
Listed Status: II

UPDATE 2020.
Still closed. An application for a lawful development
certificate for residential use was refused in 2017 and
dismissed at appeal in early 2018.
UPDATE 2016: Closed July 2012 and become a private
residence on the upper floors. As of January 2015 the
Council stated that officers would be keeping an eye on the
building to make sure that a lawful change of use to a
single dwelling house does not occur by default through
any residential occupation of the ground floor for a period
of four years or more.
Description before it closed.
This drinkers’ local is a good example of a largely unaltered,
modest Truman’s pub of about 1930. Planned as part of a
housing development, it retains its separate public bar and
saloon. The former is the larger but in terms of fittings there is
little to differentiate them. Both have wall panelling and fixed
seats and the counters are the same plain, panelled design
while both bar-backs each have an Art Deco clock. Many pubs
had spittoon troughs in front of bar counters and that in the
saloon bar here is an excellent example. This trough has timber
edging and is lined with brown and white chequered tiles.
There’s even a small opening at the counter corner to sweep
the bits and pieces together.

Saloon Bar

Hayes End

Angel

697 Uxbridge Rd, , Hayes End, UB4 8HX
Tel: None
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

An elegant neo-Georgian roadhouse rebuilt for Fullers in 1926
to designs by well-known pub architect T.H. Nowell Parr (cf.
the Forester, West Ealing [84]). It was extended at the rear
right in 1937 and also in about 1970 when a verandah was
incorporated on the west side. The original layout of four bars,
plus an off-sales between the two front ones, survives very
much intact, clustering round the central servery which
contains a publican’s office . This lack of change may be due
to the fact that the licensee remained in post from 1967 right
through to 2010. At the front left is the public bar which
communicates with a rear room (the double doors have gone)
known as the Meal Room where, no doubt, guests staying in
the letting bedrooms would have eaten. On the right is the
saloon (labelled lounge on its rear door). To its rear is the
Luncheon Room. There are some 1920s fireplaces while the
beamed ceilings are a typical feature of Parr’s work. There are
doors in the original counters. There are a few modern
additions such as the tawdry canopy over the public bar
counter and the counter in the Meal Room (these seems like
work of about 1970).

Public Bar

Greater Manchester
Chorlton-on-Medlock

Mawson

74-80 Frances Street, , Chorlton-on-Medlock, M13 9SQ
Directions: off Brunswick St
Tel: (0161) 273 2157
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Red-brick two-storey building standing alone after
redevelopment of surrounding terraced housing. It was rebuilt
in 1936-7 to designs of Fred Riley of Bramfield & Smith,
Manchester for Tetleys Brewery of Leeds. It is a rare survival
with a largely intact 1930s interior of three rooms and a
drinking lobby. The lobby has an intact dado of inter-war
panelling, the bar counter has an original fielded panelled front
and rare intact two sectioned shuttered upper section with
sliding screens, a section of original fixed bench seating
opposite the bar and good patterned ceiling picked out in gold
on blue. Even the old bell box is still there above the hatch
with ‘Smoke Room’. ‘Ladies Room’ and ‘Bar Parlour’
windows. The off-sales is situated behind the bar back and
although it has been blocked up and no longer in use the area is
still there and has more 1930s tiling on the dado.

Lobby Bar

Farnworth

Shakespeare

1 Glynne Street, , Farnworth, BL4 7DN
Tel: (01204) 578282
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Moses Gate) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II

Built in 1926 for Bolton brewers Magee Marshall and largely
unchanged since. Beyond the main entrance is a spacious
drinking lobby, whose rich counter is topped by a carvedshield
(one of several such adorning the woodwork). Thetilework,
unfortunately, has been papered over. The lounge tothe left has
good panelling and a Tudor-style fireplace. At thefront right is
the ‘News Room’ (so named on a door-plate),complete with
richly decorated counter, fixed seats and theoriginal coat
hooks. The back room is described on the doorplate as the
‘Commercial Room’ and has another fine counter.A door at the
side of the pub accesses the off-sales, now lost inmost pubs but
here untouched, albeit unused. The final ground-floor room
(rear left) seems to be a private room brought intopub use and
now houses a pool table. Much of the panelling isactually
modern, now painted in an unfortunate pastel shade.

Lobby Bar

Weaste

Coach & Horses

350 Eccles New Road, , Weaste, M5 5NN
Directions: Near Kerrera Drive
Tel: (0161) 736 1203
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Salford Crescent) and
Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

An intact multi-roomed locals’ pub built in 1913 for the
Rochdale & Manor Brewery. The vault occupies the right-hand
corner, surrounded by a corridor, off which rooms lead to left
and right. First (on the right-hand side entrance) comes the
‘Outdoor Department’ which is an interesting and quite rare
survivor, fully equipped with a bench and rising shutters to the
servery. Next, the lounge has original fixed seating with bellpushes. A small smoke room has, like the other rooms, lovely
etching in the glass door panel but little else of interest. The
corridor itself has a fine black and white quarry-tile floor and a
dado of green tiles. The servery has an imposing timber and
glass screen. Another three sections of this screen are in the
public bar along with old fixed seating with baffles – the
fireplace is a replacement. The pub has been well restoredsince
the first edition of this guide. Statutorily listed in January2012
following a successful application by CAMRA.

Lobby Bar

Lancashire
Great Harwood

Victoria

St Johns Street, , Great Harwood, BB6 7EP
Tel: 07920 747646
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

This superb Edwardian pub of 1905 provides a friendly
environment for a drink, with many quality ales on offer. The
lobby bar, passageway and staircase all have full-height cream
and green tiling with flower motifs. The counter too has a tiled
front and also working screens. All the ceilings are woodpanelled. Four small rooms lead off the lobby, mostly with
original fittings. Three are named in the door glass – the
Commercial Room (with notable Art Nouveau fireplace), the
Bar Parlour (another fine fireplace), another parlour, and the
‘Public Kitchen’. This latter name, probably now unique in a
pub, may recall how some pubs offered cooking and food
heating facilities to the poor. At the end of the passage is a fifth
room, recently converted to pub use. Above the staircase is a
splendid stained glass window. The only altered area is to the
right of the entrance, where the door opening has been
widened. Originally, there was a ‘Jug Department’ here with
hatch service, and its door has been re-sited to the ladies’ loo
(likewise the smoke room door to the gents’). The nickname
comes from a long-gone slaughterhouse and railway bridge.
The former bowling green now forms part of the extensive
beer garden. Listed in 1997 following a pilot study of
Lancashire pubs by CAMRA for English Heritage.

Servery

Lincolnshire
Scunthorpe

Berkeley Hotel

Doncaster Road, , Scunthorpe, DN15 7DS
Directions: 1/2 mile from end of M181
Tel: (01724) 842333
Website: http://theberkeleyscunthorpe.co.uk/
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

One of the country’s best-preserved roadhouses, this local
landmark on the outskirts of town will be familiar to
generations of trippers to the Lincolnshire coast. Opened in
1940 and designed by West Midlands architects Scott & Clark
of Wednesbury, it retains the original layout of three main
rooms (one now a dining room), spacious entrance foyer,
impressive ballroom and (disused) off-sales. Some fittings
have been renewed in recent times by present owners, Samuel
Smith, but with the emphasis, as usual with this brewery, on
careful and sympathetic restoration. The foyer and public bar
(the latter separately accessed, in keeping with its era) are still
largely as-built and, elsewhere in the building, the joinery,
ceilings, plasterwork and windows are also mostly original.
The main lounge has its original counter, back fitting and
bench seating but the entrance screenwork and Art Deco- style
lighting are careful re-creations of how they might have
appeared in the 1940s. The prominent fireplace, though a
genuine Thirties product, is an import from elsewhere.

Public Bar

Mid Wales
Llanidloes

Crown & Anchor

41 Long Bridge Street, , Llanidloes, SY18 6EF
Tel: (01686) 412398
Email: crownandanchorllani@gmail.com
Website: https://crown-anchor-inn-pub.business.site
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

An unspoilt small-town pub in the hands of the same family
for over 100 years. It consists of five simply appointed rooms
either side of a panelled corridor. The room at the front right
was a haberdashery shop until around 1948. The tiny snug on
the middle right is the original public bar and retains a
(probably) Victorian counter and shelving behind: it has a
glazed screen to the corridor and it is this screening which is
the defining characteristic of the pub. In this room an old
mirror advertises ‘Ind Coope Burton Ales’. Another old mirror,
for ‘Truman’s Burton Ales’, survives in the rear right-hand
room. A more modern mirror, in the front right-hand bar,
celebrates Ruby Holmes’ fifty years in charge (1965-2017).

Main Bar

Staffordshire
Stoke-on-Trent

Vine

13 Naylor Street, Pittshill, Stoke-on-Trent, ST6 6LS
Tel: (01782) 834102
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

An archetypal small, unspoilt back-street Victorian local with
three little rooms. In northern towns and cities, hundreds if not
thousands of such working-class pubs once existed but only a
handful are still with us. A passageway runs from the front
door with, on its left, a partly-glazed partition and two small
rooms - a lounge at the front and a games room at the back,
both with original fixed seating and 1950s tiled fireplaces.
Opposite the games room is a hatch with a sliding window.
The public bar on the right has an etched window inscribed
'Vaults' and original bar-back shelves, counter and fixed
seating. The bar top and tiled fireplace are, however, later
arrivals. Only open from 7.30pm onwards and Sunday
lunchtimes.

Lounge

Tyne & Wear
South Shields

Stags Head

45 Fowler Street, , South Shields, NE33 1NS
Tel: (0191) 427 2911
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Listed Status: II

The really unusual feature at this Victorian pub of 1897 is the
two-storey arrangement of two bars one above the other –
clearly a response to the narrow site. On the ground floor the
entrance lobby on the left has floor to ceiling tiling and the
inner door has stained glass. In the two-part public bar, the
counter and bar-back are original, as is the fire-surround
although the hearth and tiles seem modern: above is a stag’s
head. The wide elliptical arch spanning the servery is most
unusual. Near the entrance is an advertising mirror for
Edinburgh brewer T. Y. Paterson & Co.’s pale ales and stout: it
is signed by Forrest & Son of Glasgow who were prolific
suppliers of such mirrors a century or so ago. The upstairs bar
is a delightful room, originally accessed from the right-hand
front doorway but now reached by a rear staircase created in
the 1970s. It has a panelled ceiling, deep Jacobean-style frieze
and an impressively ornate fireplace. The counter and rich barback were re-positioned from the space between the window
and old staircase in 1984. This room tends to be only used as a
function room but may be viewed at quiet times on request.

Public Bar

West Midlands
Birmingham

Red Lion

270 Soho Road, Handsworth, Birmingham, B21 9LX
Tel: (0121) 554 5159
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (The Hawthorns) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II*

Public Bar

Bloxwich

Turf Tavern

13 Wolverhampton Road, Bloxwich, , Bloxwich, WS3 2EZ
Directions: Opposite Bloxwich Park
Tel: (01922) 407745
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bloxwich) and Bus Stop
Listed Status: II

Few, if any, terraced pubs have experienced as little change as
the Turf, which has been owned by the same family since
1871. The simple two-storey frontage has a bay window either
side of a central entrance and quarry-tiled passage. A couple of
hatches to the servery line its right-hand side. The public bar
has more quarry-tiling and a simple Victorian bar-back (with
drawers) and counter (but 1960s Formica top) plus handpumps which are date-stamped 1927. There is bare seating and
a couple of moveable low benches. The front left-hand room
has window glass inscribed ‘Smoke Room’, ‘Wines’ and
‘Spirits’, and unusual fixed seating with padded benches
divided into individual seats by arm rests. The rear left-hand
room has leather-covered bench seating with baffles. The
outside gents’ are worth a visit for their massive old urinals
and among the other outbuildings are a malt room (part of the
former home brewery) and three pig-sties. The rarity of such
unaltered, modest public houses led to the Turf being Grade II
listed in 1996 following a CAMRA/English Heritage study in
the West Midlands.

Public Bar

Smethwick

Waterloo

Waterloo Road, , Smethwick, B66 4RQ
Tel: None
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Rolfe Street) and Bus
Stop
Listed Status: II*

The Waterloo was built as a flagship pub-hotel in 1907 for
Mitchells & Butlers whose now-demolished brewery was close
by. Their architects, Wood & Kendrick, whom they often
employed, provided a lavish Edwardian Baroque exterior for
this prominent corner site. The interior features stunning
tilework. It covers the walls of the public bar and even the
ceiling. The counter and bar-back are good, original work too.
However, the really spectacular room is the Grill Room in the
basement which was a restaurant and has its original grill and
all-over tiling. The pub was sold in late 2012 but still nothing
is known of its owner’s intentions. The listing was upgraded to
II* in 1999 following joint CAMRA/English Heritage
fieldwork.

Public Bar

What shaped Britain’s pubs
1: alehouses, taverns and inns
Before the 18th century there were three kinds of establishments in which alcohol was sold and consumed. The most common were alehouses. These originally
sold ale, an unhop- ped drink flavoured with herbs or spices. They might sometimes also offer simple food and accommoda- tion. The name survived long after
they had switched to serving beer, a development of ale using hops (which had arrived in this country in the 14th century from the Low Countries as a
preservative and flavour enhancer). Taverns were only found in larger towns and catered for more prosperous customers by providing (inevitably expensive)
wine and more elaborate meals but did not generally provide accommodation. Inns were found in towns and on highways, providing meals and accommodation
for better off travellers and stabling for their horses.
The terms above have little meaning today and most present day public houses are markedly different from all of them. To get some impression of what a
simple rural alehouse might have been like, a visit to some of the simplest pubs in this guide such as the Cider House, Defford, Worcestershire, or Milbank
Arms, Barningham, Co. Durham, give some idea. Taverns were always relatively few in number and perhaps the nearest approximation now is the Olde
Cheshire Cheese on Fleet Street, London. As for inns, we do still have two galleried coaching inns – the fragment of the George, Southwark and the New Inn,
Gloucester (not in this guide).
The late 14th-century George, Norton St Philip, Somerset, is thought to be the earliest surviving purpose-built English inn whilst the Angel & Royal, Grantham,
Lincolnshire, is a late medieval reminder of the inns that lined our ancient transport arteries (neither are featured in this guide since their interiors are essentially
modern).

2: the golden age of pub building
The end of the 19th century and the first few years of the 20th saw the most magnificent age of British pub-building, of which there are many examples in this
guide. Various factors came together to bring this about.
The need for reform. During the Victorian years there was much concern about the evils of drink and the places where it was consumed. To somewhat
oversimplify, the pub came to be seen by the ‘better classes’ as a place where drunkenness was rife, morality was usurped and the principles of true religion
endangered. There had been a vast explosion of beerhouse numbers following the 1830 Beer Act, which made it possible for any ratepayer to open one on
payment of just two guineas: over the next two years more than 33,000 of them did just that. The new beerhouses were nigh-on impossible for the authorities to
supervise adequately and were a source of widespread concern. It took 40 years for control to be brought back into the hands of licensing justices through the
1869 and 1872 Licensing Acts, by which the number of on-licences had mushroomed to 112,000.
The Temperance Movement. Into this arena stepped the Temperance Movement, originating in the United States and appearing on our shores in 1829. By
1889 its Band of Hope had no less than two million members. Although the most radical anti- drink campaigners – teetotallers and abolitionists – failed to
secure prohibition, the movement had immense influence in its demands to improve public house facilities and the closure, or threat of closure, of badly run and

inadequate premises.
Fewer and better. Licensing justices made use of powers granted in 1872 to reduce pub numbers. Anyone seeking to open new ones had to convince the
justices of the suitability of the premises and often had to surrender two or more licenses in exchange for the new one. The net effect was to gradually improve
the stock of pubs at a time when they needed to appeal to their customers as never before.
Competition. At the start of the Victorian period there were few opportunities for most ordinary people to enjoy themselves other than at the pub.
By the end of the 19th century things were very different. There was more money and leisure time and no shortage of opportunities to spend
them – organised sport, personal recreation such as cycling, excursions, working men’s institutes and clubs and music halls, to name but a few.
The pub needed to offer not just drink but an appealing environment where people would want to consume it.
The brewers’ rush to build. At the end of the 19th century there was a major move by brewers, especially in London, to expand their estates to tie up the trade.
Capital was more freely available than ever before (especially for those breweries which floated on the stock market) and this was used to enlarge pub estates
and the quality of the buildings within them.
A fair political climate. The hand of the brewers and other pub owners was strengthened at the end of the century when the 1895 general election saw the
Conservative Party sweep to victory. It was supportive of the drink interest whereas its rivals, the Liberals, were allied with the Temperance lobby and had
drastic proposals to clamp down on drink and the places where it was sold. In this climate those making investments in pubs could feel confident at least for the
next few years.

3: between the wars
By the early 20th century there was a reaction against Victorian glitz and glitter. Interesting examples are the Forester, Ealing, of 1909, and Rose Villa Tavern,
Birmingham, of 1919–20.
A new strand was nostalgia for the ‘good old days’, expressed through ‘Brewers’ Tudor’, character- ised by half-timbering and exposed beams, as at the vast
King & Queen, Brighton, and the Black Horse, Birmingham. Self-conscious nostalgia also lies behind essays in the Vernacular Revival: the best examples in
this guide are the Bleeding Wolf, Scholar Green, Cheshire, and the Margaret Catchpole, Ipswich. In contrast there was the occasional use of jazzy Art Deco: the
finest English examples are the Test Match, West Bridgford, and Vale Hotel, Arnold, both in Nottingham- shire, and the more modest Three Pigeons, Halifax.
Scotland is well-endowed with Art Deco pubs. Visits to the Steps Bar (235: now thought to be of 1949) and Portland Arms, both in Glasgow, and Frews Bar,
Dundee, will richly reward enthusiasts. The term Moderne is sometimes used to describe Art Deco at its most modest and can be applied to fittings as at the
Crystal Fountain, Cannock, and Clep Bar, Dundee.
The ‘fewer but better’ pub- building principle was very evident in large public houses for new estates and on major roads, the latter being referred to,
predictably, as ‘roadhouses', catering for the new generation of motorists. They provided a wide variety of facilities which made them ‘destination pubs’ (to use
a modern term) where whole families, including womenfolk, were welcome. This explains large, well-appointed pubs such as the Bleeding Wolf, Scholar

Green, Berkeley, Scunthorpe, and Eastbrook, Dagenham. Some still retain their bowling greens as at the Nursery, Stockport, Black Horse, Birmingham, and
Margaret Catchpole, Ipswich. Such grand statements are almost entirely absent from the pub stock of Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.

4: after the war was over
In 1945 Britain was bankrupt. Economically, the Second World War had been even more devastating than the First so that, whereas pub-building was in full
swing again in the early 1920s, after 1945 it would be another ten years before precious resources could be devoted extensively to the far from essential
business of building and refurbishing public houses. By the mid-1950s, when things did get going again, there was an inevitable spirit of economy, so that the
solidity which characterised 1930s architecture and fittings was replaced by meagre design and a general sense of tightened belts. Not surprisingly, as the
century wore on and Britons ‘never had it so good’, such work was replaced. Therefore we have the paradoxical situation in this guide that pub interiors from
the 1950s and 1960s are few and far between and are much rarer than ones twice as old. The single English example in this guide is the Punch Bowl, Worcester.
Scotland, however, has no less than five. Two are in Argyll – The Comm, Lochgilphead, the Cuilfail Hotel, Kilmelford, and the other three are in Glasgow, the
Laurieston Bar, Steps Bar, and Brechins Bar, Govan.
Until the 1960s multi-room interiors continued to be built but since then the single-room, open- plan pub has become the norm. Several reasons underpin this.
Society has become less stratified and, in our de-industrialised society, there are no longer hordes of thirsty, dirty steelworkers and coal-miners
who need to be confined to the public bar. Licensing magistrates and the police, long-concerned with public order and illicit goings-on in pubs,
have been only too happy to encourage pubs where the sight lines allow for improved supervision. Furthermore, the more open the pub, the
larger the trading area.
It is against this background that CAMRA’s National Inventory of Historic Pub Interiors came into being. About 1970 there were many more of what we might
now regard today as ‘heritage’ pubs’, and so it was that unnoticed, unloved pubs became ripe for redevelopment. Breweries and pub owners are commercial
businesses and have, with few exceptions, been more interested in profits than the finer points of heritage. It is undoubtedly the case that quite a number of pubs
in this guide would not be here were it not for the statutory listing system. It is also true to say that quite a number of pubs in this guide are here solely because
they have been (or were) in the hands of private families who, with no shareholders to satisfy and often with no mortgage to pay, were happy to leave them
unaltered.

5: a present day snapshot
Time was when most pubs were owned by breweries, but legislation in 1989, under what are popularly known as the Beer Orders, forced the biggest owners to
sell off any in excess of 2,000 in their tied estates. The idea was to stimulate competi- tion – great in theory! But to meet this requirement, some brewers created
separate pub-owning companies whilst others simply sold off the ‘excess’. This latter develop- ment led to the extraordinary, unintended consequence of giant
pub-owning companies, often refer- red to as ‘pubcos’. The two largest of these, Punch and Enterprise, ironically, ended up with estates of nearly 10,000 each!
The 2000s saw them struggling to service the debts incurred through these purchases and much dissatisfaction from struggling lessees who, after paying top
price for leases, were forced to buy beer at inflated prices through the pubcos who operated what was, to all intents and purposes, a tie. In April 2016, after
many years of campaigning by CAMRA and others, a statutory Pubs Code came into operation. This regulates the relationship between pub companies and

their tenants and should ensure the latter get a fairer deal in terms of rents and beer prices. There are, however, still some vertically integrated brewers who
retain a pub estate – notably Fullers, Greene King, Marstons and Shepherd Neame – but today the vast majority of pubs are no longer brewery-owned.
There are now fewer pubs than there were. Pubs have opened and closed over the centuries but, as at Spring 2016, the present alarming rate of closure is put at
27 a week. although this rate is probably slack- ening off. Pubs numbered about 66,000 in 2005 and the total is now down to about 52,000. Sadly, there are
many areas of the country which are over-pubbed in today’s market and further closures seem inevitable. Unsurprisingly, as pp. 280–9 show, National
Inventory pubs are not immune. The causes are many and various. At the individual level it may be down to poor manage- ment and inexperience but there are
institutional factors at work too: economically hard times in the late 2000s; rising prices due to swingeing increases in beer duty (it rose 42 per cent between
2008 and 2012); the greater value of many pubs if converted to residential accommo- dation; the smoking ban, started in Scotland in 2006 and applied to the
rest of the UK in 2007, but which has affected some pubs more than others, especially in inner city, wet-led establishments; the availability of a bewildering
variety of home enter- tainment which can be enjoyed with cheap alcohol from supermarkets; drink/driving legislation; and the avoidance of alcohol by some
ethnic communities, especially impacting on inner urban areas. As an over generalisation, no longer do people just go down to the pub in the knowledge that
they’ll meet up with their friends. Furthermore, young people are more prone to meeting on social media than face-to-face down at the pub.
But it is not all gloom. Some rural pubs are finding a route to viability through doubling up as post offices, shops, crèches, community centres or offering
various other meeting facilities, just as many used to combine pub-keeping with agriculture or some other trade in times gone by (see p. 56). An interesting
development is the way the wheel has come full circle in respect of size and since 2005 micro-pubs have been springing up. More generally our pubs are now
offering an unprecedented range of tasty real ale is surely the golden age of beer drinking. With some 1,400 breweries in this country, the choice has never been
better and real ale bucks the trend of declining beer sales overall. Allied to this, new pubs and bars are springing up in towns and cities, offering a magnificent
choice of drinks – the Sheffield Tap is just one of many.

London pub heritage
Greater London has over 8.5 million people living in 32 boroughs and something like 5,000 pubs to serve them. Thirty-nine of these make it to the National
Inventory of Historic Pub Interiors and hence into this guide. A goodly number of them are in the very centre and offer ample opportunities for several
superlative historic pub crawls. Pubs like the Black Friar, Salisbury, Covent Garden, and Olde Cheshire Cheese are actually tourist destinations in their own
right.
London was at the forefront of the great pub-building boom at the end of the 19th century as brewers, in particular, sought to expand and improve their estates
(see p. 90). Pubs such as the Salisbury, Harringay, Warrington, Maida Vale, Argyll Arms, Soho, Queens, Crouch End, and Kings Head, Tooting, stunningly
demonstrate the expense poured into pub develop- ment and embellishment at the time. Such pubs provided vast opportunities, not only for builders, but also
for armies of ceramic and ornamental glass manufacturers, wood-carvers and decorators.
The splendid Forester, West Ealing, is an instructive pub in representing a halfway house between Victorian glitz and glitter and the more restrained taste that
was developing in the early 20th century.

Inter-war pubs are also represented in this guide. In central London the great star is the Cittie of Yorke, Holborn, rebuilt by a wine merchant in the 1920s with a
huge, echoing quasi-baronial hall at the rear. This was the era when the principle of ‘few but better’ (see p. 90) really came to the fore. Pubs for new housing
developments tended to be few, but were large and catered for a wide spectrum of clients. As elsewhere, not many of these ‘super-pubs’ have survived intact
but this guide includes two good examples, the magnificent Eastbrook, Dagenham, and the more modest Windermere, South Kenton.
A century ago English pubs were multi-room establishments but London drinkers seem to have been particularly partial to occupying very small spaces. The
extreme example is the unique pair of tiny boxes at the Barley Mow, Marylebone, rather like heightened box-pews in a Georgian church. The Prince Alfred,
Maida Vale, is the best example in the country of screened-off compartments radiating from a peninsula-shaped servery: it also has a set of now very rare snob
screens. Amazingly the Argyll Arms, Soho, has also kept a series of screened compartments between its entrance corridor and the servery. At the Princess
Louise, Holborn, facsimile screenwork was, miraculously, reinstated in 2008.

Riches around Manchester
The Manchester area has many, varied and interesting historic pub interiors. The city centre alone offers half a dozen in this guide, all within walking distance
of one another, making up an excellent crawl. They range from the tiny two-room Circus Tavern, through fine inter-war refits at the Britons Protection and Hare
& Hounds, to the glorious Victorian tiled interior at the Marble Arch. Another remarkable knot of unspoilt interiors is in Eccles where Joseph Holt’s brewery
built three pubs in the period 1903–6 which feature in this guide: they all retain their multiple rooms and deploy the various arts of pub-building that culminated
in the late 19th century – tiles and mosaics, etched glass and carved woodwork. The still-functioning billiard room at the Lamb Hotel seems to be the best
surviving in any pub.
Many pubs have drinking lobbies. A common northern plan is for there to be a lobby placed in front of the servery which sits between two rooms: good
examples are at the Hare & Hounds, Manchester, and the Swan with Two Necks, Stockport. Another common plan, as in Liverpool, was for the public bar to be
sited on a street corner with an L-shaped corridor wrapping round the back of it, as at the Lamb Hotel, Eccles, and the Britons Protection, Manchester.
Public bars are often known as (the) ‘vault(s). Other room names following northern practice are ‘commercial room’ (e.g. Shakespeare, Farnworth and ‘news
rooms’ (e.g. Springfield, Wigan [110]). An unusual name for an off-sales is found at the Alexandra, Stockport – ‘order department’.
A particular treasure is the Nursery Inn at Heaton Norris. Built on the eve of the Second World War in 1939, it epitomises the ‘improved public house’ of the
inter-war years. Its multi-room interior remains intact and is elegantly fitted out with some charming details. Outside there are beautifully cared-for, well-used
bowling greens. Pubs like this would never be built again. For something completely different, Stalybridge is home to one of the three intact historic licensed
station buffets, along with Bridlington, East Yorkshire, and the Sheffield Tap, the magnificent former first class refreshment room at Sheffield Station.
At Altrincham the small community pub, the Railway, is proof of the importance of statutory protection for saving pubs with historic interiors. Promoters of a
great behemoth of an out-of-town shopping centre wanted to demolish it, but an enlightened Grade II listing in 1993 proved the saviour of this popular local.

Marvels on Merseyside
Around 1900 Liverpool was one of the greatest cities on Earth and was often called the second city of the Empire. With its forty docks covering 1,600 acres and
35.5 miles of lineal quay space, it controlled much of the world’s shipping and it is thought that as much as 40 per cent of world trade passed through it. Not
surprising that it produced pubs to match. This is the prosper- ous context of the Philharmonic Dining Rooms and Vines, which are only rivalled in magnificence in the UK by the Crown Bar, Belfast. Both were built by brewer Robert Cain (1826–1907) whose family, like thousands of others before and since, had
settled here from Ireland in 1827. He rose to become one of Liverpool’s most successful businessmen. The drinks sold in these places were, no doubt, dearer
than in more modest pubs – and the ordinary working man would probably not have felt too welcome. Near to Vines, and across the road from Lime Street
Station is the Crown Hotel, which has some truly spectacular Edwardian décor.
Down the social (and architectural) scale there are other pubs on Merseyside which are still very ornate and have a distinctive layout. These are represented here
by the Crown and the Stork Hotel, Birkenhead, the Lion Tavern and Prince Arthur in Liverpool, all of which were refitted in ambitious schemes around 1900.
They have street-corner public bars enclosed by an L-shaped drinking/ service corridor off which other rooms lead. Each of these pubs is splendidly enriched by
tiles, decorative glass and woodwork.
Another feature of Merseyside pub planning has been revealed through research for the new edition of this guide. This is the arrangement of a wide opening
leading off the L-shaped drinking corridor to a better-class room. It had been thought that such things were perhaps a result of mid-20th-century opening up but
that is clearly not the case. The 1923 plan for the Primrose at Liscard clearly shows a wide opening off the drinking lobby, and close inspection of the detailing
at the Guest House, Southport of 1909, Volunteer Canteen, Waterloo of 1924, and Crows Nest, Crosby (p. 122), possibly Edwardian, shows such wide openings
to be original.
Another facet of Merseyside pub culture is the survival (only just!) of table service. The bell-pushes on the better rooms of our pubs are mostly defunct, but a
few pubs do still have the civilised practice of serving customers at their tables. One of these is the aforementioned Volunteer Canteen at Waterloo.
Another localism is a room name – the news room. It is not exclusive to Merseyside but seems rather more prevalent here than elsewhere. Examples are at the
Lion and Philharmonic in Liverpool, and Stork in Birkenhead. It conjures up the idea of sitting in one of the better-appointed rooms of a traditional pub, in preTV days, and perusing the happenings in the world (or picking the winners at Aintree) whilst enjoying a pint.

Birmingham’s distinctive pubs
Like the rest of the country, Birmingham experienced a great pub-building boom at the end of the 19th century, driven by social pressures to improve the
quality of public houses, the desire by brewers to develop their estates to attract custom, and the fact that the pub was facing unprecedented competition for
people’s leisure time and spending money.
Architecturally, the distinctive Birmingham development was the building of prominent red brick and terracotta pubs, the first of which appeared in 1896 as the
Coach & Horses, Bordesley Green. Designed by prolific local pub architects James & Lister Lea, its ground floor was entirely faced with terracotta. Over the

next decade dozens of such pubs, with considerably varied detail, appeared invitingly on Birmingham’s street corners and provided excellent business for the
Hathern Station Brick & Terracotta Co. Ones in this guide are the Anchor, Villa Tavern, White Swan and Woodman. Typically, the corner space was divided
up by timber screens (as surviving at the Anchor) with ‘better’ rooms placed behind the servery. They were very often embel- lished with lavish internal
tilework.
1896 also saw the start of the Birmingham Surrender Scheme, organised by Arthur Chamberlain, chairman of the licensing bench. This did much
to boost the building of better pubs in the city by demanding the surrender of licences in the inner areas in exchange for permission to build pubs
in the growing suburbs.
This policy was energetically pursued after the First World War as brewers and magistrates acted in concert to carry the policy forward under the slogan ‘fewer
and better’. This produced a remarkable and enormously varied collection, often of considerable magnificence. These still form landmarks on major roads in the
city, but sadly nearly all have been wrecked inside since the 1960s. Just two make it to this guide, the Black Horse, Northfield, and the British Oak, Stirchley.

What’s distinctive about Scotland’s pubs?
Scottish pubs differ markedly from those in England and Wales. They are commonly referred to as bars and, architecturally, they tend to be less ambitious than
their southern counterparts. In larger towns and cities they are often located in the ground floor of tenement blocks and their façades may differ little from
ordinary shop-fronts. Many others are quite plain, single-storey buildings. Given a weaker system of brewery ownership than across the border, there is a long
tradition of naming bars after the owner or licensee. This tendency towards private ownership has helped preserve various pubs in this guide where there has not
been the pressure to modernise and ‘improve’, so relentlessly pursued from the 1960s by large brewers and pub companies to the south.
The English tendency a century ago to divide up pubs into numerous separate areas was much less marked in Scotland. From the mid-1880s, pressure from
licensing magistrates to ensure good supervision led to many pubs being remodelled as single drinking spaces, often with an island servery in the centre. Classic
examples include the Abbotsford, Edinburgh and the Horse Shoe Bar, Glasgow. Many pubs did possess other rooms, of course, and some had small snugs
where customers were seated, and which were often termed sitting rooms (a name which spilled over into the north east of England). Excellent examples of
such sitting rooms can be found at the Portland Arms, Shettleston, Glasgow, and the Speedwell Bar, Dundee. The former has one originally for ladies only.
A long and enthusiastic tradition of spirits drinking has left its mark in various pubs, which still retain spirit casks in their bar-backs (or, rather, ‘gantries’ to use
the Scottish term). Excellent examples are at Bennet’s Bar, Edinburgh, the Bull Inn, Paisley, and the Central Bar, Renton. Water dispensers for diluting whisky
can still be found on many a bar counter. Frequently Scottish pubs have splendidly large, historic advertising mirrors, both built-in and hanging on the wall,
which ensure that no customer remains unaware of ABC’s whisky or XYZ’s ales: a particularly rich collection is at the Barony Bar, Edinburgh. ‘Jug bar’ is a
term used in Scotland for small compartments where off-sales were made and a number of very good examples survive, as at the Prestoungrange Gothenburg,
Prestonpans, Railway Inn, West Calder, Railway Tavern, Glasgow, and Bennet's Bar, Edinburgh.
An attractive feature in a few mid-20th-century pubs are little fixed tables, such as remain at the Clep Bar, Dundee and the Laurieston Bar, Glasgow.
As in England and Wales, there was a move to equip pubs with fine interiors at the end of the 19th century and the start of the next. Especially good examples

can be found at the Grill, Aberdeen, Café Royal, Edinburgh, Central Bar, Leith, and Feuars Arms, Kirkcaldy. Scotland also has a good deal of Art
Deco/Moderne work in its pub stock, most notably the Portland Arms, Shettleston, which must surely be the finest pub in Britain for a combination of quality
and completeness. Then there are also the Steps Bar, Glasgow, the Clep Bar and Frews Bar, both in Dundee.
Intact pubs of the 1950s and 1960s are now almost non-existent, but Scotland has three. In Glasgow, the Laurieston Bar and Brechins Bar have island bar
interiors with distinctive detailing of the time, whilst the public bar of the Cuilfail Hotel, Kimelford, has a bar fitted out in 1957 with a rare and rather
extraordinary example of pub theming.

What’s distinctive about Northern Ireland’s pubs?
Pubs in Northern Ireland have more in common with those in Scotland than in England or Wales. Architecturally this means that they are generally
unassuming; more like private houses or ordinary shops, rather than being distinctive, purpose- built structures. They are often spoken of as bars rather than
pubs, and many take the name of the owner (or former owner), hence, in this guide, we have Carragher’s Bar, Camlough, and Owen’s Bar, Limavady.
At a few pubs (or bars!) a striking feature is a row of snugs down one side, parallel to, but at some remove from the servery. The grandest example is at the
Crown Bar, Belfast but they also occur at the Fort Bar, Belfast, Carragher’s, and the Mandeville Arms, Portadown. There is no historic example of them on the
mainland except for a relatively late example at the Cittie of Yorke in London, dating from 1924.
Ireland, like Scotland, has a long-standing tradition of spirits drinking, and many pubs were equipped with casks incorporated into the bar-back), from which
spirits and fortified wines were dispensed. None still function, but they have been retained as ornamental heritage features at various establishments, such as the
House of McDonnell, Ballycastle, the Crown, Belfast, and Carragher’s, Camlough.
Another distinctive feature is a decorative one. Some historic bar counters are embellished with bands of tiles, an attractive device which was not used
elsewhere in the UK. Examples are at the Fort Bar, Belfast, and the Mandeville Arms, Portadown.
An institutional difference between Northern Ireland and the mainland is (or rather was) the existence of the ‘spirit-grocers’ – that is, a place which doubled as a
bar and a shop selling provisions. Hence you had the convenience of being able to get a drink on your visit to buy the groceries, all under one roof. After the
partition of Ireland such disreputable goings-on were outlawed in the North in 1923. However, traces of such arrangements can still be seen at the House of
McDonnell, Ballycastle, and the Fort Bar, Belfast.
A word about beer and its service. Real ale is quite hard to come by in Northern Ireland and the only pub in this guide which sells it is the legendary Crown Bar
in Belfast. Most beer is stout or lager, and the manufacturers thereof have seen fit to promote their products heavy-handedly with vast, tall founts (often
illuminated) which can look like a military line of defence. This is in complete contrast to historic arrangements when bar counters were unencumbered, and
marks one of the less tasteful recent changes at pubs in the province.
And finally, Northern Ireland (and Ireland as a whole) is a wonderfully welcoming place, but visitors should remember its all- too-recent history of community

tensions. The curious visitor, come to inspect an historic pub, may here or there be viewed with suspicion and should be alive to possible local sensitivities.

How old is old?
This book is all about genuine historic pub interiors. But how old are they really? We have all visited churches where the fittings date back to medieval times or
a great country house where the family has zealously kept treasures from the days of the Tudors. But when it comes to pubs the story is rather different. Yes,
there are plenty of pubs where the structure is centuries old but, when it comes to layout and fittings, there is very little that survives from before the latter part
of the 19th century. A very rare exception may be found in London at the George, Southwark, the last galleried coaching inn in the capital. In its front room
there is very old panelling which might conceivably date back to the rebuilding of the inn in the late 17th century. That would make it an extraordinarily rare
survival. Some of the woodwork in the old bar at another London pub, the Olde Cheshire Cheese on Fleet Street, may also be of great (although rather
uncertain) age but, again, this is very much an exception.
The earliest virtually intact interior in this guide is probably the remarkable Seymour Arms, Witham Friary, Somerset, which was built in 1866 or 1867 for the
Duke of Somerset as an estate pub. A very similar date applies to the fittings in a London pub, the Victoria in Bayswater, which has a superb array of decorative
mirrors and a very fancy bar-back. The latter houses a built-in clock which, helpfully, bears a date of 1864. This must surely apply to the whole scheme and that
would make it one of the earliest secure dates for a surviving pub-furnishing scheme.
A big problem in dating pub interiors is that there is often little or nothing to go on without documen- tary evidence. At the upper end of the market, schemes
can be dated fairly closely on stylistic grounds: for example, etched glass and colourful ceramic work betoken late Victorian or Edwardian work, while
‘Brewers’ Tudor’ designs or Art Deco flourishes can be assigned to the two inter-war decades pretty safely. But when it comes to routine work by jobbing
carpenters or pub-furnishers, it is often impossible to hazard a date with any reliability. Run-of-the-mill bar counters, settles or dado panelling could look much
the same in the 1930s as they did half a century or more ago.Therefore in this guide the temptation has been avoided to suggest dates or periods unless they can
be reasonably authenticated on documentary evidence or distinctive stylistic grounds.

What? No bar?
The bar counter is one of the most characteristic features of the pub. It brings order to the storage and serving of drink – the customers are on one side with the
staff, drinks for sale, and the takings on the other. But it has not always been so. Early drawings of alehouses and taverns commonly show slightly chaotic
scenes, with drink being brought (often over some distance) from elsewhere in the building. Counters helped to bring some professionalism to the process, and
were well-established by the early nineteenth century. Now there are thought to be just eight pubs with historic service arrangements which do not involve
drinks passing across any kind of counter or hatch. All feature in this guide.

They are the Cock, Broom, Bedfordshire; Milbank Arms, Barningham, Co. Durham; North Star, Steventon, Oxfordshire; Tucker’s Grave Inn, Faulkland,
Somerset and the Rose & Crown, Huish Episcopi, both in Somerset; Coopers Tavern, Burton upon Trent; King’s Head, Laxfield, Suffolk; and the Manor Arms,
Rushall, West Midlands. Two further pubs, the King’s Head, Bootle, Cumbria; and Red Lion, Ampney St Peter, Gloucestershire, featured in the first edition of
this guide but have closed (although it is possible the latter may reopen).
At the Britannia, Upper Gornal, West Midlands, the old counter-less servery lines one side of the rear room, but a conventional counter has been installed in the
front bar.
There are other pubs which have service arrangements not far removed from the kind described above, usually involving a small shelf or hatch. A few classics
in this guide are the Drewe Arms, Drewsteignton, Devon (from cellar door and two hatches); Square & Compass, Worth Matravers, Dorset (two hatches);
Harrow, Steep, Hampshire (two hatches); Blue Ship, The Haven, West Sussex (two hatches); Cider House, Defford, Worcestershire (ledge at the ‘cellar’ door);
and the Dyffryn Arms, Pontfaen, Pembrokeshire (hatch).

Small can be beautiful
In today’s pub world, the trend is towards fewer but bigger pubs. A small pub, particularly in rural areas, often struggles to make ends meet and may well find
itself sacrificed on the altar of non-viability. Does this mean inevitable extinction for the small, simple pubs which were once so very common?
Some such pubs survive in town and city centres because lack of space is offset by a steady stream of customers throughout the day, hence we still have the
likes of the Circus Tavern, Manchester, and the miniscule Nutshell, Bury St Edmunds. Out in the country, even many large pubs are finding life difficult so, for
the smallest ones, where a food offering is often impossible, the outlook is doubly difficult. A few are hanging on, but readers are advised to visit them whilst
they still can.
Enough of the gloom – it is possible to make a small, rural pub viable without recourse to the wrecking ball. It takes skill and imagination but some enlightened
pub owners have shown what can be achieved. In the following cases the historic core has been kept and other spaces have been brought into use or additions
made which do not impact adversely on the historic parts: the Drewe Arms, Drewsteignton, Devon or the Sun, Leintwardine, Herefordshire Sitting in the old
portions, you should be oblivious to the changes made elsewhere.
What’s more, the small pub is making a modest comeback with the rise and rise of ‘micro-pubs’. The first, the Butchers Arms, Herne, Kent, opened in a former
butcher’s shop in 2005. The first edition of this guide noted there were, as at January 2013, twenty such pubs up and down the land. The number has since
mushroomed and, as at April 2016, there were 231 which are members of the Micropub Association (www.micropubassociation.co.uk).
By the time you read this, there will probably be quite a few more. Typically, they occupy ex-shops, do not seat more than a couple of dozen people, have low
overheads and specialise in real ale. They offer a convivial environment where good drink and conversation are the order of the day in the best tradition of the
British pub. Perhaps some will be the heritage pubs of the future!

Down at the pub, down on the farm - Chris Witt
Ever wondered why some rural pubs are so remote, away from habitation? Most probably these pubs developed to serve the local agricultural workers (who
were of course much more numerous in the past), and may well have doubled up with farming activity. There are still a few pubs attached to working farms or
smallholdings but they are now few and far between.
Of those listed in this book, the one with by far the largest farming interest is the New Cross Inn, Court Henry, Carmarthenshire which still has 180 acres of
land attached supporting some 80 head of beef cattle plus 250 sheep. A remarkable survivor! The only others in this guide are the Duke of York, Leysters,
Herefordshire, which still has five acres of grazing land attached, and the Luppitt Inn, Luppitt, Devon, which has a few acres used for sheep. How times change!

Room names in the traditional pub
Until the 1960s pubs were almost universally laid out with two or more rooms. These were stratified in terms of their ambience, clientele and, in consequence,
prices. The most simply appointed room was the public bar where beer was a little cheaper than in the better rooms. To over-generalise, it was seen as the bar of
the working class. Here there would be a bar counter, no carpet on the floor, lots of smoke in the air and a predominantly male clientele for whom the standard
drink would be mild ale throughout large parts of the country. In the north this room is often titled the vault(s).
Better-appointed rooms went by an almost bewildering variety of names. Private bars did not involve a requirement of membership (after all we are dealing
with public houses) but were smaller than the public bar and the name suggests occupancy by regulars known to one another. The private bar was a term used,
mainly in the south, for a relatively small room away from the hustle and bustle of the public bar; the snug was an equivalent. The lounge and saloon or
sometimes saloon lounge tended to be larger and one might expect carpets, panelling and waiter service. The smoke/smoking room is a puzzling name,
suggesting it was somewhere where people could smoke. Yet, since smoking was permitted throughout the pub (until legislation earlier this century put a stop
to this), a literal meaning makes no real sense. Smoke rooms tended to be rather smaller than public bars and saloon/lounges, and the idea may have evolved to
suggest somewhere where people could take their ease in the way they would have done in a smoking room of a gentleman’s residence.
Another paradoxical name is tap room. One might expect that this was where drinks were dispensed, but old plans of pubs and the layout of ones with surviving
tap rooms clearly suggests otherwise. Sometimes they were far removed from the servery. It’s hard to escape the idea that originally the name did describe what
took place in the room but that, as with so many aspects of pub lore (like the loosening of the meanings of alehouse, inn and tavern) the title has become
subverted. One long-serving licensee suggested to the writer that regulars would tap, say, a coin to summon service, but the sheer distance of some tap rooms
from the servery make one sceptical about this rather hit and miss approach to getting service. The names above are the most common ones for traditional pub
rooms, but there are many more besides. A far from exhaustive list includes news room and commercial room (these two from northern England), sitting room
(north-east England and Scotland), parlour, and (even) coffee room.

On the tiles
One of the great glories of late Victorian and Edwardian pubs is the use of ceramics and this guide draws attention to the very best examples in the country. As

early as 1850 the billiard room at Gurton’s in Old Bond Street, London, was decorated with pictorial ceramic panels, but it is likely that such work was not
common until the 1880s: in any case, little survives in the way of pub furnishings and fittings before that time anyway.
Ceramics were employed in various forms, ranging from their mundane, but, very necessary, use in toilets, through plain floor and wall tiling, to rich mosaic
flooring, pictorial panels, and even ceramic bar counters. Tiles were more expensive than wood but had the great advantage of being hard-wearing and – useful
in the smoky atmosphere of the pub in bygone days – hygienic, as they were easily cleaned.
Although a great many have been destroyed as pubs were refurbished in the second half of the 20th century, we still have a significant numbers of tiled
paintings. There is no particular theme that is characteristic of pub tiling. A depiction of the Battle of Hastings at the General Havelock in Hastings seems an
obvious choice. Although the legend of Arion is little known today, its appearance in a huge tiled panel at the Dolphin, Hackney in London is explained by the
fact that it was dolphins who saved this young Greek poet from a watery grave after he had been kidnapped by pirates. On the other hand, there seems no
particular reason why the Bartons Arms, in an industrial inner suburb of Birmingham, should have a huge tiled panel with a hunting scene. The owners of the
Café Royal in Edinburgh seem to have preferred a more educational theme by commissioning panels of inventors and their inventions for the main wall
downstairs. Tiled paintings seem to have dropped out of fashion by the First World War but a rare, late appearance in 1920 occurs at the Rose Villa Tavern in
Birmingham.
The other spectacular use of ceramics is for bar counter fronts. There are thought to be fourteen faience (glazed coloured earthenware) counters surviving in the
country. All feature in this guide apart from those at the Gunmakers Arms, Gerrard Street, Birmingham; Burlingtons, Lytham St Annes, Lancashire; Castle,
Oldham Street, Manchester; Towler, Tottington, Greater Manchester; and Waterloo Hotel, Alexandra Street, Newport, Gwent. It seems unlikely that there were
ever many more. Occasionally the patterns repeat. Those at Burlington’s, the Red Lion, Birmingham, and the Crown Bar, Belfast were all created by the
makers, Craven Dunnill, to the same design. Another Craven Dunnill design reappears at the Mountain Daisy, Sunderland, the Gunmakers, Birmingham and the
Golden Cross, Cardiff.
Tiled counter fronts are to be found at the Prince Arthur, Liverpool, White Lion, Westhoughton, Greater Manchester, Golden Ball, York and the Feuars Arms,
Kirkcaldy. At the Philharmonic Dining Rooms, Liverpool, the counter front has a glistening display of mosaic.
Mosaic was widely used for the floors of entrance lobbies, often stating the name of the pub. More mosaic might be used for the flooring of corridors and
drinking lobbies: it seems to have been particularly popular among northern pub-builders: fine examples on the Black Horse, Preston, Alexandra, Stockport, the
Stork, Birkenhead, the Lion Tavern and Prince Arthur, both in Liverpool.

Of table service, bells and prices

In days gone by customers could summon drinks in the ‘better’ rooms of pubs by pressing a bell. A member of the serving staff, or a dedicated waiter, would
come over and take the order. Where there were several rooms to be served, a disc (or similar) would oscillate in a little window in an annunciator box which
was labelled with the names of the rooms. Not all pubs had bell systems and in some waiters would walk around looking for likely customers, as this writer can
testify from his student days in Manchester in the early/mid 1960s.
By the 1960s table service was only widespread in West Yorkshire and the North West. It is still practised at a number of pubs on Merseyside, such as the
Volunteer Canteen, Waterloo. It is also found in Scotland at the Clep Bar, Dundee. As in the past, a small tip is expected.
It is a curious thing but there is a definite geography of bell-pushes in English pubs. They are common from the Midlands northwards but very rare in the south.
It is impossible to conjecture why this should be so because we know that waiter service did take place in many London pubs a century ago. In London we
know of only one pub with historic bell- pushes and this is at the Forester in public bar, which also reflected a higher standard of furnishing and the possibility
of table service.
Nowadays everything is one price throughout the pub and today’s drinkers would probably be shocked if they discovered they were paying more in one room
than another. Until 2010 there was such a differ- ence at the Cricketers, Woodford Green in north-east London, but now the only pub CAMRA knows where
such differential pricing still takes place is at the White Swan, Ealing, west London. Drinks in ‘better’ rooms attracted a slightly higher price than in the
Reading Street, Broadstairs in Kent, where it stands at 4p on the price of a pint (neither pub is in this guide).

If you believe that... : tall tales from the pub
A couple of drinks, a bit of imagination, and there’s no telling what we might come to believe about our beloved pubs. In researching this guide I have come
across some pretty unlikely tales. Space precludes a full catalogue but let’s concentrate on just four corkers relating to National Inventory pubs.
‘Ye Olde Trip to Jerusalem AD 1189 – the oldest inn in England’ – words painted on the outside of this Nottingham pub all to see. So it must be right – or is it?
Sadly for the Olde Trip there are even more venerable claimants, such as the Old Ferry Boat, Holywell, Cambridgeshire (anything from 560-to c. 1400), the
Royalist Hotel, Stow-on-the-Wold, Gloucestershire, Ye Olde Fighting Cocks, St Albans (date vague!), Bingley Arms, Bardsey, Leeds (stained glass confidently
proclaims 953 A.D.). Of course, it would be brilliant to nail our oldest pub but the prosaic truth is we simply can never know.
What did a late Saxon pub look like or function, and did it really ever exist anyway? Publicans at supposedly ancient pubs have often told me, ‘there are
documents that prove...’. When asked ‘do you have a copy?, the answer is usually ‘Yes’. ‘Can I see it?’ – and then suddenly it can’t be found and there’s not
even information on where it could be found.
So forget the spurious history and enjoy a drink in the Olde Trip in the knowledge that it appears to be a 17th-century hostelry and which has truly remarkable
series of rock-cut rooms.
The railway that never came – Crocker’s Folly. St John’s Wood is a very smart area of north London and boasts this particularly magnificent pub of 1898–9. It

was then called the Crown and remained as such until 1987. Whence the new name? Well, the man who built it, Frank Crocker, believed that the Great Central
Railway (the last Victorian trunk line to be built into London) was going to land up right by his shiny new pub-cum-hotel – which would be great for business.
Unfortunately it didn’t as the terminus ended up at Marylebone, a mile away. Ruined and despairing, Mr C. jumped to his death from a window at his fine new
creation.
The fact that the first trains steamed into Marylebone in May 1898 raises suspicions and, indeed, the route was given Parliamentary assent as far back as 1893.
As for Frank Crocker’s demise, this happened in 1904 and his death certificate reveals it was a natural one arising from bronchitis and heart demise and not
suicide induced by badly behaved railways.
It’s hard to understand how such a story ever came about but it may have to do with the fact that Crocker was just 41 when he died and that some people in the
20th century may have linked his premature death and puzzlement as to why such a grand pub should have been built where it was. However, users of this
guide will know full well that the years just around 1900 were ones that did give us some of the most splendid pubs ever built.
Cells in the cellar – the Viaduct Tavern. If they are not too busy staff at this richly fitted pub in Smithfield, central London, will happily let you see the cellar
area. It’s widely put about that what you see are former cells for the famous Newgate Prison or, in an alternative version, the Giltspur Street Compter, a debtors’
prison. The Viaduct is part of an 1874–5 development and takes its name from that great Victorian engineering achievement, the nearby Holborn Viaduct. Apart
from the fact that Newgate Prison lay across the road on the site of the Old Bailey, it was still a functioning prison when the Viaduct Tavern went up and it
seems unlikely that the authorities would have been keen on giving up some of their cells for the new pub. As for the Compter, it was on a different site from
the pub, closed in 1853, demolished in 1854, with much of the foundations being robbed out.
Barley Mow, Marylebone, London. The little drinking boxes were for pawnbroking. In the 19th century London there were hundreds of pawnshops and there
were regula- tions against taking pledges against drinking debts. The odd deal might have been done but it’s likely that most Barley Mow customers were just
out for a very cosy drink or two.
Queens Head, Cranford, London. The first pub to get a spirits license. Absence of comprehensive spirits licensing records from centuries ago make this one a
non-starter. It seems especially unlikely in what was then a very remote rural place (Heathrow has changed all that!)
Star, Netherton, Northumberland. A bit like Crocker’s Folly above. The pub was extended in 1902 to serve anticipated railway customers. The Central
Northumberland Railway never had any plans to build a line serving remote Netherton.
Olde White Harte, Hull. It was in the ‘Plotting Parlour’ that the decision was taken to refuse Charles I admission to the city, which effectively marked the start
of the Civil War. Heritage England’s list description says, ‘evidence from documentary and architectural research in the late C20 indicates the building was not
erected until after the Civil War.’
Closed pub: Doctor Johnson, Barkingside, London (p. 282). Planned as a substantial pub-cum- hotel for a major road into London. But that road – Eastern
Avenue – had already been built over a decade before. The tale is a bit like that of Crocker’s to explain a large housing estate pub out of kilter with modern

ideas.

Gents only
Time was when male drinkers could cut themselves off from the other half of humanity in their own domain within the pub. The plan of the Black Horse,
Northfield, Birmingham, shows a capacious ‘gents’ smoke room’ to the rear right: had menfolk wished to take their wives or lady friends out for a drink then
they would have used the ‘mixed smoke room’ at the front. At the other great Birmingham inter-war pub in this guide, the British Oak, Stirchley, men could
retreat to a single-sex space in the lounge on the left at the front of the pub.
Village pubs in this guide with such provision were the Rose & Crown at Huish Episcopi, Somerset, where the right-hand front room is still known as the
‘Men’s Kitchen’, and the Bell & Cross, Clent, Worcestershire, where there was a men’s smoke room.
Over the entrance to the old bar at the Olde Cheshire Cheese in London is the legend ‘Gentlemen Only’. In Aberdeen, The Grill was an entirely gents-only pub.
And so it remained in many pubs up and down the land until the Sex Discrimination Act of 1975 (which took effect on 1 January the following year) and put a
stop to such things. If you go to the Loggerheads, Shrewsbury, you will see at the entrance to the left-hand room, lettering on a baffle beside the door which
reads ‘Gents only (until 1975)’. Is this just a matter of historical record or is there a hint of wistful, masculine regret – who dares to say?!

The scores on the doors
You will sometimes find numbers on or above a door within a pub. It was (probably until the 1960s) a legal requirement for every licensee to ‘make entry’ of
his premises with HM Customs and Excise, so that they could check that his or her premises complied with the law. This process included listing all the rooms
used for both the storage and consumption of alcohol. ‘1’ might be the public bar; ‘2’ the smoke room; ‘3’ the cellar, and so on. Although rooms might be
identified by their names, they usually seem to have been denoted by numbers or sometimes, especially around Merseyside, by letters.

Games at the pub
Pubs are places for pleasure and relaxation so it is hardly surprising that they have been venues for playing a multitude of games over the centuries. Some, such
as cards, dominoes, or that post-war invention, the pub quiz, require no special provision whereas, at the other end of the scale, substantial investment is
required for long alley skittles or outdoor bowling.
The game most associated with the pub is, no doubt, darts. Although not as popular as it was 30 or 40 years ago, the game is thought to be played by some two
million people on a regular basis, with pubs as prime locations for their activity.
A survey in 2006 concluded that 53 per cent of Britain’s pubs had a dartboard. No special facilities are required for the game, other than the dartboard itself, a
scoreboard and a clear space for throwing the darts. At the Punch Bowl, Worcester, one of the few post-war pubs in this book, there is a long project- ion off the
public bar specifically designed for the game.

Billiards and snooker have a long association with the pub and many Victorian and Edwardian ones were provided with a purpose built billiard room. Billiard
rooms are illustrated in this guide for the Lamb Hotel, Eccles, and Douglas Arms, Bethesda, Gwynedd.
Nowadays the pool table, which arrived from America after 1960, overwhelmingly outnumbers its larger billiard cousin in our pubs.
A fairly rare game of tossing a coin or disc at a small opening surfaces at four pubs in this guide (29, 40, 146). This is toad in the hole/pitch penny. The game
had all but died out by the 1990s but was revived in the Lewes area where, in 2009, it was believed to be played at 35 pubs in a fifteen-mile radius of the town.
The game of quoits, like skittles, takes various forms. The outdoor variety is now quite rare but the indoor game is popular in the Herefordshire/Forest of Dean
area as at the Duke of York, Leysters.
Sadly many outdoor bowling greens have been lost, as at the Victoria, Great Harwood, Lancashire, and Springfield, Wigan. However, they may still be found at
the following pubs in this guide: the Travellers Rest, Alpraham, Cheshire, Wheatsheaf, Sutton Leach, Merseyside, Margaret Catchpole, Ipswich, Black Horse
and British Oak, both in the suburbs of Birmingham. The Nursery Inn, Heaton Norris, Stockport, also has a bowling green and, associated with it, is an
interesting feature within the pub. In the central corridor is a pair of folding metal gates. In former days when there was not all-day pub opening, these gates
would be locked so that bowlers could use the loos but not gain access to the bars.

Of glass and glazing
One of the defining features of Victorian pubs was ornamental glass, whether in windows, doors, or mirrors. At its richest, it involved embossing and brilliant
cutting. Embossing was executed by etching a pattern with acid, while the part to be embossed was unaffected thanks to a protective coating: then the embossed
portions were ground to remove the transparency. Brilliant cutting was undertaken by a rotating stone wheel, after which the cut was polished. Particularly good
examples of such work are to be found at the Red Lion, St James’s, and the Kings Head, Tooting, both in London, and the Garden Gate, Leeds. Gilding and
other colouration was sometimes applied.
Until the post-war period pub windows were never clear, as it was not considered fitting for passers-by to be able to see the drinkers and drinking inside: in any
case licensing magistrates would not have allowed such visibility. Instead, the windows of the pub provided a translucent veil between the pub and its pleasures,
and the mundane world beyond. Mirrors often assumed considerable prominence in the pub and took various forms. They might have brilliant cutting to
produce a stunning, glittering effect as at the Red Lion, St James’s, or have back painting, of which fine examples illustrated in this guide are at the Lord
Nelson, Bermondsey, Flying Horse, Fitzrovia, and Half Moon, Herne Hill, all in London. Advertising mirrors were used to promote drinks of all kinds: a good
example is illustrated here in the Star at Netherton, Northumberland. Such mirrors are a particular feature of a great many Scottish pubs.
Stained glass also found its way into the pub and various examples are shown in these pages. Perhaps the most striking display is in the vast skylight over the
billiard room at the Boleyn, Upton Park, London.

Historic pubs and the rise and rise of small breweries

The explosion in the number of microbreweries over the past decade is one of the truly exciting features of the British beer scene. In 2012 the number of UK
breweries topped 1,000, the highest figure for 60 years, and is now thought to be about 1,400. All this comes about as new brewers seek to capitalise on an
increasing demand for quality real ales. Where better to appreciate their wares than in genuinely historic pub surroundings? And it’s not just the view of those
of us in CAMRA involved with the present guide. Several brewers have already worked it out!
In preparing this guide it became evident just how many National Inventory pubs are in the hands of small breweries. In a few cases they’ve been capitalising
on the asset for years, in others they have turned basket cases into thriving businesses. Where the big pubcos and lacklustre lessees and managers have failed,
others have succeeded. Often there’s nothing fancy involved – just good ale, enthusiastic and committed staff and management, and a welcoming environment
in traditional surroundings. Here is the list as we go to press of those small brewery-owned or run: brewing is not on-site unless stated.
Lancashire, Goosnargh, Ye Horns Inn: on-site brewing began in March 2013. At the time of writing the pub is up for sale but it is to be hoped on-site brewing
will continue. Manchester, Greater, Manchester, Marble Arch: owned by Marble Beers. Somerset, Bath, Star Inn: the brewery tap for Abbey Ales.
Staffordshire, Cannock, Crystal Fountain: owned by Black Country Ales. West Midlands, Birmingham, Bartons Arms: owned by Oakham Ales of
Peterborough. Netherton, Old Swan (‘Pardoe’s’): on-site brewing ceased in 1988 but was started again in 2001 by the Olde Swan Brewery. Sedgley, Beacon
Hotel: on-site brewing was restarted by the Sarah Hughes Brewery in 1987. Wednesfield, Vine: owned by Black Country Ales. Yorkshire, South, Sheffield
Tap: on-site brewing: brewery viewable from the northern- most pub room. Yorkshire, West, Halifax, Three Pigeons: owned by Ossett Brewery. Heath, King’s
Arms: leased by Ossett Brewery. Leeds, Garden Gate: owned by Leeds Brewery. Wales, North-West, Conwy, Albion Ale House: leased by a consortium of
four micro- breweries: Conwy, Great Orme, Nant, and Purple Moose. Scotland, Edinburgh and the Lothians, Prestonpans, Prestoungrange Gothenburg:
independent of the pub: on-site brewery viewable from the main bar.

Raising the Bar in Scotland
CAMRA has worked closely with Historic Scotland (now Historic Environment Scotland) to achieve a better understanding of and protection for the nation’s
most important pub heritage. The catalyst was the launching in 2007 of CAMRA’s pioneering book Scotland’s True Heritage Pubs (still available, price £4.99,
see p. 316). Its editor, Michael Slaughter, was convinced there were many Scottish pubs which deserved protection via listing and it was apparent that most
listed pubs had either no, or only brief, descriptions of their interiors in the official record.
At the launch of the book Michael and Dave Gamston, then Chair of CAMRA’s Pub Heritage Group, produced compelling evidence that persuaded Historic
Scotland’s head of listing, Deborah Mays, to carry out a thematic review of public houses, and this was undertaken by Inspector of Historic Buildings, Louisa
Humm. This important survey produced eleven new listings and six upgradings. Four pubs achieved new Grade A status, the very highest category (see p. 12):
the Kenilworth, Edinburgh, Central Bar, Leith, Horse Shoe Bar, Glasgow, and the Feuars Arms, Kirkcaldy. Furthermore, 39 descriptions were revised to give
full weight to the importance of the interior planning and fittings.
A further result of the project was the publication by Historic Scotland of a booklet, Raising the Bar: an Introduction to Scotland’s Historic Pubs which has
done much to increase awareness of the country’s rich pub heritage. A downloadable copy is available at www.historic-scotland.gov.uk/ raising-the-bar-pubsbooklet.pdf. You can search for statutory list descriptions by clicking on the list entry number in the entries on our heritage pub website

www.pubheritage.camra.org.uk

For your convenience
As night follows day, a few drinks in the pub will be followed by a visit to the loo. Pub toilets thus assume a place of huge importance in providing comfort and
relief to humanity. Most are pretty ordinary affairs but historic examples can sometimes be quirky and very occasionally down- right magnificent. The gazetteer
points out cases which are rather more than run-of-the-mill.
In times past our less delicate forebears were not too troubled about having to exit the pub to relieve themselves. There are quite a number in this guide. At the
Bell, Aldworth, Berkshire star-gazing gents gave the blessed facility the nickname of ‘The Planetarium’. At the Harrow, Steep, Hampshire, you have to go
(sorry!) over the road. At the other end of the spectrum, two pubs in this guide have especially magnificent examples. The finest loos of the lot are at the
Philharmonic Dining Rooms in Liverpool, which are provided with a mosaic floor, marble and urinals with imitation Veronese marble. Those at the Princess
Louise, Holborn, in London are also splendid – they are proudly signed by their makers, J. Tylor & Sons of London and Sydney. North of the Border, at the
Feuars Arms, Kirkcaldy, the loos were supplied by Doultons and in the gents you can see the water gurgling away in a glass-sided cistern.

Film and TV appearances
We all know the camera can lie – and to good effect when some of our historic pubs appear in films or TV. Take ‘Rebus’, for example, the redoubtable
detective (played by Ken Stott) whose character was created by Ian Rankin for his novels whilst imbibing in the Oxford Bar, Edinburgh. Many of his characters
were based on customers and staff there. How disconcerting, therefore, to discover that the STV series used the Laurieston Bar, Glasgow, as the Oxford was
considered too small inside! Also filmed in the Laurieston was Young Adam (2003) starring Ewan McGregor and Tilda Swinton, based on the 1954 novel by
Alexander Trocchi – so an appropriate, contemporary choice of venue.
The full-length film Stone of Destiny (2008), based on the 1950s true-life plot of Ian Hamilton to return the Stone of Scone to Scotland, had the conspirators
regularly meeting in the Portland Arms, Glasgow, and then miraculously stepping outside the pub to a street scene in Edinburgh. The Portland has also been
used extensively for the BBC drama series, Shetland, screened in early 2016. Another BBC TV series, The Young James Herriott (2011), used the Central Bar,
Renton, to portray a typical 1930s Gorbals pub. The Central was used in 2015 for a remake of the great Ealing comedy classic Whisky Galore. This was based
on Compton MacKenzie’s novel, which in turn was founded on a real-life incident in 1941, when a ship, loaded with over half a million bottles of whisky, ran
aground off a Scottish island to the joy of its inhabitants who valiantly attempted to save its cargo.
The 2012 film of Ian Rankin’s novel Doors Open, starring Stephen Fry, has an intriguing story involving art forgeries. The location, Bennets Bar, Edinburgh,
was used because this was the first pub in Edinburgh in which Ian Rankin drank as a student.
London pubs have featured in many film and TV productions including some of the ones in this guide. Most notable has been the Salisbury, Covent Garden, for
the controversial film Victim (1961) with Dirk Bogarde and Sylvia Syms, in which the word ‘homosexual’ was first used on-screen; Goodbye Mr Chips (1969)
starring Peter O’Toole, Petula Clark and Michael Redgrave; and Travels With My Aunt (1972) starring a young Maggie Smith. More recently The Boat that

Rocked (2009), written and directed by Richard Curtis and starring Bill Nighy and Philip Seymour-Hoffman, has the main characters discussing their pirate
radio station plans in the 1960s at the Salisbury.
The magnificent Black Friar, Blackfriars, featured in another risqué film Maurice (1987) and, allegedly, Michael Winner’s production of The Big Sleep (1977).
Scenes for an episode in the final series of ‘New Tricks’ for BBC1 was also filmed here during 2014. Ye Olde Mitre, Hatton Garden, was used for Snatch
(2000) starring Mike Reid as Doug the Head in this gangster movie produced by Guy Ritchie, who puts in a micro-cameo appearance as a man reading a
newspaper. Deep Blue Sea (2011) is based on the 1952 Terence Rattigan play and sees Tom Hiddleston and Rachel Weisz canoodling together in the pub whilst
having an extra- marital affair. Looking at repeats on the TV can turn up some surprises. The Warrington, Maida Vale, features extensively, both externally and
internally, in episode 6 of ‘The Sweeney’ – ‘Night Out’ – first broadcast on 6 February 1975.
A Charrington’s mirror was smashed during a brawl involving Scottish football supporters! Let’s hope it was only a replica!!
Moving to Manchester and no, the Rovers Return is not an historic pub, but the Peveril of the Peak is and was used in three episodes of the Granada TV
detective series Cracker with Robbie Coltrane starring as the anti-hero criminal psychologist Fitz. Across to Yorkshire and the Garden Gate, Leeds, was heavily
featured in Room at the Top (2012), the BBC4 1959 version of the John Braine novel. There are some good shots inside and the stained glass window in the
doors, clearly identifying the pub. On to Tyneside and the Central, Gateshead, where the Buffet Bar featured in an episode of ‘Vera’, a gritty detective series,
screened in 2014.
The New Inn, Hadlow Down, East Sussex, was used for the British horror film, Harbour, directed by Raine McCormack, and due for release in 2017. The
publicity speaks of ‘A creature of legend, its monstrous form stalking the cursed woodlands of its mystical domain. In exchange for the twisted advan- tages
offered by its dark magic, the Beast’s disciples cater to its every need, no matter the cost.’ As yet, it’s unclear if this includes the excellent Harvey’s ales sold at
the pub!
Undoubtedly many of our historic pubs have featured on both the large and small screen – how fascinating to discover which ones, when and why. Finally, Odd
Man Out, Carol Reed’s masterly 1947 film starring James Mason as an IRA- like leader on the run: it used what looked like the stunning Crown Bar, Belfast;
except it wasn’t. A set was built to resemble the pub – which only goes to confirm that the camera can lie!

Taking it home with you
Where did you last buy any alcohol to take home? The chances are that it was a supermarket or convenience store, or possibly a high street drinks shop. It’s
hardly likely to have been down at your local pub. But half a century ago it was a very different story. Pubs sold drink for people to enjoy at home and often
there was special provision in the layout of the building to cater for this. Then legis- lation changed in the early 1960s to enable supermarkets to sell alcohol
freely and the rest is history.
The ‘off-sales’ at pubs went under a bewildering variety of names – off-sales (of course), jug and bottle (and vice versa), outdoor department, family
department, order depart- ment, retail department and perhaps several more. Such names can still sometimes be seen fossilised in etched glass or door-plates.

Occasionally there was a bench in the space in question as illustrated here: typically this would be occupied by women popping down to get beer for their dad
or husband and stopping for a quick one whilst there with their friends. Where there was no dedicated space for off-sales, there might be a hatch facing the front
door, or one in a corridor, and many examples will be found in the pages of this guide.
With the demise of off-sales from pubs, so many small rooms or compartments devoted to the purpose have been incorporated into an adjacent pub room,
turned over to storage, and occasionally converted into a small kitchen.
So, when next you see what appears to be a spare door on the outside of a pub, ask yourself the question – was this the entrance to the ‘offie’.

